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Abstract

A global transition of energy supply systems towards more sustainability requires the detailed investiga-
tion of different future pathways to examine their technical, economical and environmental feasibility.
In this context, the energy system design and operation is often subject of discussion between different
stakeholders with conflicting perspectives. This demands for new methods to optimize different criteria
simultaneously. Such a method for the multi-objective design and operation of energy supply systems is
developed and applied to a set of diverse case studies in this thesis.

The here developed method combines the strengths of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA)
and linear programming (LP) or mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) techniques. Regarding the
system design, the former is capable of handling non-linearities and enables a real Pareto-optimization.
Concerning the system operation, the latter offers the advantage of solving to optimality and dealing
with large numbers of decision variables and constraints. Furthermore, different cluster algorithms can
be applied to reduce the model dimensionality and computational complexity via decomposition into
representative partial models.

Different case studies demonstrate the broad range of method applications. In the first case study, a
detailed compressed air energy storage system is optimized from an investor’s perspective while consid-
ering technical and economical design objectives. In the second case study, a municipal district heating
system is optimized from an operator’s perspective regarding economical and environmental design ob-
jectives. As for the third case study, a multi-regional national power system is optimized from a central
planner’s perspective with regard to economical and environmental objectives. In summary, it can be
demonstrated that the actual system design heavily depends on the considered optimization criteria and
surrounding market environment.

This thesis shows that the proposed method allows for the optimization of arbitrary energy systems and
gives deeper insights into the specific system’s interrelations. It enables the modeller to answer a wide
range of questions arround the design and operation of future energy supply systems in technical, econom-
ical and environmental dimension while preserving criteria from different stakeholder perspectives. In
conclusion, the developed method provides a more solid decision basis for the transformation of energy
supply systems when compared to existing methods that consider only one objective.
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1 Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the thesis with its background, objectives and methods. First, the
scientific gap within the scientific field of energy modeling is outlined. Secondly, the research objectives
are formulated along with respective hypotheses followed by a delineation with regard to other research
fields. Finally, a brief overview of the used methods and general procedures is given to guide the reader
through the further course of the thesis.

1.1 Problem outline

The global transition towards sustainable and low-carbon energy supply systems requires the investigation
of future trajectories from different perspectives as a base for a solid scientific discussion. Due to a
development towardsmore cross-sectoral and decentralized structures, such energy systems imply a rising
complexity regarding their technical, economic and socioeconomic dimensions [1, 2]. Insights into such
complex systems can be retrieved by means of computer-based models to support the abovementioned
discussion and decision processes with a quantitative base.

A variety of computer models implementing optimization methods can be used to investigate specific re-
search questions. Among others, these models include economic dispatch models for capacity planning,
unit commitment models for power plant dispatch and power flowmodels for electricity transmission net-
work operation [3, 4, 5, 6]. Respective applications can be transnational investigations based on merely
economic top-down equilibrium models or far more detailed technical investigation, which are used for
local infrastructure planning based on technology-specific data in bottom-up models. Additionally, mod-
els can be adapted or linked in order to integrate different sectors such as electricity, heat and mobility
with their cross-sectoral interdependencies.

Many of such models either seek for the optimal operation of an energy system like the dispatch of a fleet
of renewable and fossil power plants to match a given electricity demand or the dimensioning of a local
district heating system consisting of supply and storage technologies with respective capacities. Even if
both objectives, specifically the operation and the design, are optimized simultaneously within combined
models, in most cases only one objective, for example costs, emissions or technical metrics is regarded.

1 1



1 Introduction

Consequently, generated results only deliver a decision base for a single stakeholder perspective with
regard to the optimal system design and operation.

This one-sided investigation is often not beneficial in reality where decisions are made based on compro-
mises between often conflicting stakeholder perspectives. As only one example, a local district heating
network operator might be interested in building the most economical system layout, whereas a non-
governmental organization might claim to select a layout at lowest emissions for the same supply task.
Using two different models each considering only one objective might deliver completely different lay-
outs which aggravates the finding of a good compromise solution between both objectives. This illustrates
the need for new methods in the field of energy modeling which aim at the simultaneous optimization of
operation and design with regard to multiple objectives.

1.2 Research objectives

Main goal of this thesis is the development of a new method which optimizes the design and operation
of arbitrary energy systems with regard to multiple objectives. Such energy systems in turn are defined
by a high degree of freedom in a technical, economical and environmental dimension which means that
they can be described on different levels of technical, economical and environmental detail.

Apart from the actual method development, special emphasis will be put on a transparent method descrip-
tion which includes a generic implementation. From the definition of the main objective, several research
questions are derived and to be answered in the course of the thesis:

1. Method development

a) How can the design and operation of energy systems be optimized for multiple objectives?

b) Which advantages are offered by the proposed method compared to existing methods?

c) Which design patterns and concepts are valuable for a performant implementation?

2. Method application

a) How can non-linear relations be considered within specific applications?

b) How can model complexity and resulting runtimes be reduced?

c) How can obtained results be related to existing system designs?

d) Which algorithms and parameter sets are valuable in terms of different applications?

e) Which range of applications can be identified for the proposed method?

The formulated research questions can be divided into two parts. The questions within the first part are
related to the method development itself and thus of general nature. For this, in addition to the proposal
of a suitable method, the method is delineated with regard to the scientific status quo. The questions in
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1 Introduction

the second part are related to the actual method application. Thus, the research questions are specific to
the method applications or type of application. In conclusion, the formulated questions aim to elaborate
the scientific value of both the method itself and its advantages in terms of specific applications.

1.3 Scope of thesis

In the scope of this thesis it is referred to optimization-based energy models as descibed in [1] or [7]
as these are widely used within energy modeling due to their communicability and compact nature. For
example, they can be represented only by an objective function, respective constraints and data as in
[8]. Other articles compare respective models from different studies [9] and propose new evaluation
frameworks [10]. Consequently, the advances of this thesis are related to this common definition of
an energy model as a linear optimization based model which is able to cover an energy system in its
economical, technical, environmental, temporal and spatial dimension. Additionally, methods from other
fields such as evolutionary computing for hybrid models and complexity reduction through temporal or
spatial clustering can be utilized as a complement. This definition links the modeling task closer to
the methods used within the field of operations research where quantitative models and methods are
developed and used in order to support decisions.

1.4 Course of action

This thesis describes a new method. Therefore, the structure is aligned to elaborate its scientific value as
outlined in the following. After describing the state of research within the second chapter and summa-
rizing the theoretical background in the third chapter, a new method which optimizes the operation and
design of arbitrary energy systems with regard to multiple objectives is proposed in the fourth chapter of
the thesis. In the following three chapters, the method is applied to three case studies which differ in their
economical, environmental and technical details and thus demonstrate the broad range of applications.
Finally, the scientific value of both the proposed method and its specific case study application is elab-
orated within a detailed discussion, based on the research questions formulated above. This described
course of action within this thesis is shown in Figure 1.1.

Within the method development the focus is put on describing a generalized optimization architecture
between two methods in detail. For the design optimization, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
(MOEAs) are applied in order to optimize design parameters within energy systems. These can for ex-
ample be represented by installed capacities, technical or operational characteristics. Moreover, design
parameters are related to a specific operational optimization model which is realized within a linear pro-
gram (LP) or mixed-integer linear program (MILP). Respective operational models are re-calculated and
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Method application

Multi-regional integrated electricity system

Method application

 Municipal district heating system

Method application

Compressed air energy storage

Method development

Multi-objective operational and
design optimization

Figure 1.1: Course of action regarding the method development and applications.

asserted for different design parameters with regard to multiple objectives within the evolutionary algo-
rithm. Additionally, clustering algorithms are applied to the input data of the operational models in a
pre-processing step in order to reduce the size of the optimization problem.

A method application within three case studies demonstrates the general applicability of the method and
serves to elaborate the scientific value. In the first case study, a compressed air energy storage (CAES) is
optimized on a day-ahead electricity market from a potential investor’s perspective. In this context, the
design of the charging and discharging unit specifically the installed capacity of the compressor and the
turbine are optimized with regard to a economical and technical objective based on a detailed technology
model. In the second case study, components of a municipal district heating (DH) system in northern
Germany are optimized at a higher level of abstraction but with multiple other technologies such as peak
load boilers (PLB) and thermal energy storages (TES). For this, the installed capacities of power to heat
(PtH) and combined heat and power (CHP) components are dimensioned in terms of an economic and en-
vironmental objective. In the third case study, a multi-regional power system with several technologies is
optimized with regard to costs and emissions by the example of the power system of Kazakhstan. There-
fore, optimal wind and solar capacities in single regions are determined allowing insights on possible
future energy system designs. Finally, the results are related to the current power system design.

4



2 State of research in energy system modeling

This chapter describes the current state of research and the classified research needs. Initially, different
types of energy models are discussed as defined in the scope of this thesis. Then the state of research in
terms of existing methods and applications is outlined focussing on existing applications similar to the
case studies within this thesis and some other applications are discussed briefly. Finally, the resulting
research needs are defined.

2.1 Model classification

Problems to be solved in optimization based energy modeling are broad and sometimes include multi-
ple sectors. In this context, models are often grouped by their underlying method, for instance linear
programming or mixed-integer programming, or by their functionality, for example operational or in-
vestment optimization [11, 12, 13]. The latter has been used in a study, which groups energy models or
problems to be solved by their concrete modeling capabilities [9]. Such model types include economic
dispatch (ED), unit commitment (UC), power flow calculation (PF) or investment planning (IP) models
for one or multiple periods. The differences between thesemodels will be outlined briefly in the following
to work out a clear definition to be used within the futher course of this thesis.

Although several classical textbooks on the modeling of electricity markets and systems exist based on
economic theory [3, 6, 5, 4], there is no clear single definition of the terms ED and UC. Kirschen and Str-
bac use the terms economic as well as optimal dispatch and unit commitment but without giving a sharp
definition [6]. Within Harris et al. ED is defined as the cost-effective management of a group of utilities
to combine their generating and transmission facilities of delivery [4, p.176] but without further specifica-
tion. Moreover, Biggar and Hesamzadeh refer to a similar definition using the term optimal dispatch and
further divide models based on the consideration of a demand like using an inelastic electricity demand
curve [3, p.97 f.] and the type of cost modeling for instance with constant variable generation costs [3,
p.99 f.]. The term optimal dispatch is used as a synonym for an ED problem. Further, a UC problem
is defined as the decision whether or not to bring a generating unit into a position where it is ready to
produce output in the presence of startup costs [3, p.114] which are not regarded within the related ED
problem.
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2 State of research in energy system modeling

In contrast, Wood, Wollenberg and Sheblé give a precise definition of both ED and UC [5, p.147 f.].
According to this definition, an ED problem aims to find the optimum operating policy for a set of units
that is assumed to be already connected to an electricity or energy system. A UC problem in turn is
more complex. Assuming a set of available units and a forecasted demand which has to be covered, the
UC problem aims at finding a subset of these units to be used in order to serve the demand at minimum
operating costs. This adds the dimension of space and time as it determines specific units and may be
extended to include an entire optimization period. Moreover, it is more difficult to solve mathematically
as it involves integer variables which capture the state of single units. These are for example binary
variables which are used to capture states such as starts or shutdowns with respective costs or to define
minimum loads and runtimes. Consequently, an ED problem can be interpreted as a subproblem of an
UC problem [5, p.148].

Although different definitions for a UC problem exist some common elements can be identified. The
existence of a time horizon in which decisions have to be made based on a forecast of a load and other
time-dependent values. This time horizon is typically short-term up to a week with a time increment or
resolution of less than one hour. Furthermore, UC involves a set of units at specific energy production
cost and technical constraints as well as some representation of a grid or balance. Optionally, additional
constraints, for example for the system reliability or revenues, can be defined. Based on this, decisions
to be made encompass commitment decisions, specifically whether a unit is switched on, production
decisions like how much energy is produced by a unit and network decisions such as how much energy is
transfered between two network nodes at a specific date. For more information about different problem
types and solution techniques it is referred to [14] and [15] in this place.

Models for the investment planning (IP problems) of new capacities within an economy are subject to
many studies with specific research questions and also covered by classical text books [3, 16]. Within
[3, p.181 ff.] the question of the computation of the socially efficient level of investment in generation
and consumption is addressed. In this context, investment planning in the sense of the abovementioned
problem types typically includes an ED or UC problem and aims at finding the optimal dispatch and
the optimal mix and level of investment as stated by Biggar and Hesamzadeh [3, p.182]. In addition,
the concept of “screening curves” to find the optimal level of capacities and operational hours for mul-
tiple technologies in order to reach maximum welfare is introduced under given assumptions such as an
inelastic demand and well-defined fixed and variable cost for all units.

A different angle for an investment is given by an individual investor’s perspective. Biggar andHesamzadeh
[3, p.199 ff.] analyze an investment from an independent generation entrepreneurs’ perspective with the
result that under some assuptions decentralised investment decisions will lead to an optimal level and
mix of generation investment [3, p.203 ff.]. Also, the concept of duration curves is used again in order
to explain different market types such as energy-only or capacity markets. Within Kirschen and Strbac
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2 State of research in energy system modeling

investment from a potential investor’s perspective is analyzed purely from the economic point of view
using average price assumptions and capacity factors [6, p.205 ff.]. Here, the case of single investment
as well as the comparison of investments like using the incremental internal rate of return is presented by
means of price duration curves along with some examples. The investment in transmission might also be
included in an IP and is outlined by Kirschen and Strbac for different methods [6, p.227 ff.].

The modeling of electricity transmission networks with their respective constraints and power flows is
widely covered. Existing power flow models and solution techniques are for instance given in [3, p.141
ff.], [5, p.253 f.] and [4]. In many cases a DC load flow model is used as a approximation of the original
AC system, which would require a more complicated set of equations to be modelled [5, p.144]. As
stated by Stoft “Most of the basic properties of AC power flows that are needed to design markets can
be understood in terms of this essentially DC model, but some important phenomenon are purely AC
in nature.” [16], which enables a reasonable modeling of the physical network also in ED, UC and IP
models. This also includes the possibility of combined ED, UC, IP and PF models for instance in a multi-
regional model which simultaneously optimizes the investment and unit commitment with regard to the
power flow in the network. Here, not only electricity but also multiple sectors like heat and transport
can be integrated within a common model as described by concepts such as multi-energy systems [17] or
energy hubs [18, 19]. Other synonyms for those systems are multi-vector energy systems or multi-carrier
energy systems and have been described with a respective concept and software to describe and solve
them [9]. In the course of this, all concepts allow for an inclusion of multiple sectors by means of a set
of the abovementioned models.

In this thesis, the following model classification is used: An operational model (OM) is defined by an
ED or UC model with optional inelastic demands for different commodities such as electricity, heat or
transport. It is capable of capturing the dimensions of time and space and optionally offers an integration
of PF as described in [5]. Further, multi-objective operational model (MOM) extends an OM by allowing
for multiple objectives. In comparison, a design model (DM) seeks for optimal parameters of an energy
system such as generation, storage or transmission capacities or internal technical parameters without us-
ing an OM and thus a detailed consideration of time and often space. A design model that extends a DM
by allowing for multiple objectives is defined as a multi-objective design model (MDM). Furthermore,
combined design and operational model (CDOM) combines an OM and DM using the same method
and consequently is formulated as an IP similarly to the definition in [3, p.181 ff.]. Here, multi-objective
combined design and operational model (MCDOM) extends a CDOMby allowing for multiple objectives
with regard to the design optimization. In contrast, hybrid design and operational model (HDOM) com-
bines an OM and DM using different optimization methods for both objectives, each regarding only one
objective. Finally, a multi-objective hybrid design and operational model (MHDOM) extends an HDOM
by allowing for multiple objectives with regard to the design optimization. The used model classification
is summarized in Table 2.1.
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2 State of research in energy system modeling

Table 2.1:Model classification used in the scope of this thesis. Marks: x/- = fully/not applicable.

Model type Model shortcut O
pe
ra
tio
na
lo
pt
im
iz
at
io
n

D
es
ig
n
op
tim

iz
at
io
n

M
ul
tip

le
ob
je
ct
iv
es

D
iff
er
en
tm

et
ho
ds

Operational model OM x - - -
Multi-objective operational model MOM x - x -
Design model DM - x - -
Multi-objective design model MDM - x x -
Combined design and operational model CDOM x x - -
Multi-objective combined design and operational model MCDOM x x x -
Hybrid design and operational model HDOM x x - x
Multi-objective hybrid design and operational model MHDOM x x x x

The last two and in particular the latter are subject to the method development within this thesis. They
are characterised by the quality that an “inner” operational optimization is embedded within an “outer”
design optimization with either one or multiple objectives. Resulting operational costs and other results
such as the optimal dispatch from the decision variables of the “inner” part can be included within one or
more objectives of the “outer” part. This in turn means that respective optimal designs with regard to one
or multiple objectives are optimal with respect to a mono-objective operation. This does not guarantee to
reach a global optimum of the design with regard to the operation as it would be realized within a CDOM
or MCDOM. On the other hand, it provides a flexible coupling of different models and the possibility to
correctly deliver concave and convex parts of Pareto front within multi-objective design problems. See
[20, p.530] for the underlying problem using aggregation methods for example in CDOMs such as in [21]
or [22]. It has to be mentioned that it would principally be possible to also list single hybrid operational
or design models here. But as these seem to be very rare in literature and are not subject of this thesis
these are omitted here for the sake of conciseness.
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2 State of research in energy system modeling

2.2 Current state of research

It becomes clear that a broad range of models exist that can be applied to answer different types of
questions within the field of energy supply systems. As the set of possible model applications is almost
unlimited, in the following, the focus is directed on methods related to the ones outlined above. Further,
the set of applications is limited to the field of the three selected case studies which are compressed air
energy storage, district heating systems and multi-regional power systems.

Method development

Comparisons of modeling tools for the analysis of energy supply systems with a high share of renewable
energies (RE) are provided by [12] and [11]. In [11] various modeling tools were compared with the
conclusion that most of these tools are adequate to analyze future challenges within energy systems.
Besides the requirement to chose a holistic view and integrate multiple sectors in future studies, the
study emphasizes the need for more transparency in the field of energy modeling. While similar reviews
for the integration of RE on different levels of detail [12] exist , [11] focuses more on optimization based
planning tools and includes some open models of the last generation as described in [9].

Methods and approaches for the optimal design of hybrid RE systemswith conventional backup capacities
are reviewed in [23]. According to the authors, one of the most important issues related to these systems
is the optimal sizing of different components in order to meet all energy demands at possible minimum
investment and operating costs. For this, different sizing approaches are compared and analyzed in detail.
Among commercial tools with heuristic solvers different population based approaches such as genetic
algorithms (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO) and others are reviewed with the result that these
are capable of making significant contributions to higher RE penetration.

Optimization-based planning of distributed energy resources (DER) with respect to different objectives
is analyzed in [24]. The review includes about 80 papers and outlines mono-objective methods in the
first part and analyzes concepts and methods for multi-objective optimization in the second part. The
authors argue that appropriate planning methods with multiple objectives in technical, environmental
and economic dimensions are able to represent the stochastic nature of RE and the grid network. Thus,
they are able to provide deeper insights into properties of DER. A review of multi-objective optimization
of energy systems by means of evolutionary algorithms (EA) is given by [25]. The study analyzes about
50 papers and concludes that only a few studies optimize many entities of energy systems. The most
popular methods seem to be different variants of genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization.
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2 State of research in energy system modeling

Method application

There are numerous studies focusing on different aspects of CAES. Most studies are focused on integra-
tion effects of RE in specific energy systems or on business cases for potential operators by means of
specific models. Many models are used for an operational optimization of concepts within a single mar-
ket whereas only a few are capable of integrating multiple market environments. Some models focus on
sole design optimization without considering intertemporal variation of time-related quantities such as re-
source prices or variable feed-in from RE. In the scope of this thesis the focus is put on techno-economic
studies which investigate specific technical setups under given economic assumptions.In the following,
the selection of major works in this field is delineated from the case study within this thesis according to
different criteria which are the underlying model type, used methods and model details. Table 2.2 shows
an overview of relevant studies in the field of CAES modeling. A detailed discussion of the underlying
sources is provided in Section E in the appendix.

The vast majority of studies is based on classical operational models which are based on mixed-integer
or linear programming methods. For instance, in [26] or [27] rather detailed MILP models are applied to
analyze the technology in combination with wind energy and possible markets for electricity and control
reserve, respectively. Both use unit commitment constraints where the latter uses a higher level of detail
by means of including partial load conditions and ramping constraints. Although both models apply
similar model types, the focus in [26] is on the effect of the storage system concerning wind integration
from a system perspective where [27] demonstrates how a storage can participate in multiple markets
while at the same time reducingwind curtailment, but from an operators perspectivewithout an integration
of other system states. Different studies such as [28], [29] or [30] deal with similar questions but with
other methods applied for the operational optimization. Other studies focus on the design optimization
with or without a further consideration of the economic environment. In [31] a multi-objective genetic
algorithm optimization is applied on the design parameters of an underwater CAES system, where the
roundtrip efficiency, cumulative costs and operating profit are optimized simultaneously. However, the
operation is optimized only for a period of 24 hours based on average hourly electricity prices. Similarly,
in [32] components of a CAES system attached to a wind farm are optimized without an operational
optimization. In contrast, in [33] a HDOM is proposed where the operation is optimized using a MILP
model which is embedded within an EA for the design optimization to size different components.

In conclusion, it can be stated that no MOM, CDOM, MCDOM or MHDOM has yet been applied within
the field of CAES modeling. Except for the study which applies an MDM [31], no multi-objective and
data clustering approaches are applied within techno-economic CAES models. Finally, although there
are various technology perspectives of CAES, this diversity is not reflected within the current model
landscape.
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2 State of research in energy system modeling

Table 2.2: Summary of relevant studies in CAES modeling. Marks: x/o/- = fully/partly/not applicable.
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[30] x - - - - - - - - - - x - x o - -
[31] - - - x - - - - - - x - - - x - -
[34] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x - - -
[35] x - - - - - - - - - - x - - x - -
[36] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x - - -
[37] - - - - - - - - x - - - - x o - -
[38] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x - - -
[39] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x x - -
[40] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x x x -
[41] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x o - -
[42] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x - - -
[32] - - x - - - - - x - - - - - - - -
[43] x - - - - - - - - - - x - x o - -
[44] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x x - -
[28] x - - - - - - - - - - x - - - - -
[29] x - - - - - - - - - - x - - - - -
[45] x - - - - - - - - - - x - x - - -
[46] x - - - - - - - - - - x - - - - -
[26] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x - - -
[47] - - x - - - - - - x - - - - x - -
[27] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x o - -
[48] - - x - - - - - - - x - - - x - -
[49] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x - - -
[33] - - - - - - x - x x - - - x - - -
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2 State of research in energy system modeling

Studies within the field of district heating involve the investigation of different technologies of current
or future systems. Respective techno-economic studies have a long tradition whereas newer studies are
focusing increasingly on the integration of RE and energy efficiency. Within the following scientific
delineation, the focus is put on techno-economic studies which utilize optimization models for at least
either the operation or design of a system. As the focus is put on the applied method, the concrete set
of technologies or primary energy supply is of secondary importance. Table 2.3 shows an overview of
relevant studies in the field of DH modeling. A detailed discussion of the underlying sources is provided
in Section E in the appendix.

As opposed to studies within the field of CAES, many studies focus on the design and operation of
DH systems with regard to one or multiple objectives. Here, mostly mixed-integer linear programming
methods or evolutionary algorithms are applied standalone or in combination. For instance, in [21] the
design and operation of a multi-energy system with seasonal energy storage is optimized by means of a
CDOM which makes use of the 𝜖-constraint method (cf. Section 3.3). Similarly, in [50] the design and
the operation of an urban combined heat and power distributed generation system is optimized using the
weighted sum method.Hybrid methods which utilize MOEAs in combination with a simulation model
for the operation are applied [51]. Moreover, MHDOMs which apply a combination of MOEAs and
MILP models are used in a line of papers where data clustering methods are applied to reduce the overall
runtime [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. The underlying MHDOM has initially been developed in a respective
thesis [58]. Other studies focus on aspects like the integration of RE into DH systems and apply a sole
operational optimization within respective OMs. For instance, in [59] the contribution of heat storage
to the profitable operation of combined heat and power plants is investigated from a potential investor’s
perspective for a part of the district heating network of Berlin. Furthermore, in [60] a short-term model
for the flexible operation of DH systems which include high shares of wind power is proposed. Finally,
in [8] different approaches for the integration of flow temperatures in unit commitment models of future
DH systems are tested regarding their impact on the economical results.

In summary, it can be noted that a variety of models including mono- and multi-objective approaches is
applied within the field of modeling DH systems. Apart from a selection of studies which apply OMs
based onMILP, multiple studies apply CDOM,MCDOMorMHDOMs to optimize the system. For multi-
objective approaches like MCDOM or MHDOMs, two methodical lines can be identified: On the one
hand within MCDOMs “classical” methods such as the 𝜖-constraint or weighted sums method are used
in combination with MILP models for the operation and design. On the other hand, within MHDOMs,
Pareto-based MOEAs are used for the design along with operational MILP models where some studies
apply data clustering methods in order to increase the model runtime.
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2 State of research in energy system modeling

Table 2.3: Summary of relevant studies in DH modeling. Marks: x/o/- = fully/partly/not applicable.
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[61] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x o - -
[8] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x x x x
[50] - - - - - x - - x - - - - o - - -
[59] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x o - -
[62] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x o - -
[63] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x o - -
[60] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x o - -
[52] - - - - - - - x x - x - - o - - -
[53] - - - - - - - x x - x - - o - - -
[54] - - - - - - - x x - x - - - - - -
[56] - - - - - - - x x - x - x - o - -
[55] - - - - - - - x x - x - x - o - -
[57] - - - - - - - x x - x - x - o - -
[21] - - - - - x - - x - - - x o o - -
[64] - - - - x - - - x - - - - x x - -
[51] - - - - - - - x - - x x - - o - -
[65] - - - - x - - - x - - - - x o - -
[66] - - - - - x - - x - - - - x - - -
[67] - - - - - - - x x - x - - x - - -
[68] - - - - - x - – x - - - - x - - -
[69] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x o x -
[22] - - - - - x - - x - - - - x x - -
[70] - - - - - x - - x - - - - x x - -
[71] - - - - - - x - x - - x - - x - -
[72] - - - - - x - - x - - - o x x - -
[58] - - - - - - - x x - x - - o x - -
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2 State of research in energy system modeling

Compared to CAES and DH systems, research on multi-regional and other systems covers a wider range
of topics from national multi energy systems (MES) to the detailed design of single coal and natural gas
power stations. Some studies include different types of energy storage in the analyzed systems in order
to provide a certain degree of flexibility and potential integration of RE. As in the field of DH systems,
there are numerous studies wherefore the focus in this field is put mainly on studies that use (combined)
multi-objective approaches similar to the one proposed in Chapter 4. Table 2.4 shows an overview of
relevant studies in the field of modeling multi-regional and other systems. A detailed discussion of the
underlying sources is provided in Section E in the appendix.

As mentioned, most of the selected studies apply MCDOMs, HDOMs and MHDOMs depending on the
specific research questions. For example, [73] apply aMCDOM for integrated energy systems based on a
multi-objectiveMILPmodel and the method of weighted sums which is published in detail within another
publication. Further, in [65] the authors propose a HDOM for the component sizing, and placement in
multi-energy microgrids based on mixed integer linear programming. MHDOMs which include multiple
objectives are applied for different systems on different levels of detail. For instance, within a series of
publications [74, 75, 76] the energy system simulation tool EnergyPLAN is coupled to a MOEA in order
to find better system designs with regard to different objectives. The respective hybrid model is similar to
the one proposed in another the study [51]. Similarly, in [77] the authors suggested a detailed simulation
model that is embedded within a MOEA to size components within a hybrid microgrid. In contrast, in
studies such as [78], [79] and [80, 81] optimization methods are used for the operational optimization.
Other studies apply OMs and MDMs CDOM within different research fields. In [82] a national energy
model and a power system model are linked to utilize the strengths of both model types. Further, in [83]
a generic formulation for the operational and topological optimization of MES is proposed. Respective
MDMs for different types of energy and power systems are proposed by [84], [85] and [86]. Within
another study a CDOM implements the concept of energy hubs [19].

It becomes clear that combined and hybrid approaches are applied frequently within the field of modeling
multi-regional and other systems in order to optimize the system operation and design. In this context,
mono- as well as multi-objective approaches are used within MCDOMs, HDOMs and MHDOMs. As
explained, a wide range of different applications is covered, especially through hybrid approaches within
MHDOMs. These enable a coupling of arbitrary specialized models when compared to MCDOMs which
require a problem definition within a single model. Nonetheless, data clustering methods are used only
rarely to deal with model complexity.
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Table 2.4: Summary of relevant studies in modeling multi-regional and other systems.
Marks: x/o/- = fully/partly/not applicable.
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[84] - - - x - - - - - - x - - - x - -
[87] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x - - -
[88] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x - - x
[85] - - - x - - - - - - x - - - - - -
[82] x - - - - - - - x - - - - x - - -
[89] - - - - x - - - x - - - - x - - -
[21] - - - - - x - - x - - - x x x - -
[83] x - - - - - - - - - - x - - - - -
[19] - - - - x - - - - - - x - - - - -
[78] - - - - - - - x - - x x - - - - -
[90] x - - - - - - - - - - x - - x - -
[80] - - - - - - - x - - x x - - x - -
[81] - - - - - - - x - - x x - - x - -
[86] - - - x - - - - x - - - x - x - -
[51] - - - - - - - x - - x x - - - - -
[65] - - - - - - x - x - - - - - x - -
[74] - - - - - - - x - - x x - - - - -
[75] - - - - - - - x - - x x - - - - -
[76] - - - - - - - x - - x x - o o - -
[91] - - - - - x - - x - - - - o - - -
[92] - - - - - x - - x - - - - o - - -
[93] - - - - - x - - x - - - - o - - -
[73] - - - - - x - - x - - - - o - - -
[79] - - - - - - - x x - x - x - x - -
[77] - - - - - - - x - - x x - - x - -
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2 State of research in energy system modeling

2.3 Resulting research needs

On the basis of the state of research, it becomes clear that future RE systems are facing an increasing
complexity. Consequently, the models themselves have to tackle these future challenges in their tempo-
ral and spatial dimension which is outlined in [1]. The reproducability of computational experiments and
thus overall transparency is an issue. In this connection, the particular need for open models and data
transparency is highlighted by [7]. A series of publications demonstrates only a few possible solutions
towards open energy science among many others [9, 10, 94, 95]. In addition, decision support for prob-
lems within energy system design and operation are often characterized by contradictory objectives and
subject to a high level of uncertainty.

These issues and the increasing complexity of real problems are not or only partly addressed by existing
classical decision support models such as OM, DM, CDOM and their multi-objective variants. In com-
parison, MHDOMs offer advantages as they are able to consider multiple objectives and help to identify
fundamental relationships. By providing an entire set of Pareto-optimal solutions to the decision makers,
these methods allow for a deeper understanding of the design problem including the system operation.
However , these methods have rarely been described generically for arbitrary algorithms and energy sys-
tems and do not address the issue of open modeling and data transparency. This results in a demand for
new methods in order provide a better decision base from different perspectives within the process of
shaping future energy systems. Based on the problems and challenges outlined above, such new methods
should:

• optimize both the design and operation of energy systems simultaneously,

• take into account multiple objectives,

• be flexible in terms of different applications and problem types,

• deal with an increasing complexity of future energy systems,

• allow for a generic and transparent method description,

• present their models transparently and use open source software,

• publish underlying models and data under a permissive license.

Some of the analyzed studies indicate that a combination of MOEAs and (MI)LP models has proven to be
particularly powerful to create effectiveMHDOMs, especially when combinedwith clustering algorithms.
Currently, this combination of methods has only been applied within the field of district heating systems
in respective studies by Fazlollahi et al. [56, 96, 57]. A structured, generic and transparent combination
of MOEAs, (MI)LP models and different clustering algorithms has not been applied yet to the field of
compressed air energy storage, multi-regional or other systems. This issue is addressed within this thesis
by the development of a respective method and its application to a broad spectrum of problems, namely
a CAES, DH and multi regional power systems.
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2.4 Selected methods and applications

The question how the outlined research needs can be addressed leads to a selection of adequate methods
and applications in order to elaborate the added value. These are outlined in the following for both the
method development itself and its possible applications.

Method development

The proposed hybrid optimization method combines two methods to optimize an energy system’s design
and operation with regard to different objectives. For the optimization of an energy system’s design,
flexible and derivative-free “black-box solvers” for global optimization are able to handle one or multiple
objectives and constraints. Consequently, this family of algorithms can be used to optimize different
properties of energy systems . For the optimization of an energy system’s operation, LP andMILPmodels
are well suited to model ED and UD problems with only one objective effectively at a sufficient level
of detail [14, 15]. Thus, both optimization approaches are combined and the operational optimization
which realized as LP or MILP is embedded within a surrounding design optimization based on an EA
or MOEA. Furthermore, complexity of operational models can be reduced by means of data clustering
algorithms which are able to reduce the dimensions of time and space by representing the data of the
original problem by single clusters.

In three selected case studies, differentMOEAs are applied in the design part. In the CAES case study, the
prominent Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) is applied in order to use a robust well-
established algorithm. For the district heating case study, the Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm
based on Decomposition (MOEAD/D) is used. In the third case study which models a multi-regional
power system, Non-dominated Sorting Particle Swarm Optimization (NSPSO) is applied to optimize the
system design. This selection of a diverse set of algorithms from genetic algorithms to population based
methods in the design part, aims to demonstrate that the general function principle of the hybrid method
is independent of specific algorithms. In the operational part, either mixed-integer programming or linear
programming models are used. The further is used in the first two case studies and the latter is applied
in the last case study in order to show that the operational part is not limited to specific model types.
Simultaniously, three different cluster algorithms are applied across the three case studies in order to
reduce the overall model runtime. For this, k-means, k-medoids and hierarchical clustering are applied
on the data of the respective operational model which likewise demonstrates the general usability of
arbitrary clustering algorithms.
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Method application

The general applicability of the method for a broad range of applications is demonstrated within the dif-
ferent case studies ranging from detailed technical to large and spatially resolved models. This aims
to demonstrate how different systems can be solved flexibly by using the architecture of a master and
slave problem for the design and operation, respectively, using different combinations of systems and
algorithms. Different combinations of objectives and design variables aim to deliver valuable and unex-
pected insights into respective interrelations between both. Furthermore, the question which algorithms
and parameter sets are valuable in terms of different applications, which can be addressed. Finally, the
concept of using different case studies allows to focus on specific highlights in each application. This
shows which numbers and types of objectives, decision variables, technical, temporal and spatial resolu-
tion can be chosen for similar systems which allows a higher degree of transferability compared to only
one application.

In the first case study, method is applied with a model of a CAES plant on a high level of technical
and economical detail. Two fitness functions are defined within the design process to optimize the plant
design in an economical and technical dimension. Furthermore, the focus is put on the question how non-
linear relations can be taken into account. Within the second case study, the applicability to a diverse set
of technologies is demonstrated by means of the application to a municipal heating system. Two fitness
functions are defined to optimize the system design in an economical and environmental dimension. The
focus is put on the question how complexity can be reduced and how this affects the obtained results.
In the third case study, an increased number of technologies is modelled using the power system of
Kazakhstan. For the design optimization, an economic and an ecological design objective are selected.
Within this case study, the focus is put on the comparison of the current system design to the set of
Pareto-optimal system designs in the solution space. This aims to elaborate the method’s added value by
delivering new insights to the decision maker.

2.5 Scientific contribution

Within the state of research, a compact overview of optimization methods applied to energy systems is
provided along with a description of the currently existing research gap. Moreover, a general outline of
the proposed method is provided within the last section. In the first part of this section, the method’s
added value is highlighted by emphasizing its unique features. Further, the scientific contribution of the
method application within different case studies is outlined in the second part.
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Method development

The method for the design and operation of energy systems proposed in the scope of this thesis combines
two well-suited methods in order to solve complex problems by decomposing them into subproblems.
An energy system’s design is optimized through evolutionary algorithms while its operation is realized
using (mixed-integer) programming as it is especially suited to model the system dispatch. The operation
is optimized regarding one objective in temporal or potentially spatial dimension which captures the
operational characteristics of real systems. These are mostly operated based on (marginal) costs and can
also include regulary penalties or incentives. Within the design optimization a global metaheuristic search
algorithm quickly explores the search space and investigates good system designs.

This issue of often contradictory objectives within energy system design and operation is addressed by
including multiple objectives in the design optimization. An entire set of Pareto-optimal design solutions
with additional consideration of the system’s operation is offered to the decision makers. This allows for
a deeper understanding of the design problem and helps to identify fundamental relationships. The hybrid
approach which links evolutionary algorithms and linear programs has advantages over the often applied
weighted sum (cf. [22] or [73] as only two examples) and 𝜖-constraint method variants (cf. for instance
[21] or [66]) as it delivers concave and convex parts of a Pareto-front (cf. [20, p.530]) and does not require
special knowledge of the problem to determine parameters such as weights or suitable 𝜖-values a priori
(cf. [97]). Moreover, the usage of evolutionary algorithms is flexible in terms of the chosen objective
functions (e.g. non-linear functions) and decision variables (e.g. continuous or integer).

The method itself can be adapted flexibly in terms of different applications. Various technologies such
as renewable, storage, and distribution systems can be modelled in the operational part. Additionally,
resource or other constraints like emission limits for a specific optimization period can be added. Within
the design optimization, multiple fitness functions can be defined for instance in economical, technical or
ecological dimensions and exchanged quickly. Respective design variables can be integrated with single
domains such as continuous or integer if needed. This also allows to optimize structures using binary
variables like decisions about whether a component or subsystem is build or not.

Increasing complexity of future energy systems across all potentially coupled sectors with different energy
services can be captured. Higher shares of decentralized intermittent RE demand for higher temporal and
spatial resolutions which can be integrated by means of the method. If needed, data clustering allows to
reduce the problem size while at the same time the system’s characteristics can be preserved. Moreover
non-linearities can be included in the pre- or post-processing phase of the operational level. Examples
would be the integration of non-linear cost terms for capacity expansion as in [79] or the pre-processing
of technical characteristics which is demonstrated in Section 4.2.
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While existing MHDOMs are described in multiple studies of which some apply (MI)LP [52, 53, 54,
55, 56, 96, 57, 58, 79] and some other methods such as simulation [78, 80, 81, 51, 74, 75, 76, 77] for
the operational modeling, a generic and detailed description of the combination of MOEAs and (MI)LP
models along with a description of the implementation has not been provided yet. However, due to the
good communicability of compact (MI)LPs in combination with MOEAs, a combination of both can be
described generically. Such a description is outlined in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 for arbitrary algorithms and
energy systems.

The particular need for open models in the sense of open science is highlighted by [7]. Some possible
other solutions towards open energy modeling are proposed in [9, 10, 94, 95] among many others. Con-
sequently, the implementation of the proposed method and case studies is realized by means of free and
open software which has partly been published previously [9] while the additional implementations are
made available under a compatible license. This way of organizing different pieces of software into com-
patible and documented packages along with its underlying data allows for reproducability and a high
level of transparency.

Method application

To delineate the method application in the first case study, a compact overview of CAES research related
to this thesis is provided in Table 2.2. Summarizing, the presented case study contributes to the current re-
search landscape through the following features. First, complexity is reduced by applying data clustering
algorithms on the input parameters. This allows an efficient repeated solving of the problem and easier
interpretation of the input data like only looking at typical periods. Secondly, multiple objectives are con-
sidered simultaneously in the optimization process. Except for the works of [47] and [48] which solely
focus on design optimization this has not been realized so far in combination with compressed air energy
storage. Thirdly, the energy system operation and design are optimized simultaneously. Up to now, both
have only been linked in [33] within a mono-objective optimization. A multi-objective approach for both
domains does not exist yet. Finally, special emphasis is put on transparency and reproducability which is
achieved by publishing the model along with data. Although the reproducabilty of experiments is a key
issue in science, many studies do not publish their models and data which is discussed in Chapter 3 and
particularly in [7].

Further, a compact overview of district heating systems research related to this thesis is provided in Table
2.3 in order to delineate the method application in the second case study. Summarizing, the presented
case study contributes to the current research landscape through the following features. At first, a high
level of accuracy is realized by formulations within the operational optimization which are based on
static thermodynamical modeling. Except for the works of [58], this has not been combined with a
multi-objective design optimization yet. Secondly, a realistic behaviour within technology modeling is
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improved through unit commitment constraints within the operational optimization. To the date of writing,
this has not been linked with a multi-objective design optimization except for the works of [58] and [67].
However, within these studies, the focus is not put on a generic description of the underlying method.
Thirdly, accessability and reusability is fostered by choosing an open modeling approach. Finally, the
issue of lacking transparency is addressed like in the first case study by publishing the model along with
all underlying data.

Finally, the value of a method application for a multi-regional power system is evaluated within Table
2.4. Within the third case study, a contribution to the current research landscape is delineated as follows.
In [90], [80], and [81], a MHDOM is applied only to a specific single technology such as a specific
type of power plant, whereas [51], [74],[75] and [76] apply the model to multiple energy nodes with a
simulation model for the operation. In contrast to [78] which applies a MHDOM for gas and electricity
network planning, the third case study uses a multi-node model with investment in generation capacity.
Within [79] a MHDOM is applied on the household level using a similar approach and [77] applies a
MHDOM on the level of a microgrid. The third case study contrasts the above mentioned by applying
the method within a MHDOM that integrates a multi-regional power system model for the country of
Kazakhstan. Here, the focus is on renewable capacity expansion with regard to the levelized costs of
electricity and relative emissions from power generation. The model builds upon the general model in
[88] in combination with respective data [98] andmultiple extensions with regard to renewable generation
data. Finally, this combination of model and its application to the power system of Kazakhstan is unique
according to the current state of science.
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This chapter provides the theoretical background for the subsequent method development and its appli-
cation. An overview of different modeling problem types is given and subsequently the foundations of
the used optimization and data clustering methods are explained in their fundamental aspects.

3.1 Problem types in modeling

Modeling tasks can be described by means of different problem types which vary in their nature and can
be classified differently. In this thesis, the black box model of computer systems is used to distinguish be-
tween different types as outlined in [99]. Referring to this, any computer-based system can be described
as a system that takes an input and processes this through a computational model. The model is not speci-
fied and thus referred to as a “black box”. Its purpose is to represent aspects which are relevant to specific
real world application and deliver a relevant output. A black box view of systems distinguishes between
the actual model input, the model itself, and the output. Depending on which of these is known, three
problem types can be determined: optimization, modeling, and simulation. Each of these is explained in
the following in detail according to the definitions from [99] to highlight the differences and be precisely
defined in the scope of this thesis.

In optimization problems the model is known along with a description of the desired output, wheras the
task is to find the input(s) leading to this output. The output side is labelled “specified” instead of “known”
because the optimal value might not be known and could be defined implicitly for example as “the lowest
costs in terms of all considered variants”. Respective problems usually occur in design and engineering.
One example of this type is the famous traveling salesman problem which is an abstract representation of
many specific real world problems such as finding good routes to deliver goods or sheduling machines
in production processes.

In contrast, within modeling or system identification problems the input and output are known and the
goal is to find a model which connects the input with the output. In other words, the goal is to find a causal
relationship between the input and output data and to generalize from this to explain yet unseen situations.
For instance, one could try to explain the price on wholesale electricity markets in terms of different price
drivers such as the electrical demand, wind, solar or conventional power plant feed-in. Based on historical
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data one could find a mathematical model which explains the output depending on the input, for instance
by applying a regression model. In this context, it has to be mentioned that modeling problems can also be
transformed into optimization problems. One could think of a regression model, whose parameters have
to be adjusted as good as possible. In this case, the overall model accuracy expressed by some metric can
be defined as objective and model parameters as decision variables of the optimization problem.

Finally, in simulation problems, the model of the system as well as at least parts of the input are known,
whereas the output is unknown. Simulation can be useful in many real-world applications where it is too
expensive or even not possible to perform a real experiment. An example could be a traffic simulation,
where different mobility alternatives in a specific region are compared along with different transport
infrastructures like road and railway systems. Performing the real experiment would not be possible
in this case or at least be expensive and politically unjustifiable. Comparing different alternatives in
computer simulations with input data on traffic demand and infrastructure along with a good model is
cheaper and also repeatable for different assumptions.

For optimization problems, complexity grounds in the problem’s dimensionality resulting from its num-
ber of decision variables and their respective domain. The latter in turn determines the number of possible
values and the possible algorithms to solve the problem itself. This leads to the second aspect which is the
runtime of the algorithm i. e. the number of steps or time it takes until an algorithm terminates. Promi-
nent definitions of problem hardness relate a problem’s size to the actual running time of an algorithm to
solve it in the worst case [100]. This runtime expressed depending on the problem size can be interpreted
as an upper bound of the runtime and be polynomial or even superpolynomial. This might happen when
the worst-case runtime is given as an exponential function which allows to group problems into differ-
ent classes depending on their hardness [99]. This again leads to the requirement of problem reduction
which in turn is based on the concept that a suitable (possibly irreversible) mapping can be found which
transforms a hard problem into a softer one.

3.2 Mixed-integer linear optimization

As mentioned before, any optimization problem consists of at least one objective function that is to be
minimized or maximized along with a set of optional constraints. The following explanations are based
on the consistent definitions for different problem types in [101, p.14 ff.]. Given a number of continuous
variables 𝑛𝑐 and a number of discrete variables 𝑛𝑑 within a vector 𝑥𝑇 = (𝑥1, ...𝑥𝑛𝑐 ) and 𝑦𝑇 = (𝑦1, ...𝑦𝑛𝑑 )
respectively, an objective function 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑛𝑒 equality constraints ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) and 𝑛𝑖 inequality constraints
𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) an optimization problem can be defined as mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problem if at
least one of the functions 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) or ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) is nonlinear and at the same time 𝑛𝑐 > 0 and 𝑛𝑑 > 0.
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A formal definition of such a problem according to [101, p.14 ff.] is given in Equation 3.1 and outlined
in the following along with some additions and further explanations.

𝑚𝑖𝑛

[
𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦)

����� ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0

𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 0
,
ℎ : 𝑋 ×𝑉 → R𝑛𝑒

𝑔 : 𝑋 ×𝑉 → Z𝑛𝑖
,
𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 ⊆ R𝑛𝑐

𝑦 ∈ 𝑉 ⊆ Z𝑛𝑑

]
(3.1)

In this case the continous subset 𝑋 ⊆ R𝑛𝑐 and discrete subset 𝑉 ⊆ Z𝑛𝑑are related to the domain of the
respective continous and discrete decision variables 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑉 where equality constraints are
defined via ℎ : 𝑋 ×𝑉 → R𝑛𝑒 and inequality constraints via 𝑔 : 𝑋 ×𝑉 → Z𝑛𝑖 . A special subtype of these
problems with only linear relations between the decision variables which are defined to be either real or
integer valued is called mixed-integer linear program (MILP). If the subset for 𝑦 only consists of discrete
values for example {−3.0, 0.25, 1, 17.3, ...} the problem is called discrete optimization problem which
can be formulated as MILP by means of binary variables [101]. Every vector 𝑥𝑇⊕ = 𝑥𝑇 ⊕ 𝑦𝑇 which fulfills
the defined constraints is called feasible point wheras the set of all feasible solutions is called feasible
region 𝑆. A pair of vectors (𝑥, 𝑦) is called optimal solution if it is feasible and 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 𝑓 (𝑥′, 𝑦′) for all
feasible solutions (𝑥′, 𝑦′) ∈ 𝑆 which also yields that it is possible to have multiple optimal points which
in turn represent a solution of the problem.

Depending on their objective function 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦), equality and inequality constraints ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) and 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) and
number of continous and discrete variables 𝑛𝑐 and 𝑛𝑑 the general definition according to 3.1 delivers
special types of optimization problems [101]. Among them and relevant in the scope of this thesis are
linear programs (LP) and mixed-integer linear programs as explained above. Within an LP the objective
function is defined as 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑐𝑇𝑥 with ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐴𝑥 − 𝑏 and 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑥 and thus 𝑛𝑑 = 0. For a MILP
the objective reads 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑐𝑇𝑥⊕ with ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐴𝑥⊕ − 𝑏 with 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑥⊕ and consequently 𝑛𝑑 ≥ 1.

In this definition the coefficient matrix with 𝑚 rows and 𝑛 columns is defined as 𝐴 ∈ 𝑀 (𝑚 × 𝑛,R) with
a right hand side for the constraints 𝑏 ∈ R𝑚 and a so called cost vector 𝑐 ∈ R𝑛. Here, the number of
columns is defined as sum of continuous and discrete variables 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑐 + 𝑛𝑑 .

Any minimization problem can be converted into a maximization problem by changing the algebraic
sign of the objective function. Changing the algebraic sign of inequality constraints in turn changes the
relation between both expressions as a ≤ relation can be converted into a ≥ relation and vice versa. An
equation can in turn be defined via two inequalities using ≤ and ≥ to relate two expressions. Moreover,
decision variables are bounded by lower and upper bounds so that 𝑙𝑐 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑢𝑐 for continuous variables
and 𝑙𝑑 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 𝑢𝑑 for discrete variables including binary variables which are bounded by zero and one. For
further reading on the basics of operations research, linear optimization and modeling techniques please
refer to [101], [102] and [103].

If a model is described as an LP or MILP, it can be solved using a single algorithm or a combination
of different ones. The oldest and probably most popular one used within linear programming is the
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simplex algorithm by Dantzig [101]. The term “linear programming” describes methods to achieve the
best outcome for LPs. Roughly speaking, starting with a feasible solution, this algorithm iterates through
the feasible region 𝑆 asserting feasible points as long as no better point can be found [103]. As explained,
in this context it is also possible that multiple optimal points represent a solution to the minimization
or maximization problem. While having to fulfill additional integer constraints, MILP problems are
solved using different methods. Among others, the LP-based branch-and-bound algorithm [103, p.142
ff.] is a prominent example and utilizes linear programming methods to iterate towards feasible integer
solutions. The research field of solving MILPs via respective algorithms is still very active and many
improvements have been made in the last decade. As some of these the concepts of presolve, cutting
planes, heuristics, and parallelism can be mentioned, where the combination and specific implementation
depends on the respective mathematical solver. An extensive review would go beyond the scope of this
thesis and therefore it is referred to respective literature [101, 102, 103].

3.3 Multi-objective optimization

The field of multi-objective optimization focuses on a class of problems where not only one objective
but many objectives are optimized simultaneously. These multi-objective optimization problems (MOP)
often occur in real world problems and do not have one optimal but many solutions. Therefore, a single
solution is defined by its performance in relation to several, possibly conflicting objectives [99, p.195].
As one example, a bridge can be optimized in terms of its strength and costs where the first objective is to
be maximized and the second to be minimized. It is obvious that not all objectives can be fullfilled at the
same time and there must be situations where an improvement of one objectives leads to a deterioration
of another objective. Thus, the goal is to find a set of good solutions in terms of multiple objectives
which can be interpreted as best compromises to the problem. In turn, this set of solutions delivers a
good decision base in terms of the regarded objectives.

In literature, the term multi-objective optimization is also known as Pareto, vector, multi-criteria or per-
formance optimization. For reasons of consistency, within this thesis it is throughout referred to multi-
objective optimization. As the scientific field of multi-objective optimization is growing permanently,
numerous books covering the basic concepts and newest improvements are published. For reasons of
consistency, the relevant concepts for this thesis are outlined based on [20] along with some amendments
from [99] and the well-defined introductions from [104] and [105]. Based on these, a MOP is described
in its general form by Equation 3.2.

𝑚𝑖𝑛 [ 𝑓 (𝑥)] = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 [ 𝑓1(𝑥), 𝑓2(𝑥), ..., 𝑓𝑘 (𝑥)] (3.2)
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As described, this vector of 𝑘 objective functions 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) which in turn depend on a vector of decision vari-
ables 𝑥 is to be minimized simultaneously where no explicit minimum as for a mono-objective problem
exists [20, p.518]. This explained absence of a classical minimum as for a mono-objective function leads
to a redefinition of the term optimality for multi-objective problems. Due to the existence of multiple
objectives, there are many ways to measure the quality of solutions and thus the solver itself. One ba-
sic concept of multi-objective optimization which is also used by some MOP solving algorithms is the
concept of Pareto optimality which is defined after [20, p.519 f.] in the following.

A point 𝑥∗ dominates 𝑥 if 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥∗) ≤ 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) for all 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑘] and at the same time 𝑓 𝑗 (𝑥∗) < 𝑓 𝑗 (𝑥) for at
least 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑘]. In other words 𝑥∗ is at least as good as 𝑥 for all objective values and better than 𝑥 in at
least one objective value. In this context the notation 𝑥∗ � 𝑥 indicates that 𝑥∗ dominates or is superior to
𝑥. Moreover, a point 𝑥∗ weakly dominates 𝑥 if 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥∗) ≤ 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) for all 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑘] which means that 𝑥∗ is at
least as good as 𝑥 for all objective values. This implies that a dominating point at the same time weakly
dominates the same point. Howover, this weak domination is expressed by the notation 𝑥∗ � 𝑥. The
case of a nondominated point 𝑥∗ which is also called noninferior, admissible or efficient is defined by the
relation that there is no point 𝑥 that dominates it. Formally, this relation can be described as in Equation
3.3. For more details on the concept of dominance such as the dominance level among solutions using
the concept of 𝜖 dominance, it is referred to [20, p.522], as it would go beyond the scope of this thesis.

𝑥∗ 𝑖𝑠 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑜 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 ⇐⇒ �𝑥 : ( 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) ≤ 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥∗) 𝑓 𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑘] , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (3.3)

𝑓 𝑗 (𝑥) < 𝑓 𝑗 (𝑥∗) 𝑓 𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑘])

The Pareto set 𝑃𝑠 contains all Pareto optimal points or Pareto points where a Pareto optimal point 𝑥∗

is defined as one that is not dominated by any other point 𝑥 in the search space. This means that there
exists no point 𝑥 that dominates it and �𝑥 : 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) ≤ 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥∗) for all 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑘] and at the same time
�𝑥 : 𝑓 𝑗 (𝑥) < 𝑓 𝑗 (𝑥∗) for some 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑘]. Thus, the Pareto set which is also called efficient or admissible
set is defined as in Equation 3.4.

𝑃𝑠 =
{
𝑥∗ :

[
�𝑥 : ( 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) ≤ 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥∗) 𝑓 𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑘] , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (3.4)

𝑓 𝑗 (𝑥) < 𝑓 𝑗 (𝑥∗) 𝑓 𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑘])]}

However, the Pareto or nondominated front 𝑃 𝑓 which is also called nondominated set contains all function
vectors 𝑓 (𝑥) which correspond to the Pareto set 𝑃𝑠. This leads to the definition after Equation 3.5 which
differetiates the front from the set defined in 3.4 which is often not realized in literature according to [20,
p.520]. Moreover, it has to be noted that Equation 3.5 allows for the case that 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥∗) = 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) which yields
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that either of both is nondominated with respect to each other and consequently neither one dominates
the other.

𝑃 𝑓 = { 𝑓 (𝑥∗) : 𝑥∗ ∈ 𝑃𝑠} (3.5)

There are several methods to find Pareto front approximations 𝑃 𝑓 with regard to the true Pareto front 𝑃 𝑓

or even the true Pareto front itself. Some of these methods do not explicitly use the concept of Pareto
dominance while others are based on respective indicators to different extents. For instance, methods
such as aggregation methods combine the objective vector of a MOP into a single and thus scalar func-
tion using weights for the different functions [105]. However, if not extented by suitable goal attainment
techniques this method does not deliver the true Pareto front if it is concave or has concave parts [106].
Moreover, this technique can only be applied if objective functions can be converted into each other and
is therefore not applicable for all types of optimization problems. Finally, obtained results are dependent
on the used weights, which need to be specified a priori and complex preferences of different decision
makers cannot be represented. Other popular methods such as lexicographic ordering, boundary inter-
section methods, gender based approaches or the frequently used 𝜖-constraint method are described in
the respective literature [99, 20, 105, 104]. The latter is simple to implement and is shown to deliver
efficient solutions if the solution to the 𝜖-constraint problem is unique [107]. An improved version of the
method called augmented 𝜖-constraint method which is able to detect efficient Pareto sets is proposed for
continuous [108] and integer problems [109]. However, one issue using this approach is that decisions
about which objective to be minimized, which bounds to be selected for the other objective and what
steps to be chosen between respective bounds have to be made. This might be problematic for complex
problems with many values where there might be no feasible solution for the choices.

Another possibility is the usage of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) from the field of bio-inspired search
heuristics. Such algorithms tailored tomulti-objective optimization provide an effectivemethod in obtain-
ing the Pareto optimal set [97]. Originating in the 1960ties, evolutionary algorithms are applied widely
to solve non-convex and combinatorial numerical optimization problems. Briefly explained, they use
different paradigms from natural evolution, which are selection, recombination, and mutation to evolve a
population consisting of individuals (decision vectors 𝑥) towards optimal or near-optimal solutions [105].
EAs which are specially suitable to solve multi-objective problems are called multi-objective evolution-
ary algorithms (MOEA). These are typically designed to approach sets of Pareto optimal solutions which
are distributed across the Pareto front 𝑃 𝑓 . In this context, the selection schemes are adjusted with regard
to single-objective optimization algorithms in a way that good Pareto fronts are obtained. The number of
developed methods in this field has grown rapidly since the 1990ties [105].
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The fast growing number of MOEAs can be grouped according to different criteria. As one example [99,
p.200 ff.] distinguishes between nonelitist, elitist and decomposition approaches. The term elitism here
describes keeping the best individuals of a generation unchanged when creating the next generation or
population. The term decomposition describes the division of the main problem into several subproblems
which targets different parts of the Pareto front. In contrast, in [105] it is distinguished between Pareto
based, indicator based and decomposition based MOEAs. The first describes the usage of ranks between
solutions to create a new population, whereby the latter utilizes other indicators such as the hypervolume
indicator [110] during the evolutionary process [111]. The general scheme of an evolutionary algorithm
is visualized in Figure 3.1.

yes

no

Create population Evaluate fitness Select parents

Recombine

Select survivorsObtain results
Reached

termination
criteria?

Mutate

Figure 3.1: General scheme of an evolutionary algorithm as activity diagram.

As explained, within multi-objective optimization non-dominated fronts should be improved over time.
Within this process the term exploration rougly speaking is the generation of new populations in yet
uncovered regions of the search space, whereas the term exploitation describes the concentration of the
search close to already explored good solutions [99, p.41 ff.]. According to [20, p.28 f.] intelligence
includes the proper balance of both properties in terms of the problem at hand to be successful. The
abovementioned quality of solutions can be measured by several indicators or so-called performance
metrics which are studied in numerous publications [110, 112, 113, 114, 115]. Especially in [110] a broad
overview of different performance metrics along with their applications and properties is given.

In the scope of this thesis, the hypervolume metric is used as a performance indicator as it covers the
exploration and exploitation and is most commonly used according to [110]. The hypervolume indicator
(also known as Lebesgue Measure or S-Metric) measures the accuracy and diversity of a solution [110].
In the following the definition of Simon [20, p.525 ff.] is outlined to remain consistent with the definitions
described above. For 𝑄 Pareto front approximations 𝑃 𝑓 (𝑞) for 𝑞 ∈ [1, 𝑄] a vector of reference points
𝑟 = [𝑟1, ..., 𝑟𝑘] whose i-th components are larger than those of the points in the Pareto front approximation
is computed. A single entry in this vector of reference points is described as follows

𝑟𝑖 > 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑞

[
𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑥∈𝑃𝑛 (𝑞)
𝑓𝑖 (𝑥)

]
(3.6)
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where the hypervolumes 𝑆′related to the reference point can then be calculated via

𝑆
′ (𝑃 𝑓 (𝑞)) =

𝑀 (𝑞)∑
𝑗=1

𝑘∏
𝑖=1

(𝑟𝑖 − 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥 𝑗 (𝑞))) (3.7)

Hereby 𝑀 (𝑞) represents the number of points within the approximation of the q-th Pareto front while
𝑥 𝑗 (𝑞) is the j-th point in the q-th approximation of the Pareto set. Larger hypervolumes therefore indicate
better approximations of the real Pareto front as the algorithm explores the search space by evolving the
population. After this initial exploration phase, the hypervolume typically increases at lower rates as the
fronts are exploited.

Calculating this measure can, however, be time-consuming. This makes efficient and approximate meth-
ods important and thus has brought up a range of descriptions which differ in their mathematical definition
and speed [114, 115, 116, 117]. In the scope of this thesis, which deals with two-dimensional optimization
problems, the hypervolume definition from [117] is used with a referrence point as described in [116]. In
the following, this hypervolume definition is referred to using the symbol 𝐻𝑉 . Methods for the effective
calculation of higher dimensional hypervolumes are covered in [114] and [115] but exceed the scope of
this thesis.

3.4 Data clustering algorithms

Modeling energy systems is a complex task because the dimensions of time and space have to be regarded
in a specific model. As only one example, the transformation towards low-carbon energy systems is a
driver for more decentralized and thus spatially distributed renewable systems, which at the same time
induce a higher intermittency on the spatial scale. As a result, models which are often defined as opti-
mization problems increase in their complexity. Consequently, respective solvers show higher runtimes
as the runtime is directly influenced by the problem size expressed by the number of matrix rows and
columns.

Different options exist to reduce complexity. For example, a reduction on the spatial scale can be real-
ized by aggregating different nodes in an energy system model [17]. Another possibility is the reduction
of nonlinearities or discontinuities leading to non-convex optimization problems by reduced technology
models as described in [18, 64]. A further reduction method is the temporal aggregation of time series
into typical periods. These typical periods are meant to represent the original periods and can be obtained
by picking them manually (which includes a component of randomness) or systematecally using cluster-
ing algorithms. The latter are a promising option to tackle increasing complexity because they allow a
reduction of the problem while preserving its characteristics.
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As explained above, the goal of time series aggregation is to find groups of similar periods of a defined
length within an original time series. This group is then represented by one of its periods based on a
method-specific criterion. In most methods, the grouping itself is based on distance measures of the
attributes of a group member whereas in the first step a pre-processing of the input data is required for a
correct grouping. This pre-processing typically includes a normalization process. In the second step the
groups are created using a suitable method and in an optional step extreme periods, for instance winter
periods with high heat demands or summer periods of extremely hot days, can be added. This can be of
importance, especially within problems where a specific technical design has to be found, as it might lead
to an under- or oversizing of regarded technologies. For a thorough analysis of this phenomenon please
refer to [118]. In a final step, the obtained cluster periods have to be adapted to match the average values
of the original time series.

There are numerous measures to compare the obtained cluster periods and the observed data. Common
“classical” statistical error measures with regard to forecast errors are reviewed in [119], leading to the
conclusion that each error measure has its own advantages and disadvantages, which can lead to an inac-
curate evaluation. Thus, the authors strongly recomment to use more than one measure to assess errors
appropriately. Moreover, there are measures such as the Davies–Bouldin index [120] specifically de-
signed to evaluate how well the clustering is done. In terms of clustering related to energy modeling,
measures specifically designed for cluster methods are used in [121] and [96].

In contrast to this, within energy modeling many authors use classical statistical measures for different
types of models. In this context, often the root-mean-square error (RMSE) as well as the mean absolute
error (MAE) are used. Related to cluster result evaluation within energy research, the former is used
in [122], [123], [124, p.55 ff.] and [118] in different variants. In this case a variant means the specific
application, such as the application on duration curves of the modelled and obtained data as in [118]. Due
to their frequent usage and their easy interpretability, the latter are chosen to evaluate results in the scope
of this thesis and explained in the following.

The RMSE can be used to measure the differences between 𝑛 values which are generated or predicted by
a model and the observed values where deviations have a high weighting. Depending on whether these
calculations are performed over the data used for estimation or computed from a sample these differences
are either called residuals or errors. Overall, the RMSE can be interpreted as a singlemeasure of predictive
power, which aggregates the magnitudes of the deviations or errors. Therefore, it can be used to measure
accuracy, to compare errors for different methods or models or for a specific dataset. In contrast, it cannot
be used to compare between different datasets as it is a scale-dependent measure. The definition for the
RMSE is given by Equation 3.8.
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𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

√√∑
𝑖
(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)2

𝑛
(3.8)

As opposed to the RMSE, the MAE measures the difference between 𝑛 values without a strong emphasis
on deviations. Refererring to the definition above, the MAE is stated as the average distance between
the model and observed values by taking the mean of all absolute differences. It also can be used to
measure accuracy, compare errors for different methods or models as it is scale-depending only for a
specific dataset and not among different ones. The formal definition for the MAE is given by Equation
3.9.

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =

∑
𝑖
|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 |

𝑛
(3.9)

Both dimensional measures RMSE and MAE can be converted to a non-dimensional measure using nor-
malization. It then is commonly prefixed by a letter N or R for relative NRMSE or NMAE. Using normal-
ization also facilitates a comparison between different datasets as the scale is unspecific. One drawback
of normalization is the lack of definitions on how to normalize the data, which has led to different types of
normalization in the literature. As an example choices for the normalization can include the range taken
by the difference of the maximum and minimum value or the mean value of the modelled or observed
values. Because the range is a often chosen option it is defined in Equation 3.10. Either the modelled
or observed values can be used for the calculation and the dimensional measure is divided by the range
𝑦𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒.

𝑦𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑦) − 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑦) (3.10)

Both metrics can be used to measure accuracy or compare errors. They are negatively-oriented scores,
which means that lower values are better and can range from zero to∞ and are indifferent to the direction
of errors. The RMSE is generally larger or equal to the MAE and with a difference increasing with the
variance in sample deviations. If both are equal, all errors are of the same magnitude. Depending on their
different properties, both metics can be chosen for a specific application. As explained, RMSE gives a
higher weight to large errors because errors are squared and averaged before taking the square root. This
indicates, that it is more useful if large errors are undesired and should be penalized. If this is not the
case, the MAE can be chosen as it is easier to understand and interpret because of its simplicity. Within
the further course of this thesis, the MAE is used as a main error metric whereas the RMSE is calculated
and checked additionally.
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Within this chapter the proposed method and its implementation is described in detail. After providing
an overview in the first section, the method and its hybrid optimization approach is outlined along with
some theory. Subsequently, the developed software architecture and implementation are described in
detail independently of the programming language that is chosen for the implementation. Within the last
section, the general implementation framework is described based on previous work.

4.1 General method outline

Based on the previously outlined research needs, a new hybrid optimization method is proposed in or-
der to provide a better decision base for different stakeholder perspectives within future energy systems.
Similarly to the description in [73], this method will provided answers to questions like: “What is the
most effective way of designing and operating energy systems to deliver different energy services with
regard to different criteria such as costs, system reliability or emissions?”. Such energy systems could
include heat, electricity and mobility with respective availabilities of primary resources and demands in
spatial and temporal resolution. Within these systems, decisions about when to invest in technologies,
where to locate them, what energy resources to use and where, how and when to convert them to deliver
the energy services required could be investigated, along a broad range of other applications.

The proposed hybrid optimization method combines two well known optimization methods for differ-
ent applications, namely the optimization of an energy system’s design and operation in its core. As
already stated in [14] and [15] LP and MILP models are well suited to model ED and UD problems, i.e.
the operation of energy systems. Moreover, flexible and derivative-free “black-box solvers” for global
optimization are able to handle one or multiple objectives and constraints and can be used to optimize
different properties of energy systems such as the energy system design. Thus, both are combined and
the operational optimization realized as LP or MILP is embedded within a surrounding design optimiza-
tion based on an EA or MOEA. In an optional step, complexity can be reduced by means of clustering
algorithms, which are able to reduce the operational model in its temporal and spatial dimension by repre-
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senting the data of the original problem by single clusters. Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the proposed
method with its single steps.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of proposed hybrid optimization method.

Similarly to [67] the hybrid optimization method consists of two optimization levels. On the main or
master level a design optimization is conducted while the sub or slave level conducts an operational
optimization. Arbitrary MOEAs can be used on the master level and optimize design variables such as
installed capacities or topologies like the number of pressure stages in a compressor. A design loop in
the MOEA can be started, if an operational model is created and respective fitness functions and design
variables are set up. This design loop optimizes design variables with regard to one or multiple objectives
and terminates after a certain criterion, which can be defined a priori. Examples for this could be a certain
number of generations or a specific hypervolume that is reached. If multiple fitness functions are used
within a MOEA the designs obtained are Pareto-optimal in terms of these objectives. Otherwise, the
obtained design is only optimal in terms of one objective in the case when a single-objective EA is
applied.

Evolutionary algorithms are often applied with considerable amount of problem experience and knowl-
edge, which allows to find good solutions that are near to the optimum. As described in Section 3.3, EAs
are very good at quickly investigating the search space (exploration) but less good at fine-tuning solu-
tions (exploitation). In other words, such algorithms quickly reach solutions close to the optimum, but
are in tendency slow when it comes to reaching solutions very close to the real optimum, which is partly
due to the stochastic nature of the search itself. As noted in [99, p.168], in some cases a combination
of an evolutionary and a heuristic method can resolve this problem and performs better than either of its
“parent” algorithms. In this context, the proposed method shares this property in the sense that the second
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component in the hybrid architecture is a deterministic solver for (mixed-integer) linear programs, which
is able to detect the real optimum for the operation of an energy system.

As described in [99] the hybridization of evolutionary algorithms with other techniques is motivated by
numerous factors. One of these is the fact that many complex real world problems can be decomposed
into subproblems, for which exact methods or at least very good heuristics may already be available [99,
p.167 f.]. Using a combination of appropriate methods for these subproblems adds value in these cases
as each method can use its advantages on a specific subpart of the original problem. By means of this,
the proposed method allows to solve complex problems by decomposing them into several subproblems
which are solved by a combination of well-suited algorithms. In this regard, an additional data clustering,
which is applied to the operational model a priori can also be interpreted as decomposition, because it
represents an original problem through smaller subparts. This combination of algorithms aims to deliver
valid or even better solutions to the original problem than applying a single algorithm. The added value
for specific problem types is supported by the fact that no overall successful and efficient general problem
solvers exist, which is also indicated by the No Free Lunch theorem [100, 125]outlined in the introduction.

4.2 Hybrid optimization approach

As explained in the general outline, the method consists of two different algorithms which optimize an
energy systems design and operation with regard to one or multiple objectives. Consequently, a detailed
method description can be provided using layers for the different algorithms with a suitable interface
between them. Figure 4.2 shows a detailed description of the proposed hybrid optimization architecture
within an activity diagram. The activity diagram is modelled by means of the unified modeling language
(UML) in order to provide a standardized representation.

Initially, an operational model is created based on given data, which can be clustered a priori. After this, a
population of so-called designmodels is created as a first step of the applied evolutionary algorithm. A de-
sign model itself includes one or multiple operational models, specifically linear programs and additional
methods, which can be used within the (MO)EA. Among others, these include methods to return fitness
values, change decision variables or return lower and upper bounds. Within this process of creating an
initial population, a seed of random numbers within a given range is used to create single design models.
This means that different initial designs like minimum or maximum capacities are set for all individuals
within the created population. In this context, the initial random numbers of the design decision variables
are set within their respective lower and upper bounds to start with a diverse initial population.

After creating an initial population of designmodels, this population is evolved within a suitable (MO)EA.
For this, within every evolutionary advance, different steps are applied. In the first step, one or multiple
fitness values are evaluated for each individual before selecting and recombining parents in the second
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Figure 4.2: Detailed hybrid optimization architecture as activity diagram.

and third step. Arbitrary schemes can be applied for both the parent selection and recombination. Pos-
sible variants like the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-I, NSGA-II and NSGA-III) are
a rank-based selection with a uniform crossover, but these generally depend on the chosen EA or its
parametrization. This also holds for a subsequent mutation of the child generation and a respective selec-
tion of survivors. For different schemes and algorithms it is referred to standard literature such as [99] or
[20] in this place, as these are highly individual and possibly differ on two implementations of the same
algorithm.

In the operational part all design models within the population are optimized parallely regarding their
operation. Each individual in the population of the design model contains a vector of decision variables
𝑥𝑖 with respective given boundaries. As the worst-case runtime of respective (MI)LPs scales exponen-
tionally with the problem size, a parallellized optimization leads to a significant increase in performance.
This will be illustrated in the last case study. An additional pre-processing can be applied to the design
models depending on the values of the decision variables. For example, if the nominal capacity of a ther-
mal power plant is changed, this directly impacts the operational behaviour and thus several coefficients
in the linear program, which can be adapted before running the operational optimization. Using this ad-
ditional step also allows for a treatment of nonlinearities in the (MI)LP because it allows for a “good”
linear fit which includes the possibility to use piecewise-linear expressions for better approximations. In
this context it must be pointed out that all operational models or periods are stored within a design model
and only created once. During the design optimization itself, only parameters are changed on the model.
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This eliminates the necessity to re-build the model within single runs and consequently has a significant
impact on the runtime as only relevant parts of the operational models are changed.

After the optional pre-processing stage, design variables and other preprocessed data are changed on all
individuals before their operation is optimized for all contained periods. This general case of multiple
periods can be used if an entire optimization should be represented by different clusters. Examples could
be to represent a year by four different weeks or modeling a “rolling horizon”, where a year is optimized
week by week. In either case the result data is pre-processed in a subsequent step, either by means of
respective cluster weights or unweighted in the case of equally occuring periods. After optimizing all
periods, fitness values are calculated for all individuals based on the prepared operational result data.
Arbitrary fitness functions can be defined a priori and use either operational results or other data as ar-
guments. These vectors of individual fitness values 𝑓𝑛, which in turn depend on the decision variable
vectors 𝑥𝑖 , are then returned into the (MO)EA to create a new generation until results are returned when
a pre-defined criterion is met.

Fitness evaluation process

Figure 4.3 shows that the evaluation process of a single individual involves different steps of which some
are optional. The design of a suitable generic and at the same time performant process is crucial as it
represents a bottleneck in terms of the computational effort and therefore overall algorithm performance.
A respective generic concept for the fitness evaluation process is developed and is illustrated in Figure
4.3. The illustration refers to the left part of Figure 4.2 between the passed decision vectors and fitness
function evalutions but on a higher level of detail.

In the initial loop of the design optimization, the design problem has to be set up by defining fitness
functions with a suitable fitness data structure. The fitness data structure provides all data that is needed
to calculate the fitness values. This means that both parameters and decision variables in terms of design
and operation have to be included. In order to save memory and computational resources, parameters are
only added once in the initial step, whereby operational decision variables are updated in all following
steps.

When the optional pre-processing stage has finished all design variables are set on the design model. As
explained above, this includes for example upper bounds of energy conversion units but possibly also
other parameters like coefficients of performance for different heat pump designs or load ranges. Every-
thing that depends on a design decision variable can be adapted on the design model in this step, which
in turn includes one or more operational models. Consequently, a design decision variable within the
(MO)EA is a parameter, upper bound, index set or other component within the (MI)LP model. Interde-
pendencies of design variables have to be treated in the pre-processing becasue otherwise infeasibilities
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Figure 4.3: Fitness evaluation process in a single design model as activity diagram.

of the operational model might occur. For instance, if the rated capacity of a storage system is a design
variable and an assumption within the operational model is that the storage’s filling level is at 50 % of
the rated capacity in the beginning and end of every optimization period, this initial and final filling level
has to be adapted when the design variable is updated. Otherwise, there may be cases when these filling
levels exceed the capacity, which leads to a constraint violation in the operational model and thus an
infeasible problem.

Subsequently, the operation is optimized for one or multiple periods while the fitness data structure is
updated using the decision variables of the single periods. These are contained within an operational
model with their weights in the case of a preliminary data clustering. Keeping the data and related weights
in a tabular or spreadsheet structure enables an easy processing, because new columns or rows can be
added flexibly by multiplying operational results with their respective weight. This allows for a simple
and intuitive calculation of different metrics to be used within a subsequent fitness calculation that returns
the actual values of the individual to the design optimization.

Performance optimization

Parallel computing is applied to speed up the entire design optimization process. This is indicated by the
interface between the operation and design layer in Figure 4.3. This concept of dividing a given task into
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different independent units to be processed in parallel can lead to significant reductions of the overall
runtime and is an indispensable tool of modern computer science [126]. Because of the improved com-
putational capacities, much research is done to utilize parallelization for different types of optimization
algorithms in both practical and theoretical science [127, 128, 129, 130]. This has led to a multitude of
existing approaches and different classification schemes of which the following will be used in the scope
of this thesis.

According to [126], there are three classes of parallelization within optimization that differ in the ap-
proach in which parallel computing is used to speed up the optimization algorithm. In the first class,
parallel computing is used to speed up the computation of the objective function value for single solu-
tions. This is most practical in cases where such calculations require a certain amount of computational
effort. Because the assertion of objective functions is at the core operation of every optimization process,
gains in execution time of this operation directly translate into a shorter optimization process itself and
often a linear speed-up [126]. As parallelism only affects the objective function, no changes have to be
made on the optimization algorithm itself.

In the second class of approaches, parallelism is used to simultaneously evaluate multiple solutions as
one typical step of an optimization algorithm and especially algorithms with populations of many candi-
date solutions like evolutionary algorithms. Similarly to the calculation of objective values, their actual
evaluations for different sets of solutions are completely independent, which also enables a parallel exe-
cution. This results in a linear speed-up and shortening of the overall runtime. As in the case of a parallel
computation of objective values, this only requires simple adaptions of the original sequential algorithm.
Both approaches described do not require any significant changes to the original optimization algorithm
but lead to a significant gain in computational speed.

The third class of approaches is related not only to speeding up the processing, but introduces new search
strategies by keeping parallel populations that are able to interact. One example is the coarse-grained or
island model parallelization scheme in the field of genetic algorithms. This algorithm produces many co-
existing populations from which individuals are exchanged at certain time intervals through migration
between islands. While the first two classes lead to a significant increase in computational speed at a
low expense in implementation, the approaches from this third class are used to improve the algorithm
performance. Although there is evidence that the third class leads to obtaining better results than using
equivalent multi-start schemes or parallel optimizations without migration, it is omitted in the scope of
this thesis as it would require the adaption of specific algorithms and thus prevent their interchangeability.
For more information please refer to [126].

Besides the opportunity to optimize the computational speed of the design optimization expressed by the
runtime per evaluated individual, other methods can be used to optimize the algorithm with regard to the
convergence speed. Apart from the possibility to use specific strategies like migration, good start solu-
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tions can be used with sufficient knowledge about the problem because these are “closer” to the optimum
than random seeds and consequently require less steps to discover the optimum. In [80] additional points
are determined as initial guesses after initial runs to obtain better results for previously complex and
sparse Pareto fronts. Following this concept, the final Pareto front is constructed from all previous runs.
Other possibilities are offered by parameter studies that are specifically available for different problem
types and algorithms [131, 132, 133, 134, 135] or can even be optimized on a higher level in a meta op-
timization [136, 137]. Another possibility is the formulation of the problem itself, for instance by means
of the objective function, the presence or absence of constraints and their structure, the domain of the
decision variable as continuous or integer or their number.

So far, the focus of the performance optimization is put on the design optimization, which includes mul-
tiple individual design models consisting of one or more operational models. As explained above, these
operational models are created only once in the initial phase of the design optimization and then updated
and solved within subsequent steps. Depending on the model type like LP or MILP and the nature of the
problem, several other possibilities can be used to reduce the solving time. Similarly to the formulation
of the design problem, the formulation of the operational problem has a large impact on the solution time.
For instance, if a unit commitment problem is formulated as MILP with many binary and other integer
variables over a horizon of an entire year, it is very likely to perform much worse than a respective formu-
lation as LP because of the additional restrictions which require more effort to solve the problem. Besides
this, multiple other techniques can be applied. For instance, warmstarts where specific start values for
variables are given, sparse index sets which allow a denser formulation of the problem or decomposition
techniques can be used for specific problems. As there are many acceleration options and these mostly
depend on the problem itself, it is referred to respective standard literature in this place [101, 102, 103],
while applied techniques and their implications are discussed within the case studies. Finally, the problem
itself can be reduced in its dimension by means of an upstream data clustering which will be discussed
within the following.

Data clustering process

Complexity can be reduced through suitable data clustering. The criteria for the clustering depend on the
problem at hand. Where storage characteristics with respective load cycles exists in a modelled energy
system, an appropriate data clustering has to be conducted in order to determine the cluster period length
and the right number of cluster periods. Initially, the data of the respective storage system has to be
analyzed, i.e. the unclustered original time series with its contained cycles and their duration. Apart from
amanual analysis, algorithms can be helpful in this context because they provide a structured standardized
way to process the data and help to gain deeper insights. One method to realize this is the usage of a cycle
detection algorithm as proposed by [138] that is implemented in a freely available software package [139].
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Figure 4.4: Data clustering process for systems with storage or other intertemporal characteristics.

This algorithm can be used to detect cycles in a time series along with their respective depth-of-cycle
(DoC) and duration. Also, it delivers results for the DoC which are identical to the well known rainflow-
counting algorithm with the advantage of also delivering a length-of-cycle (LoC). Providing structured
information about the characteristics of a storage system, a standardized procedure can be applied to
determine the adequate cluster period length and number of clusters. Other options are the application of
discrete fourier transformation [118, 140] or the simple definition of a cycle as two passages or the average
value. However, the results obtained from these will be more difficult to interpret or lack intermediate
cycles. Figure 4.4 shows the developed standardized procedure that is used in this thesis and outlined in
the following.

In the first step of the procedure, an operational optimization with the unclustered original time series is
performed. In a second step, the time series of the contained storage technologies are analyzed by means
of the abovementioned algorithm which delivers the cycle DoC and LoC for one or multiple systems. By
analyzing the LoC in combination with the related magnitudes, a choice about the cluster period length
can be made. Using this cluster length, the number of clusters to represent the original time series is
determined in the next step. For this, a suitable measure for the cluster quality has to be selected, for
instance as described in Equations 3.8 and 3.9. By calculating one or multiple measures for different
numbers of clusters and even different cluster algorithms, a good choice on the number of clusters and
the algorithm can be made. The question about how many clusters have to be chosen is up to the decision
maker and always a trade-off between model accuracy and runtime. Finally, the results can be obtained
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Figure 4.5: Hybrid optimization architecture within independent and interdependent packages.

and integrated within the final model for the design and operational optimization. This approach differs
from approaches in the literature in which the optimum of the design optimization is known a priori [118]
while an optimum of a multi-objective design optimization is not known in advance and would require
other distance metrics. Moreover, it is not applicable for seasonal storage or has to be adapted in this case.
For the question on how to represent seasonal storage within energy system models based on clustered
data please refer to [141].

4.3 Generic software architecture

The proposed hybrid optimization approach is realized in a suitable software architecture that is inde-
pendent of its actual implementation. Similarly to the developed optimization architecture and fitness
evaluation process, special emphasis is put on the development of a flexible architecture that allows a
coupling of different algorithms along with a parallelized design optimization. The introduced structure
that divides different steps and procedures into an operational and a design part is applied likewise to
structure different components of the overall architecture. This developed architecture is illustrated as an
abstract package and class diagram in Figure 4.5. Both, the operational and the design part are realized in
single packages and the package for the operational optimization can be used by itself to optimize energy
systems in terms of their operation. Furthermore, additional packages such as functionalities for the pre-
and post-processing or data clustering can be imported and used flexibly in both parts.
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Within a base class for different operational models, all mutual properties are kept and additional methods
provided in order to process a respective object. For instance, the start and end dates of an optimization
period are kept as an attribute of type date and time along with the mathematical model (LP or MILP),
scenario data that is used to build the model and results which are added when a model is optimized.
Other methods are provided to construct and optimize the model in combination with methods to process
the results. This generic base class in turn serves as a parent class for concrete energy system models
with additional attributes or methods. For example, an energy system that is used to model a local battery
infrastructure based on REmight hold methods to calculate different metrics. This concept of subclassing
concrete energy system instances from a base model ensures that a specific set of attributes and methods
is available for all models and can be used flexibly in other packages.

In the design optimization package, a base class for specific design models is provided similarly to the
operational package. This class contains all information and procedures that are needed to construct a
designmodel that includes one or multiple operational models. For instance, if five representative periods
are obtained from the data clustering procedure, these are used to instantiate five operational models in a
design optimization object whereby their single operational results are aggregated as described in Figure
4.4. Design variables are stored as an attribute and refer to single components which are changed on the
contained design models via respective methods. Such methods include the creation of the underlying
fitness data structure, the initial creation of the operational models or methods to actually solve these
models and process their results. Because these attributes and methods are also fixed for all design
models, they can be used to access design models within other parts of the software. Specific design
models can be derived from this class and implement their own fitness functions. In this connection,
different design models can either be used for different or the same operational model or models when
calculating different scenarios for the same energy systems or using different objectives. This allows for
a flexible usage and adaption of design models depending on the purpose. Finally, instances of these
models can be used in a design optimization class that creates one or more populations with individuals
consisting of multiple design models and applies algorithms to evolve these in terms of one or multiple
objectives before collecting the final results.

The advantages of object-oriented design lie especially in its modular and flexible structure which al-
lows to model arbitrary energy systems as instances of the same basic structure. Energy systems can
be optimized by themselves regarding their operation and optionally be optimized with regard to design
parameters. This optionality can also be reflected in a respective packaging structure that includes one or
multiple other packages as a dependency which in turn enables a streamlined installation process. Also,
an object-oriented design allows for a separation of model and data. Through this, single instances of op-
erational or design models can be created by datasets which are passed into the constructor of respective
classes. This enables a flexible usage of both packages depending on the specific situation.
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4.4 Implementation framework

An implementation of the proposed architecture can partly be realized based on previous work. In ad-
dition, new concepts have to be developed and combined with existing ones from other areas. While a
standalone operational optimization can be realized in the solph package of the Open Energy Modelling
Framework (oemof) [9, 142], the scientific library PyGMO [126] is applied for a parallelized design op-
timization. Small contributions for multi-objective capabilities are added to the library during the course
of this thesis [143]. The data clustering is realized by means of the package tsam which is proposed
and validated in an article [118] along with an another package that is developed in the scope of this
thesis and located in oemof [139]. The development of a generic software architecture and its application
through suitable interfaces between the abovementioned packages is a core achievement in this thesis.
An overview of the software that is implemented in the scope of this thesis is provided in Table 4.1. In
addition to the new development and improvement of existing open source projects, wrappers arround
third party packages are written in order to leverage their applicability. Each software component is
implemented as a single Python package and archived digitally by means of a digital object identifier
on the platform Zenodo which is financed and supported by the European Commission [144]. A brief
description of the implemented software and the way it is used in the scope of this thesis is provided in
the following.

Table 4.1: Overview of software implemented in the scope of this thesis.

Description Package name Contribution Reference
MOEA compatible branch of oemof.solph oemof Improvement [145]
Application starter for OMs asom Own development [146]
Application starter for (M)HDOMs ecom Own development [147]
Algorithm for cycle detection in time series cydets Own development [139]
Data clustering and analysis znes_clustering Own wrapper [148]
Pre-processing of CAES system znes_caes_model Own development [149]
Pre-processing of DH system znes_heat_models Own development [150]
Generic visualization of data znes_plotting Own development [151]

The operational optimization is implemented in the Open Energy Modeling Framework which has ini-
tially been proposed as a novel approach to energy system modeling, representation and analysis. It
provides a toolbox to construct complex energy system models and is published open source under a
free licence. Based on a collaborative development processes, the framework supports a high level of
participation, transparency and principles of open science in energy system modeling. Energy systems
can be described in a generic graph-based topology that enables to flexibly model complex cross-sectoral
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4 Multi-objective optimal design and operation of energy systems

systems and include different modeling approaches. Thus, the framework can be seen as a multi-purpose
modeling environment for energy modeling and analysis at different scales. In contrast to the abstract
graph-based energy system representation in the solph package [9] that is used for the operational opti-
mization, a concrete representation of energy systems is chosen in the scope of this thesis. This means
that single technologies, energy balances or other constraints are expressed through their commonly used
sets of equations or inequalities. Within the single case studies, additional identifiers are added for param-
eters and decision variables. In addition, different sets and indices are introduced in order to distinguish
between technologies. In order to use oemof.solph and respective operational models in MOEAs, a cus-
tomized branch [145] is created and adapted for mutable optimization parameters. This allows for a direct
access of OM parameters by means of references within the MOEA. Moreover, an implementation of the
CAES model in the first case study is added to the branch. A command line application starter for the
organization and usage of respective models is proposed in a single package [146]. It also includes all
operational models and clustered data that are used in the scope of this thesis.

The design optimization is based on the PyGMO optimization library which can be used for massively
parallel optimization. Built around the idea of providing a unified interface to describe optimization prob-
lems, it distinguishes between an actual mathematical problem description and subsequent solution. It
consequently allows to apply different optimization algorithms and at the same time enables their easy
deployment in massively parallel environments. Existing optimization algorithms such as simplex meth-
ods, sequential quadratic programming or interior points methods as well as bio-inspired and evolutionary
algorithms can be applied to solve different types of problems. Furthermore, different algorithms can be
mixed easily to create combined algorithms via the asynchronous, generalized island model as described
in [126]. The package allows to model and solve constrained, unconstrained, continuous and integer
optimization problems with one or multiple objectives that provide flexibility in the design optimization.
A respective command line tool that integrates the abovementioned application starter in order to create
(M)HDOMs based on evolutionary algorithms is proposed in another package [147]. Here, the abovemen-
tioned custom branch and application starter published in [145] and [146] are dependencies and required
to use the package.

All data clustering is realized by means of the tsam package that is realized as a Python package that
uses different machine learning algorithms for the aggregation of typical periods. The package can be
applied to different types of time series that are often needed within energy models. These typically
include weather or load data or both simultaneously. Through this, the computational effort for energy
models can be reduced significantly by aggregating their input time series and therefore the complexity
of the model itself. A package that implements an algorithm to detect cycles in a times series along
with their respective DoC and LoC is developed in this thesis. It is maintained as a standalone oemof
package [139] and implements an algorithm that is proposed in [138], which gives a precise definition of
a cycle. A package for the data clustering itself and additional analysis such as the automatic calculation
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of different metrics or visualization of the clustered data is realized as a wrapper arround the tsam package
and proposed in [148].

As indicated in Table 4.1, several auxilliary packages are used for different other tasks. For example, two
separate packages are used to pre-process model parameters within the first [149] and second case study
[150]. Moreover, a package for uniform plotting is applied for data visualization [151]. All packages are
located in Python’s scipy ecosystem [152]. Most important of these are the numpy, pandas and matplotlib
packages that offer capabilities for numerical mathematics, data analysis and visualization. This software
implementation in a high-level language lowers barriers for the usage and contribution for example by
means of collaborative development in the scope of oemof. The mere availability of different libraries
for a language facilitates the implementation of all crucial tasks along the modeling chain. Furthermore,
interfaces to other languages can be used to extend capabilities if needed. For further discussion of the
usage of free and open software and data in the light of open science please refer to [9, 10, 7, 95].
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5 Case study - Compressed air energy storage

This chapter describes the application of the method on a compressed air energy storage plant that is
operated on a wholesale electricity market. First, an overview of the case study is provided. Then,
the underlying models for the design and operation are described in detail. For this, all technical and
economic parts of the system are discussed where necessary. Finally, a specific setup is chosen and
modelled and the results of this are discussed.

5.1 Case study overview

Future low-carbon energy systems demand for an integration of high shares of volatile RE. This can be
realized by the use of storage technologies among other supporting measures. Compressed air energy
storage (CAES) is a promising option among these technologies with different existing technical con-
cepts and a high level of maturity [153]. Furthermore, there are various market environments in which
these concepts can be embedded and operated in order to utilize their flexibility. Therefore, decision
support tools for different concepts and market environments are required to improve the planning of
future energy systems of which some are highlighted in the state of research. One well known concept
is a diabatic CAES with an additional recuperation in the expansion part that is successfully operated in
McIntosh, USA [154]. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic diagram of such a diabatic CAES plant that includes
a recuperaton of the flue gases in the expansion part.

M CMP CMP EXP

CAS
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of a diabatic CAES plant with recuperator.
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An operation of the compression or charging part consisting of one or multiple compressors involves a
certain input of electrical power to compress air from ambient pressure to a higher pressure level. The
mass flow into the storage is decreasing with rising pressure level while the compression power remains
constant. Heat is released into the environment during the compression but can potentially be used in
other concepts. In contrast, the expansion or discharging part requires heat supply to generate power
output that can be delivered to the grid. As a connection between the compression and expansion part,
the level of the air storage is influencing both, the compression and the expansion part in its operational
behaviour.

In theory, to make an investment decision, the planner must calculate the long-term marginal cost of the
plant and have a forecast of the price at which the output of the plant might be sold. Hence, the expected
rate of return must be included in the calculation and for the special type of storage system, not only the
price for sold electricity but also for purchased electricity must be included. In the presence of an energy
only market, the building of a storage is a rational decision, as long as the storage system benefits from
charging at low price regimes and discharging at high price regimes based on forecasted price time series.
In a liberalized electricity market, this reasoning is applicable to investments in storage capacity similarly
as for regular power plants [6, p.206].

In practice, the investment decision for a new plant is more complex and includes various factors. For
instance, uncertainty caused by construction delays or fluctuations in the price of fuels or electricity can
affect the marginal costs of the plant. Furthermore, the long term development of wholesale electricity
prices is difficult to forecast because of multiple uncertain factors like changes in demand, new technolo-
gies or competitors entering the market. Thus, the planning of conventional power plants is often only
possible when backed by upstream and downstream contracts that guarantee fixed prices for both the fuel
supply and the electrical energy being sold [6, p.206]. Such mechanisms cover at least a part of the price
risks that cannot be controlled by the plant operator. This risk is even higher in the case of an energy
storage system operated in an electricity only market. This is because not only the fuel price or price at
which electricity is sold impacts the economic viability, but also the spread expressed by the difference
between low and high prices and the frequency of price change has a strong impact on the economical
results [39, 40, 29, 28].

Apart from the investigation of a storage’s business economy other objectives like the overall storage
efficiency are of interest to the decision maker. Therefore, the proposed method is applied to investigate
both the business economy and storage efficiency of a diabatic CAES system based on a detailedmodeling
of costs and technical characteristics. Different scenarios for possible price developments at wholesale
electricity markets are modelled in order to represent different future trajectories. These include the level
of RE in the electricity system or changes in the overall electricity demand. Based on these scenarios,
different result sets for the dimensioning can be analyzed in terms of multiple objectives providing more
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information for the decision maker. As also stated in [5, p.199], a large number of independent generation
entrepreneurs on the market is assumed whereas the investment of a single actor has a negligible effect
on the market price. Moreover, it is assumed that the storage is a price-taker meaning that it does not
influence the market price by its operation.

Three price scenarios are modelled based on spot market prices of the European Power Exchange (EPEX
SPOT) of the year 2014. It has been demonstrated that the profitability of a CAES system strongly relies
on revenues from the control reserve market and would not survive in current energy only markets [39].
It is therefore assumed that the price spread changes in future and that stronger spreads lead to a higher
profitability of the system. This approach of using different spreads has already been used in [39] and is
shown for a period of three days in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Power market scenarios representing different stages of future energy supply systems.

In this context, spreads of different magnitudes can be interpreted as different pathways of future energy
systems. These are caused by higher levels of RE, changes in electrical demand or different volatile
characteristics in the system. The prices are scaled by amplifying arround their mean value by using a
scaling factor according to Equation 5.1.

𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚,𝑠𝑐𝑎
𝑡 = 𝑓 𝑠𝑐𝑎 (𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑡 − 𝑐 𝑒𝑙𝑚) + 𝑐 𝑒𝑙𝑚 (5.1)
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Every scaled value 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚,𝑠𝑐𝑎
𝑡 of the time series is calculated by multiplying the difference between the

mean value 𝑐 𝑒𝑙𝑚 from the actual original value 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑡 with an arbitrary scaling factor 𝑓 𝑠𝑐𝑎 and adding
an intersect which is also given by the mean value 𝑐 𝑒𝑙𝑚. The actual scaling is realized after the data
clustering process and applied to all single clusters. For the low, medium and high scenario shown in
Figure 5.2, the scaling factor 𝑓 𝑠𝑐𝑎 is set to 2.5, 2.75 and 3, respectively.

5.2 Model creation and outline

An overview of used symbols, subscripts and identifiers for the followingmodel description is provided in
the nomenclature. These are used to specify variables and parameters in the following model description.
All needed sets and indices are defined in Expressions 5.2 and 5.3. It is important to mention that the
formulation holds for arbitrary sets. This means that the formulation holds for any number of time steps
and periods.

𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 Index and set of all time steps (5.2)

𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 Index and set of all representative periods (5.3)

For the sake of clarity, a sign convention is used within the modeling part. Within the operational op-
timization model, all decision variables and depending expressions are set in uppercase letters whereby
parameters that are known in advance are set in lowercase letters. Due to the hybrid modeling approach,
both decision variables and parameters of the operational model can be integrated into the design opti-
mization model. Thus, an operational parameter can become a design variable (cf. Equations 5.8 and
5.9) which in turn determines an operational decision variable (cf. Equations 5.16 and 5.17 as only two
examples).

Design model

Two fitness functions are defined in the design process to optimize the plant design in an economical and
technical dimension. As stated in [155, p.46], the economic plant performance is far more sensitive to the
ratio of the compression and expansion power than to storage volume. Thus, the capacities of the further
are determined as decision variables in the optimization process. Within the first objective function, the
net present value (NPV) of the plant is maximized. As a classical indicator for an investment decision, it
includes the investment and operational costs as well as the expected rate of return. In the second objective
function, the overall storage efficiency 𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑒𝑠 is maximized as it is a common measure to compare storage
technologies in different contexts.
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Consequently, the multi-objective design optimization problem can formally be described according to
Expression 5.4. It results in an unconstrained non-linear multi-objective optimization problem whose
decision variables are parameters of a mixed-integer operational model which is repeatedly solved to
deliver dispatch results that are used to calculate the design objectives.

𝑚𝑎𝑥 [𝐶𝑛𝑝𝑣 , 𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑒𝑠] (5.4)

Further, the general formulation of the NPV in the first fitness function is shown in Equation 5.5 and
outlined below.

𝐶𝑛𝑝𝑣 = −𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +
∑
𝑎

(𝐶
𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(1 + 𝑖)𝑎 ) (5.5)

The NPV applies to a series of cash flows that occur at different times between now and the future. It
accounts for the value of money at a specific time and allows for an evaluation and comparison of different
investment projects or products. The capital expenditure or capital expense (CAPEX with symbol 𝑐𝑝𝑥)
occurs when the initial investment is made and has to be repayed by the difference between the operational
expenditure or operational expense (OPEX with symbol 𝑜𝑝𝑥) and operational revenues (OREV with
symbol 𝑜𝑟𝑣) over the investment’s lifetime. Both, the OPEX and OREV are discounted by its time value
and adapted by the expected rate of return which has to be defined a priori by the investor. For the concrete
investment in a potential CAES plant, the CAPEX are defined according to Equations 5.6-5.11.

𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 + 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑏𝑜𝑝 (5.6)

𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑐𝑚𝑝 + 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑒𝑥𝑝 + 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑐𝑎𝑠 (5.7)

𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑐𝑚𝑝 =

(
𝑝𝑐𝑚𝑝

𝑝𝑐𝑚𝑝,𝑟𝑒 𝑓

)0.6 𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑐𝑚𝑝,𝑟𝑒 𝑓

(5.8)

𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑒𝑥𝑝 =

(
𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑟𝑒 𝑓

)0.6 𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑟𝑒 𝑓

(5.9)

𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑐𝑎𝑠 = 𝑣𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑖𝑛𝑣 (5.10)

𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑏𝑜𝑝 = 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑏𝑜𝑝 (5.11)

For the initial investment, costs for the actual plant and the balance of plant (BOP) are included within the
CAPEX. As explained in the method description, these can be modelled in various ways e.g. by means
of non-linear cost characteristics which account for cost degressions based on scale effects. Thus, an
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Figure 5.3: Non-linear investment costs for turbomachinery within the range of 50-500 MW based on a
reference value approach similarly to [156, p. 48].

estimation of the turbomachinery costs for the compression and expansion part is chosen and grounds on
a reference value approach. It is similar to one used in [156, p. 48] which is based on standard literature
[157, 158] and illustrated in Figure 5.3.

Within themodel, installation costs 𝑐𝑟𝑒 𝑓 ,𝑖𝑛𝑣 for a reference component of capacity 𝑝𝑟𝑒 𝑓 have to be defined
a priori and are scaled by the installed capacity of the component at hand 𝑝 . Moreover, costs for the
creation of a cavern 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑖𝑛𝑣 with a certain volume 𝑣𝑐𝑎𝑠 are considered along with the BOP which are
expressed as share 𝑠𝑏𝑜𝑝 of the initial investment costs 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣 . This allows for a flexible usage in the
modeling because only the capacity for a specific design case 𝑝 can be used as a functional argument. This
cost estimation approach is often used to estimate component costs in power engineering. The exponent
of 2/3 or roughly 0.6 describes the case of a cubically increasing benefit at quadratically increasing costs.
A typical example for this behaviour would be a gas tank with cubically increasing volume (benefit) and
quadratically increasing surface area (costs) related to the diameter.

Similarly, to the CAPEX, the occuring OPEX are modelled based on different cost expressions. These in-
clude expenses for personell𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑝𝑒𝑟 as share of the investment costs for the compression and expansion
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟 , insurance costs 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑠 and maintenance costs 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑚𝑛𝑡 which are both determined in relation to
the overall investment costs by means of the factors 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑠 and 𝑠𝑚𝑛𝑡 , respectively. In order to calculate the
costs related to the operation on the electricity market, expression 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑒𝑙𝑚 is used to model different
cost components. Costs for purchased electricity 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑝,𝑡 as well as variable costs 𝑐

𝑐𝑚𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟
𝑝,𝑡 by the compres-
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sion part 𝑃𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑝,𝑡 are added to the fuel costs 𝑐 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑝,𝑡 for the heat supply in the expansion part ¤𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛

𝑝,𝑡 and
respective costs for emission certificates 𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖

𝑝,𝑡 . All single cost expressions within the OPEX are described
within Equations 5.12-5.16.

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑝𝑒𝑟 + 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑠 + 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑚𝑛𝑡 + 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑒𝑙𝑚 (5.12)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑝𝑒𝑟 = (𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑐𝑚𝑝 + 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑒𝑥𝑝)𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟 (5.13)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑠 = 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑠 (5.14)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑚𝑛𝑡 = 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑠𝑚𝑛𝑡 (5.15)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑒𝑙𝑚 =
∑
𝑝

𝜔𝑝 (
∑
𝑡

(𝑃𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑝,𝑡 𝜏(𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑝,𝑡 + 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟

𝑝,𝑡 ) + ¤𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛
𝑝,𝑡 𝜏(𝑐 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑝,𝑡 + 𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖

𝑝,𝑡 ))) (5.16)

In contrast to OPEX, OREV are calculated as illustrated in Equation 5.17 based on the optimal dispatch
which includes the option of clustered data. Occuring revenues are calculated by summing over single
periods 𝑝 with a respective weight 𝜔𝑝 and all time steps 𝑡 for each respective plant 𝑘 . Revenues are
generated by selling electricity generated in the expansion part 𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑝,𝑡 at specific costs 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑝,𝑡 with an optional
bonus 𝑐𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑝,𝑡 .

𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
∑
𝑝

𝜔𝑝 (
∑
𝑡

𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑝,𝑡 𝜏(𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑝,𝑡 + 𝑐𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑝,𝑡 )) (5.17)

As a second objective, the plant’s overall efficiency is optimized as a technical measure. Within the clas-
sical definition of a storage’s cycle efficiency, the overall energy output is related to the respective input
[155, 39]. The former is the electrical work when operating the expansion part, the latter is represented by
the electrical work in the compression part and an additional fuel supply in the expansion part. Another
definition for a storage efficiency of diabatic CAES concepts is proposed in [159] in order to compare a
CAES plant with other storage technologies. This approach assumes that the fuel could possibly be used
in another conventional peak load plant and is implemented in Equation 5.18.

𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑒𝑠 =
𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑝 −𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛,𝑟𝑒 𝑓

𝑊𝑐𝑚𝑝
(5.18)

As can be seen, the numerator is defined by the electrical work when discharging the storage𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑝 minus
the electrical work of the reference plant𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛,𝑟𝑒 𝑓 . The difference of both measures is related to the
electrical work of the compression part 𝑊𝑐𝑚𝑝 similarly to the classical efficiency definition. Electrical
work when discharging the storage is defined by Equation 5.19 as follows by the weighted sums over all
periods.
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𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑝 =
∑
𝑝

𝜔𝑝 (
∑
𝑡

𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑝,𝑡 𝜏) (5.19)

The required additional heat supply in the expansion part is defined by Equation 5.20. Here, an addidional
fuel supply𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛,𝑟𝑒 𝑓 is assumed to be possibly used by an alternative power plant. It consists of the
heat supply ¤𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛

𝑝,𝑡 multiplied by an efficiency of a conventional power plant 𝜂𝑟𝑒 𝑓 ,𝑐𝑝𝑝 which can be
determined flexibly depending on the specific use case. For instance, an efficiency 𝜂𝑟𝑒 𝑓 ,𝑐𝑝𝑝 of 35 %
could represent a gas turbine while an efficiency 𝜂𝑟𝑒 𝑓 ,𝑐𝑝𝑝 of 55 % could represent a combined cycle
extraction plant where the former leads to a higher overall storage efficiency 𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑒𝑠 and the latter to a
lower.

𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛,𝑟𝑒 𝑓 =
∑
𝑝

𝜔𝑝 (
∑
𝑡

¤𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛
𝑝,𝑡 𝜏𝜂𝑟𝑒 𝑓 ,𝑐𝑝𝑝) (5.20)

One advantage of using a reference approach is the possibility to relate the storage efficiency to other
technologies that are used in the system. It solves the problem of coupled products as the storage’s
electricity output is not related to the sum of electricity and heat into the storage whichmakes it impossible
to determine a direct relation between both. For more information on this difficulty, it is referred to [159]
in this place. Finally, the electrical work of the compression part is formulated in Equation 5.21 similarly
to the expansion part.

𝑊𝑐𝑚𝑝 =
∑
𝑝

𝜔𝑝 (
∑
𝑡

𝑃𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑝,𝑡 𝜏) (5.21)

Operational model

The operational model integrates economical data such as prices for fuel, sold electricity and technical
data for different components. Regulatory framework mechanisms can be integrated in the compression
and expansion part by adding specific costs e.g. for final consumer charges or additional bonus payments.
Output data is delivered in time series which capture the storage dispatch, fuel consumption and other
metrics such as the pressure in the air storage. Figure 5.4 provides an overview about the basic structure
and input and output data.

A MILP formulation and the assumption of perfect foresight are applied for the operational modeling.
This combination is commonly used for similar unit commitment problems and in respective studies
[39, 40, 37, 38, 43]. This case study proposes and applies a new and more flexible formulation for
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Figure 5.4: Structure of the operational model for the CAES case study.

diabatic CAES plants when compared to the one proposed in [40]. It is able to represent operational
differences through formulations of the following parts: compression (CMP), mass storage (CAS) and
expansion (EXP). Although in real systems these parts may consist of multiple components like different
compressor stages or storages, these are represented as one aggregated part in the model . This allows
for a flexible adaptation to different concepts.

The developed abstract CAES technology model is shown in Figure 5.5 and illustrates the contained
physical variables. From this abstract technology model, relations between the physical streams can be
derived for the process of mathematical modeling. For instance, the mass flow fed into the CAS is related
to the compression power and cavern pressure. Moreover, these technical measures can be integrated in
an economical context by embedding the compression or expansion power in an electricity market or
other environment. All relations will be outlined in detail in the operational model description.

Assumptions made in the model are as follows: The operation is optimized under perfect foresight which
means that prices which are typically based on forecasts are known in advance and remain constant. This
means that no uncertainty is considered in the model. Moreover, the turbine’s fuel consumption in the
expansion part and related costs depend linearly on the supplied electrical power. Partial load and a
dependency on the pressure in the air storage is modelled for the compression part whereas a throttling to
a constant pressure is applied in the inlet of the expansion part. Furthermore, no detailed start or shutdown
costs and runtime restrictions are modelled.

Finally, the model definition is given for a single representative period without an index for the period
𝑝 as this index is only used for multiple operational models in the design model. If not mentioned ex-
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Figure 5.5: Abstract technology model of a diabatic CAES plant.

plicitly, all (non-heat) capacities are assumed to be electrical capacities in the following. The objective
function in general form can be described in 5.22 by means of the described indentifiers, indices and
sets. It consists of single expressions for costs and revenues which are outlined in Equations 5.23-5.24.
Costs for fuel, emission certificates and purchased electricity are defined in 5.23 whereas revenues for
purchased electricity are captured in 5.24. As already described in the design model, variable costs for
the compression and expansion part can be added flexibly in order to model additional costs or bonuses.
This is realizedby means of the parameters 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟

𝑐,𝑡 and 𝑐𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑐,𝑡 , respectively.

𝑚𝑖𝑛

[∑
𝑡

(𝐶𝑡 − 𝑅𝑡 )
]

(5.22)

𝐶𝑡 = 𝑃
𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑡 𝜏(𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑡 + 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟

𝑡 ) + ¤𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛
𝑡 𝜏(𝑐 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑡 + 𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖

𝑡 ) (5.23)

𝑅𝑡 = 𝑃
𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑡 𝜏(𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑡 + 𝑐𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑡 ) (5.24)

Constraints for the technical description of the compression part are outlined from Inequality 5.25 to
Equation 5.28. Inequalities 5.25 and 5.26 ensure that the compressor power is either set to zero or within
a load range between the minimum and maximum power output by means of a binary status variable 𝑌 .
The relation between compression power, mass flow and storage pressure is described in 5.27 through a
plane that results from a linearization of their non-linear physical relationship. Finally, the compression
heat flow is captured in Equation 5.28 and related to the occuring mass flow.

𝑃𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑡 ≤ 𝑌 𝑐𝑚𝑝

𝑡 𝑝𝑐𝑚𝑝 ∀ 𝑡 (5.25)

𝑃𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑡 ≥ 𝑌 𝑐𝑚𝑝

𝑡 𝑝𝑐𝑚𝑝 ∀ 𝑡 (5.26)

¤𝑚𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑡 = 𝑎𝑐𝑚𝑝𝑌 𝑐𝑚𝑝

,𝑡 + 𝑏𝑐𝑚𝑝𝑃𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑡 + 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑝 (𝑍𝑐𝑚𝑝

𝑡 + 𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑌 𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑡 ) ∀ 𝑡 (5.27)

¤𝑄𝑐𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑡 = 𝑃𝑐𝑚𝑝

𝑡 𝑑𝑐𝑚𝑝 − ¤𝑚𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑡 𝑒𝑐𝑚𝑝 ∀ 𝑡 (5.28)
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Within Expression 5.27, the abovementioned binary status variables ensure that the mass flow equals
zero if the compression part is not operating. In this place, it has to be noted on parameter 𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠 in
Equation 5.27, that the cavern pressure is modelled by means of a minimum storage pressure 𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠 and a
working pressure above this minimum value 𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑡 which is limited by a maximum working storage
pressure 𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟 in Inequalities 5.33 and 5.34. This formulation allows for an application of a “Big-
M” type method which is commonly used if the continuous variable is bounded with zero by the lower
bound as it is the case for the working storage pressure. As a result, Equations 5.29-5.32 serve to resolve
the product of the continuous variable for the working storage and the compression status variable by
introducing an auxiallary continuous variable. This formulation ensures that the mass flow is set to zero
if the compression part is not operated.

𝑍𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑡 ≤ 𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑌 𝑐𝑚𝑝

𝑡 ∀ 𝑡 (5.29)

𝑍𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑡 ≤ 𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑡 ∀ 𝑡 (5.30)

𝑍𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑡 ≥ 𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑡 − (1 − 𝑌 𝑐𝑚𝑝

𝑡 )𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟 ∀ 𝑡 (5.31)

𝑍𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑡 ≥ 0 ∀ 𝑡 (5.32)

The abovementioned relationship between compression power, mass flow and storage pressure is visual-
ized in Figure 5.6 for the design parameters of the Huntorf CAES plant in Germany. All red data points
represent the real physical relationship whereby the plane shows the resulting linear approximation. It can
be seen that a good approximation is achieved within the defined load range of 50-100 % with increasing
deviations next to the minimum and maximum load.

This effect of stronger deviations next to the lower and upper bound of the feasible capacity has to be
regarded in the design optimizationwhich changes the installed capacity and thus the physical relationship.
Here, only one linear fit e. g. for the maximum feasible capacity would lead to strong deviations in terms
of the plant behaviour and thus inaccurate results. Consequently, the linear approximation has to be
computed for every design case in a pre-processing step for the operational model (cf. Figure 4.2) and
can be compared to an approach illustrated in [64]. The physical model is published as an installable
Python package and published online [149].

Mass storage constraints are provided from Inequality 5.33 to Equation 5.36, respectively. As described
above, Inequalities 5.33 and 5.34 hereby define the upper and lower bound of theworking storage pressure.
Equation 5.35 describes an intertemporal constraint which links the actual pressure to the pressure of a
preceding time step. Additionally, mass flows from and into the storage are multiplied with the initial
mass which is expressed according to the ideal gas law based on the cavern volume, initial pressure
and temperature multiplied with the gas constant. This reflects that the formulation of the mass flow is
normalized. Temporal losses can be accounted for by means of a temporal efficiency which is included
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Figure 5.6: Linear fit of compression part for design parameters of the plant in Huntorf.

in the first summand. Finally, Equation 5.36 equates the pressure in the first and last time step to enable
a model usage in cases where the energy content in the initial and final state has to be equal. This can
be the case within a rolling optimization or when multiple representative periods are used in the design
optimization.

𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑡 ≤ 𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟 ∀ 𝑡 (5.33)

𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑡 ≥ 0 ∀ 𝑡 (5.34)

𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑡 = (1 − 𝜂𝑡𝑚𝑝,𝑐𝑎𝑠)𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑡−1 + 3600
𝑅𝑇0,𝑐𝑎𝑠

𝑝0,𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑣𝑐𝑎𝑠
( ¤𝑚𝑐𝑚𝑝

𝑡 − ¤𝑚𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑡 ) ∀ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 \ {𝑡1} (5.35)

𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑡 = 𝜋0,𝑐𝑎𝑠 ∀ 𝑡 ∈ {𝑡1, 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥} (5.36)

The expansion part is modelled from Inequality 5.37 to Equation 5.40. Within the first two equations, a
load range similarly to the one in the compression part is defined. Furthermore, the relation between the
mass flow and expansion power is defined by Equation 5.39 based on the assumption that the pressure
before the turbine inlet is throttled to a constant value. Within Equation 5.40 the fuel heat flow is linked
to the air inflow. This modeling technique which is applied to model the mass flow and expansion power
is commonly used to divide a depending mathematical quantity into a constant and variable block [160].
For instance, a specifically high fuel consumption occurs when a unit is switched on and operates at
minimal load. This specific fuel consumption decreases when increasing towards maximum load as the
ratio of the fixed block and the variably produced quantity decreases.
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𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑡 ≤ 𝑌 𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∀ 𝑡 (5.37)

𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑡 ≥ 𝑌 𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∀ 𝑡 (5.38)

¤𝑚𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑡 = 𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑡 𝑎𝑒𝑥𝑝 + 𝑌 𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∀ 𝑡 (5.39)

¤𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛
𝑡 = 𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑡 𝑐𝑒𝑥𝑝 + 𝑌 𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∀ 𝑡 (5.40)

A simultaneous operation of the compression and expansion part is prevented in Inequality 5.41. As both
status variables are binary, the inequality assures that no more than one status variable can be activated
in a certain time step. This formulation avoids situations where the operational part and expansion part
are operated simultaneously because the operation of both parts is indifferent in terms of the economical
objective. In reality, such operational states would not occur as they would not be rational.

𝑌 𝑐𝑚𝑝
𝑡 + 𝑌 𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑡 ≤ 1 ∀ 𝑡 (5.41)

On the other hand, the same behaviour can be enforced by adding specific costs for the startup of the plant
along with different auxialliary constraints for a more detailed model. Nevertheless, such formulations
are not applied in this place as the focus is put on the newly proposed model. For common formulations
in unit commitment models, it is referred to respective literature in this place [160, 15, 59, 161, 140].
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5.3 Model and algorithm setup

After a generic model description, the actual model is set up for the case study. For this, in the first section,
all economic and technical model parameters are outlined. Afterwards, the process of data clustering is
explained based on the model parametrization. Finally, a brief overview of the chosen algorithm setup is
given.

Model parametrization

As explained within the description of the design model, the storage’s NPV and efficiency are selected
as design objectives. Further, the electrical power of compression part 𝑝𝑐𝑚𝑝 and expansion part 𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝

are varied on the operational model and optimized during the design optimization. An overview of the
selected objectives and decision variables is provided within Table 5.1 along with their symbol, unit and
respective range.

Table 5.1: Overview of design objectives and decision variables for the selected CAES system.

Model component Symbol Unit Possible range
Objectives
Net present value 𝐶𝑛𝑝𝑣 MEUR R

Roundtrip efficiency 𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑒𝑠 % 0..100
Decision variables
Electrical capacity of compression part 𝑝𝑐𝑚𝑝 MW 10..3000
Electrical capacity of expansion part 𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝 MW 10..3000

There are numerous sources for costs of CAES systems of which some relate to real systems whereas
others make assumptions for future developments [162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 155]. The different cost
components highly depend on the individual technical concept including turbomachinery or air storage.
A detailed overview of CAES costs in comparison to other storage technologies is provided in a compre-
hensive literature overview [166]. Within this case study, costs are modelled based on assumptions from
a respective study [39] with the addition that the occuring turbomachinery costs are modelled on a higher
level of detail by means of Equation 5.7. This allows to account for size effects concerning the installed
turbomachinery capacity in the design optimization. Table 5.2 provides an overview of economic model
parameters for the selected CAES system.

Investment cost assumptions for turbomachinery can be considered as rather optimistic given the price
ranges in [165] but are still in the lower range defined in [164] and [163]. Cost assumptions for the
installation of a cavern are rather moderate and similar to the ranges defined in [167] and [164]. Variable
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Table 5.2: Overview of economic model parameters for the selected CAES system.

Parameter Unit & reference Value
Investment costs
Reference power compression MW 100
Reference costs compression MEUR 25
Specific costs for compression EUR/kW 250
Reference power expansion MW 100
Reference costs expansion MEUR 20
Specific costs for expansion EUR/kW 200
Recuperator EUR/kW 40
Cavern EUR/m³ 60
BOP and others % of total investment costs 50
Operational costs
Fuel costs EUR/MWh 20
Final consumer electricity charges EUR/MWh 1.9
Personell costs % of turbomachinery costs 1
Insurance costs % of total investment costs 0.85
Fixed costs for maintenance % of total investment costs 1
Variable costs for maintenance EUR/MWh el. production 3.5
Others
Lifetime a 30
Discount rate % 5

fuel costs for gas are fixed at a price slightly above the mean European Gas Index (EGIX) for the years
2014-2018 [168] along with final consumer electricity charges of the compression part. The latter are
assumed to be identical with pumped hydro storages [169] as these share many common features. An
overall plant runtime of 30 years can be considered as rather pessimistic because the plant in Huntorf has
been operated successfully for almost 40 years now [170] with a retrofit of the expansion part in the year
2006. This practical experience is supported by higher estimations for the runtime in other studies [165].
All other cost assumptions are chosen based on the abovementioned study [39].

As described above, a different underlying technical model than in [39] is used for the description of
the operational model. According to Figure 5.1, a two-stage setup with each a lower and higher stage
is chosen for both the compression and expansion part. Moreover, fuel is saved by recuperating heat
from the higher pressure part of the expansion. An overview of all technical model parameters for the
investigated system is provided in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Overview of technical model parameters for the selected CAES system.

Parameter Unit Value
Compression
Isentropic compressor efficiency % 90
Motor efficiency % 97
Maximum temperature LP stage °C 226
Maximum temperature HP stage °C 460
Expansion
Isentropic efficiency turbine % 90
Heat transfer efficiency % 80
Combustion efficiency % 90
Generator efficiency % 98.5
Maximum temperature HP stage °C 490
Maximum temperature LP stage °C 945
Storage
Pressure range bar 40-80
Pressure losses % 0
Efficiency of reference plant % 35
Other components
Mechanical efficiency % 99

For the compression part, an isentropic compressor efficiency of 90 % and motor efficiency of 97 % is
assumed similarly to [39]. The maximum temperatures are assumed with 226 and 460 °C, respectively.
For the expansion part, an isentropic turbine efficiency of 90 % is assumed along with a heat transfer
efficiency of 80 % and a combustion efficiency of 90 % which can be interpreted as conservative. Fur-
ther, a generator efficiency of 98.5 % is estimated which can be considered as rather optimistic when
compared to other studies [171]. The temperatures in both stages of the expansion part are slightly differ-
ent compared to the real plant, with 538 °C in the first and 871 °C in the second stage of the expansion,
respectively. A closer comparison reveals that the first stage temperature is lower whereas the second
stage temperature is higher when compared to the original plant.

For the air storage, the selected pressure range is slightly higher and ranges from 40-80 bar when com-
pared to the real plant in McIntosh with a pressure range from 46-76 bar [155] whereas possible pressure
losses are neglected. An efficiency of 35 % is assumed for a reference plant and represents an alternative
fuel utilization in a gas turbine process (cf. Equations 5.18-5.21). This assumption can be considered
as rather conservative as it tends to bring up higher storage efficiencies when compared to the assump-
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tion of a higher reference efficiency e.g. for a combined cycle extraction turbine. Finally, a mechanical
efficiency of 99 % is assumed for all turbomachinery components. All abovementioned technical pa-
rameters except for the defined pressure range are contained implicitly in the operational model as these
are expressed by respective coefficients in the compression or expansion part. In contrast, all economic
parameters listed in Table 5.2 are included explicitly as parameters in the design and operational model.

Data clustering

Due to the MILP formulation of the operational model which uses additional binary variables to describe
the characteristics of different components, complexity is be reduced to decrease the runtime of a single
operational optimizationmodel. Following the approach described in themethod development (cf. Figure
4.4), different steps are applied to determine an adequate length of the representative periods and an
adequate number of time steps. Within a first step, an operational model with a fixed dimensioning
similar to the one in Huntorf is optimized for an optimization period of one year in order to analyze the
cycles of the system. Figure 5.7 shows the performed cycle analyis which yields the respective DoC and
LoC.
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Figure 5.7: Depth and length of CAES cycles for an optimization period of one year in the scenario with
intermediate spreads. Figures 9.1 and 9.2 in the appendix show corresponding distributions
for both quantities.

It can be seen that most cycles have a LoC of less than three days with only a minor share having a LoC
larger than one week. Moreover, longer cycle durations correlate with higher DoCs. Furthermore, a clear
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accumulation of comparably small intra-day and multi-day cycles resulting from the diurnal electricity
price profiles can be observed. The latter is supported by Figures 9.1 and 9.2 in the appendix which show
corresponding distributions. As a result, this allows for a comparably low number of time steps per period
which is set to 72 h. Since the initial and final filling level of the storage are set to be equal and in this
case at a value of 50 % of the entire storage capacity, this allows for sufficient flexibility in terms of dis-
and recharging in single operational periods. This is mainly because in previous optimization runs with
representative periods of 24 or less hours, this equality constraint for the storage level (cf. Equation 5.36)
often forced the storage not to operate.

After determining the length of the underlying representative periods, the number of representative pe-
riods is determined. For this, the MAE is chosen as a statistical measure and calculated for different
cluster algorithms and numbers of periods. As explained in Section 3.4, the MAE is applied to the dura-
tion curves due to their frequent usage and interpretability. This implies that errors are not specifically
penalized as it would be the case for the RMSE. Figure 5.8 shows the MAE between annual original and
cluster electricity price duration curves for a different number of representative periods.
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Figure 5.8:Mean absolute error between annual original and cluster electricity price duration curves in
the scenario with intermediate spreads for a different number of representative periods of
each 72 h.

The selected clustering algorithms perform differently on the respective datasets, and in this case the
k-mediods algorithm gives the best results for the selected statistical quality measure. This is mainly
because the medoids represent more fluctuations and peaks compared to centroid-based methods which
partially average them out [118]. Moreover, it can be seen that a high increase in accuracy can already
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be achieved with a small number of periods whereas the effect decreases significantly when adding more
periods into an area where only small improvements in accuracy are achieved. In conclusion, an original
time series for an entire year in hourly resolution can be expressed by less than 7 representative periods
of each 72 hours at a MAE of less than 1.5 EUR/MWh for the duration curves.

A summary of the statistical distributions for the selected representative periods is shown in a boxplot in
Figure 5.9. Here, the lower, middle and upper lines of the box represent the 25 %, 50 % and 75 % or first,
second (median) and third quartile. Whiskers are drawn at a distance of 1.5 of the interquartile range
(IQR) or at the minimum or maximum value if there are no values beyond 1.5 x IQR. Further, possible
outliers below or above 1.5 x IQR are marked as dots below and above the whiskers.
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Figure 5.9: Boxplot of selected representative periods of each 72 h for the electricity prices in the sce-
nario with intermediate spreads using the k-medoids clustering algorithm. Figure 9.5 in the
appendix shows the corresponding time series.

It becomes clear that a diverse set of periods is derived from the clustering process in order to represent
different price developments. For instance, comparably high fluctuations are represented in period 0, 1,
2 and 6 on different price levels. Moreover, period 3, 4 and 5 capture intermediate prices with a lower
share of fluctuation. This also relates to the MAE which is shown in Figure 5.8. A very small but diverse
set of clusters would already be sufficient to represent a large portion of price variability for example by
period 0, 2, 4 and 6. Adding more periods only has a comparably minor influence with regard to theMAE
as period 1 is similar to period 6 and periods 3 and 5 are similar to period 4. Nevertheless, all periods
are taken into account for the combined optimization as the runtime for the LP/MILP within a single
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operational optimization is mainly influenced by its matrix dimensions (cf. Figure 9.17). As a result, the
number of representative periods only has a rather linear impact on the runtime.

Algorithm setup

In the design optimization part, the solid and widely used MOEA NSGA-II [172] is applied. Despite its
initial publication in the year 2002 it still has a great value as a blackbox optimizer and is applied as a
standard algorithm for many real-world applications. Offsprings are generated using a type of crossover
and further mutation. Following generations are selected based on the comparison of nondominated
fronts and crowding distance. Besides suitable parameter sets for different standard problems in the
original publication [172], meanwhile various parameter sets for different problem types are investigated
in other studies [136].

As explained in themethod development, an islandmodel for parallel optimization is applied in the design
optimization. Each island has exactly one population consisting consisting of single individuals which is
evolved during the optimization process. Since no migration between these islands is implemented, this
process is equal to repeated optimization runs from a results perspective as the results are aggregated and
asserted when all experiments are finished. Nevertheless, this parallel execution enables an accelerated
performance of the entire optimization process due to a better utilization of computational resources.
Table 5.4 summarizes the parameter selection for the MOEA.

Table 5.4: Parameter selection for the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm NSGA-II.

Parameter Symbol Unit Value
Number of individuals in population 𝑛𝑖 - 24
Number of islands 𝑛𝑝 - 20
Number of generations 𝑛𝑔 - 150
Crossover probability 𝑝𝑐 % 0.95
Distribution index for crossover 𝜂𝑐 - 10
Mutation probability 𝑝𝑚 % 0.01
Distribution index for mutation 𝜂𝑚 - 50

As stated in [173], the selection and tuning of parameters for EAs is problem specific and can be chal-
lenging because parameters interact in highly non-linear ways. For problems which only include a few
decision variables, the number of individuals in a population would typically also be smaller than for a
large problem with possibly hundreds or thousands of decison variables. For the CAES problem at hand,
a number of individuals in each population 𝑛𝑖 of 24 is proven to deliver good results after a comparison
with multiple runs for other population sizes. Moreover, a number of islands 𝑛𝑝 of 20 is used in order to
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obtain denser Pareto fronts as single populations often only cover certain areas of the front. A number 𝑛𝑔
of 150 generations is chosen which is higher than in other similar studies [174]. Nevertheless, this ensures
a reasonable convergence towards the real Pareto front. Finally, standard values for the parameters 𝑝𝑐,
𝜂𝑐, 𝑝𝑚 and 𝜂𝑚 according to [143] are found to be deliver good results after testing against different other
combinations of parameter settings. For further reading on the selection of parameter sets it is referred
to [173] in this place.

Within the operational optimization, default solver settings are changed in order to speed up the calcula-
tion of single models. As explained in the method development, a design model might include several
operational models depending on the determined number of clusters. The actual problem description as
LP or MILP in arbitrary structure determines the complexity and required solving speed. Due to the exis-
tence of multiple binary variables in multiple representative periods, the following settings are applied to
the solver: the mixed-integer gap is set to 0.03 or 3 % and a timeout of 7200 seconds is defined to solve
the operational model. This means that the solution process is stopped if it has not finished by this time
and a new individual is created for the next generation.
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5.4 Results and discussion

Design results are obtained by applying the described model for the three analyzed future power market
scenarios. As described in the case study overview in Section 5.1, these scenarios are based on scaled
electricity spot market prices and chosen to represent different possible stages of future energy supply
systems. In this context, different scaling factors lead to different levels of fluctuations or spreads which
increase with higher factors. The obtained Pareto-fronts are illustrated in Figure 5.10 for all scenarios.
For reasons of clarity, only denser parts of the solution space are shown which means that solutions with
a net present value lower than -80 MEUR and compressor capacities below 50 MW are not included in
the figure.

Figure 5.10: Pareto fronts for the analyzed power market scenarios.

It becomes clear that the algorithm in the design optimization converges quickly towards scenario-specific
fronts as the areas with solutions far from the Pareto-front are only covered sparsely. The density of
solutions increases from the lower left to the upper right towards the color-coded Pareto-front as the
algorithm evolves the underlying populations. By looking at the appereance of the different fronts, it
gets clear that different market environments have a strong impact on the derived solutions. Different
design cases lead to very different solutions regarding both objectives. As for the first scenario with the
lowest spreads, the NPV remains throughout negative with comparably high storage efficiencies. This
changes in the second scenario with partly positive NPVs and a wider range of efficiencies. Finally, in
the third scenario, a positive NPV is achieved for almost all design cases with and even broader range
of efficiencies. These results demonstrate that the specific storage design has a strong impact on both,
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economical and technical objectives which in turn depend on the realized dispatch. Overall, the achieved
efficiencies are sligthly higher than literature values for similar concepts investigated in[155, p.32] or
[39]. This stems from the assumption of a lower reference efficiency (cf. Table 5.3) but the obtained
results still lie within the expected range depending on the actual design case.

Scenario “Low”

A more precise analysis of the design results illustrates the interdependencies between objectives and
design variables. For the analysis, both objective axes of Figure 5.10 are kept to focus on a single Pareto-
front whereas the depending design parameters are applied to a second y-axis. A respective “zoomed”
overview for the first scenario with the lowest spreads and thus lowest resulting NPV is illustrated in
Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Pareto front and design parameters for scenario “Low”.

As expected from Figure 5.10, the plant is not economical in many design cases in the low-spread scenario.
Better values for the NPV are achieved with higher compressor capacities. In contrast, when a high
storage efficiency is still of importance, lower capacities for the expansion part seem to be beneficial
while leaving the compression capacity almost at its lower bound. As illustrated by Figure 5.6 in section
5.2, the specific compression work decreases with the actual pressure in the cavern. As a result, an overall
lower pressure level in the cavern realized by a large expansion part is beneficial for the storage efficiency.
This is because more mass can be charged into and later on discharged from the storage using the same
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compression work (cf. Equation 5.18). In other words, an increasing expansion capacity leads to a higher
efficiency in the compression part when the overall capacity of the compression is kept constant.

Scenario “Medium”

A different relation between both objectives and design variables is shown in Figure 5.12 for the second
power market scenario with intermediate spreads.
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Figure 5.12: Pareto front and design parameters for scenario “Medium”.

Compared to the first scenario, the NPV increases from negative to positive values with an increasing
capacity of the compression part. Further, the ratio between compression and expansion decreases slightly
towards a higher NPV. Nevertheless, this ratio is not constant but variable in certain areas of the front like
the area between an NPV of 50-100 MEUR. Thus, there seem to be areas in which extra capacity in the
expansion part is beneficial in an economic sense. On the other hand, additional capacity in the expansion
part is not penalized within the model with regard to the efficiency as opposed to the compression part
which includes losses from partial load. Thus, such areas have to be regarded against this background
and rather be interpreted as a trend. As for the efficiency, additional capacity in the compression part
leads to higher shares of partial load and thus lower resulting efficiencies. In conclusion, it can be seen
that additional compression capacity is beneficial in an economic sense while reducing the overall storage
efficiency due to higher shares of partial load. Moreover, it is generally beneficial to select a compression
part capacity within a range of approximately 0.1 and 0.5 in relation to the expansion part, depending on
the actual preferences of the decision maker.
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Scenario “High”

Different results for the dimensioning are achieved in the third power market scenario with high spreads
which is shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.13: Pareto front and design parameters for scenario “High”.

Similar to the second scenario, the NPV increases with a higher capacity of the compression part with
the difference that the achieved NPVs are generally higher. Exactly as with the second scenario, an
increasing compressor size reduces the overall storage efficiency due to higher shares of partial load.
Nevertheless, the ratios between the compression and expansion part are different compared to the second
scenario, especially in the area with higher NPVs which are achieved at ratios of approximately 0.5 to
0.75. This changed ratio is mainly caused by a stronger operation of both parts which is induced by
higher incentives through lower and higher electricity prices. As in the second scenario, this comes at
the expense of storage efficiency and the actual dimensioning depends on the individual preferences of
the decision maker. Both ratios that are found in the second and third power market scenario differ from
values that are found in existing literature as the actual dimensioning is strongly influenced by the chosen
objective(s) and assumptions. For instance, in [155, p.46], an optimal compression to expansion power
ratio of 1.75 is found to be beneficial which means that the installed capacity for the compression is
almost twice the capacity of the expansion, independently of the storage volume. Nevertheless, the study
investigates an adiabatic concept with additional revenues from negative control reserve markets. This
induces a strong operation of the compression part due to high revenues [27] which could be confirmed
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by other studies [40]. Moreover, the performed optimization is mono-objective and only considers the
NPV to be maximized.

System operation

Extensive tests are applied to the operational model in order to validate its functionality for different
design cases. Tests include the defined load ranges of the compression and expansion part as well as
the storage level with regard to the charging and discharging operation. Moreover, additional constraints
such as the equality of the initial and last filling level are checked. Finally, the general behaviour with
regard to the market operation is analyzed and illustrated in Figure 5.14 for a selected design case.
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Figure 5.14: Unit commitment for a design case within a cluster of scenario “High”.

It can be seen that both, the compression and expansion part operate as expected with regard to the sur-
rounding market environment. The system is charged when electricity prices are low and discharged
then electricity prices are high. Pre-defined load ranges are satisfied as both parts are either turned off or
operate between minimum and maximum load. As the load of the compression part also depends on the
filling level of the air storage (cf. Equation 5.27), this relation is also visible in the results for the com-
pressor operation with differing load conditions. In contrast, the electricity production in the expansion
part is only modelled depending on the mass flow (cf. 5.39) and thus shows no partial load behaviour.
In conclusion, the operational model is validated successfully for its applicability under varying system
design cases.
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As explained above, these different design cases lead to a diverse set of objective values which are directly
affected by the actual system operation. The partial load behaviour of the compression part which depends
on the actual storage pressure has a direct influence on the efficiency. For reasons of interpretability, the
minimum storage pressure 𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑘 and working pressure 𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠,𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑘 which are included in the model (cf.
Equation 5.27) are aggregated by means of the real pressure 𝜋𝑐𝑎𝑠 in the following. Figure 9.3 in the
appendix shows exemplary duration curves for both expansion, compression and storage part for the
selected design case with a low efficiency of 57.92 %. Besides a strong influence of the partial load in
the compression part, the operation is affected by the design variables in combination with the respective
power market scenario. In this connection, higher levels of plant utilization are induced by stronger price
fluctuations and vice versa.

Model performance

Finally, the overall model performance in terms of computational runtime and solution quality is analyzed.
Besides the described compact formulation of the operational model and performed data clustering, the
former is realized by tweaking parameters of the evolutionary algorithm. The latter are outlined in Table
5.4 and include parameters such as the population size, number of populations and overall evolutions. As
these likewise affect the solution quality, a good compromise between both, solution speed and quality,
has to be found. For this, within the modeling process, different combinations of parameters are evaluated
in terms of the overall and intra-generational runtime and solution quality. The former is illustrated in
Figure 9.6 in the appendix and amounts for about 20-40 minutes per generation and about 100 hours in
total on machine with 12 Intel® Xeon™ E5-2620 v4 CPUs at 2.10 GHz clock speed and 64 GB RAM.

The quality of obtained solutions is measured by tracking the hypervolume indicator (cf. Equation 3.7)
and number of non-dominated individuals per generation and island. Both figures are shown examplarily
for the selected parameter setup in Figure 9.7 and Figure 9.8 in the appendix, respectively. As described
within the foundations, the design algorithm shows a typically explorative behaviour in the first gener-
ations (hypervolume indicator) and exploits the front in later generations (non-dominated individuals)
whereas the performance differs between the different populations. For this reason, it is found to be bene-
ficial to rather run many islands in parallel in order to obtain dense Pareto-fronts. However, the parameter
setting could be improved even further by other approaches such as parameter tuning before or control
during the optimization run as described in [99, p.136 ff.].
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5.5 Case study conclusions

This case study demonstrates that the developedmethod can be applied to optimize design parameters of a
specific CAES concept with regard to different objectives. The optimization is based on a detailed techno-
economical operational model that is validated against literature values. For this, the developed model
includes partial load conditions and keeps track of non-linear cost effects as well as operational charac-
teristics that are dynamically changed for different design cases. As already noted, within investigations
on the dimensioning of other technologies in similar models [64], the partial load behaviour can have
a significant impact on the optimal design. Thus, the flexibility of the proposed hybrid method, which
uses a dynamical fit in the pre-processing of specific design cases, provides a methodical advantage due
to the higher level of achieved accuracy. Moreover, non-linear costs for different component sizes are
regarded in the post-processing of the operational optimization. This concept is superior to approaches
that apply linearization techniques like piecewise linear (PWL) functions based on special ordered sets
(SOS) for the cost modeling [175, 21]. This aspect of modeling at a higher level of accuracy is of spe-
cial interest in future energy supply systems with increasingly complex technologies like fuel cells [64].
Overall, the algorithm setup selected for the case study using the combination of NSGA-II and a MILP
performs well and can be used on regular desktop computers. This is realized through the concepts of
data clustering, parallelization and other performance measures that are applied to the selected solution
algorithms. Further, the model is scaled onto a computational cluster to obtain results at a higher level of
detail.

By analyzing the appereance of the different Pareto-fronts, it becomes clear that different market envi-
ronments have a strong impact on the derived solutions due to a different dispatch of the compression
and expansion part. Consequently, different design cases lead to very diverse solutions regarding both
objectives. These results underline that the specific technical design of the storage has a strong impact on
the realized dispatch and consequently both objective values. Thus, the method provides deeper insights
into the interdependence of design parameters and objective values under different market conditions.
This is an advantage over classical mono-objective methods that often only investigate specific design
cases [39, 40, 175, 28, 29] although the dimensioning has a strong impact on the results. Solution sets that
are identified in the multi-objective optimization are superior because dominated solutions with inferior
objective values are discarded during the optimization process. Consequently, the resulting Pareto-fronts
provide a better decision base because preferences of different stakeholders can be considered and dis-
cussed. This is of special interest in future energy supply systems where the fitting of energy storage,
supply and demand will be a recurring task. Nevertheless, current framework conditions do not bring
up business cases for bulk energy storage, which is why the undelying price series are scaled in order to
bring up profitable design cases.
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From a practical point of view, it becomes clear that no CAES plant can survive in the current day-ahead
electricity market in Germany because it is organized as an energy only market with comparably low
spreads. This has also been demonstrated in previous studies [39, 40, 155, 27] . The current situation
might change with increasing spreads on the market when a high level of volatility is needed if no addi-
tional remuneration like capacity payments or revenues from other markets are available [155, p.45]. In
contrast to such additional remuneration schemes, some economists argue that electrical energy should be
treated like any other commodity. This means that electricity is traded on a free market without price caps
and centralized mechanisms for controlling or encouraging investments in generation or storage [16]. It
is also argued that the averaging of network charges over time results in inefficient usage and investment
decisions in local generation [3, p.205 ff.] which adapts the same market priciples on parts of the underly-
ing infrastructure. In contrast, other economists argue that relying solely on price spikes in such markets
is unlikely to bring up enough generation capacity [6, p.220]. Further, it is argued that consumers do not
purchase electrical energy only, but consume a service with a certain level of reliability. Finally, both
theoretical positions have their relevance and could implement respective policy frameworks for energy
storage that will be needed in future energy systems with high shares of RE.
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This chapter describes the method application on a typical municipal district heating system. For this,
an overview of the case study is provided in the first place. After this, the entire model building process
including the design and operational model is described in detail. Subsequently, a specific setup is chosen
and optimized before results are interpreted in the last step.

6.1 Case study overview

District heating systems play a central role in decarbonizing energy systems because these systems can
provide flexibility to the electricity supply with high shares of volatile RE. For such complementary
heating systems, the concept of 4th generation district heating (4GDH) was developed [176] in order
to transform current centralized, inefficient and fossil based systems into renewable, decentralized and
energy efficient ones. In order to increase the system’s overall energy efficiency and integrate RE or waste
heat potentials, lower flow temperatures are a crucial element besides a combination of different and
more flexible heating technologies. Moreover, other elements like large scale seasonal storage, biomass
conversion and low energy buildings can complement these systems.

The planning and assessment of systems like these requires adequate models that capture the underlying
economical and technical characteristics. These models are subject to different objectives which encom-
pass economical targets like the system’s NPV or heat production costs, technical objectives like the
system’s energy efficiency and environmental objectives like the system’s net emissions. Among oth-
ers, questions to be answered are which technologies are to be chosen, how these are dimensioned and
how respective setups perform under different boundary conditions such as resource costs and political
frameworks. Different stakeholder perspectives are often conflicting, a multi-objective approach which
integrates different objectives offers advantages in this context.

In this case study, a typical mid-sized third generation municipal DH system is optimized based on avail-
able data for the city of Flensburg in northern Germany. Considered heat production technologies can be
different types of gas-fueled cogeneration plants like internal combustion engines (ICE), back-pressure
turbines (BPT) or combined cycle gas turbines (CET), heat pumps (HP) as well as an electric boilers
(EHB) and a gas-fired peak load boilers (PLB). In combination with a thermal energy storage (TES) that
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adds flexibility to the system, these technologies serve an overall heat demand through a respective heat-
ing network. Electricity is purchased from and delivered to the electricity network based on prices on
the day-ahead electricity market. A schematic diagram of the analyzed municipal district heating system
with its underlying possible components is shown in Figure 6.1.

Cogene-
ration
plant

Thermal
energy
storage

Demand
Electric
heater

Peak
load
boiler

Heat
pump

Heating network

Electricity network

Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of a typical municipal district heating system of the third generation.

The shift from fossil based cogeneration plants towards power to heat (PtH) technologies like efficient
heat pumps and electric heaters requires a suitable political framework to bring these technologies into
a competitive position. The economic operation of a PtH unit is essentially determined by the price at
which electricity can be purchased. This price in turn consists of different components like taxes, fees,
submissions and levies which depend on various factors such as the technical or economical settings in
which the plant is operated. In the transformation process towards a less carbon intense and a finally
carbon neutral energy supply system, it is being argued that there should be no discrimination against
single technologies in the future. This could lead to a discontinuation or adaption of the payments to
support CHP plants and reduced final consumer charges for PtH technologies.

In the following, three exemplary different power market scenarios for the year 2030 [177] model the
electricity prices and resulting emissions in the surrounding national electricity system. The marginal
generation costs of the LP model of the power system are interpreted as prices at the wholesale electricity
market, similar to the approach chosen in [178]. In the first scenario “2030-A” the assumption is that the
increase of renewable electricity generation is relatively low, whereas it increases progressively in the
scenario “2030-C”. Furthermore, in an additional scenario “2030-C-climate”, a higher price for carbon
of 100 EUR/t is assumed in addition to the increased share of renewable electricity production. These
different assumptions are also reflected in the electricity prices and emissions resulting from the model,
which are shown in Figure 9.9 and 9.10 in the appendix. Finally, the installed national power plant
capacities are shown in Figure 6.2. All data and assumptions are provided in a respective data package
that has been published online[177].

Different electricity prices and emissions in the energy system are assumed to have a strong impact on the
use of CHP and PtH technologies and the resulting dimensioning. Therefore, the three scenarios can be
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Figure 6.2: Installed capacities for the German energy system in different power market scenarios for
the year 2030.

interpreted as different extremes which show the effect of potential adaptions of the regulatory framework.
In contrast to the different electricity prices and system emissions, all other assumptions remain constant
in the different scenarios and are outlined in detail in Table 6.6 (in Chapter 6.3, p. 93).

6.2 Model creation and outline

Similarly, to the first case study, an overview of used symbols, subscripts and identifiers is provided
in the nomenclature. All needed sets and indices are defined in Expressions 6.1-6.8. The formulation
again holds for an arbitrary number of units and time steps. Subsets and empty sets for the case of a
non-existent unit can also be covered using this approach. For the following model description, the same
sign conventions as within the first case study are used (cf. Section 5.2).
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𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 Index and set of all time steps (6.1)

𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 Index and set of all CHP units (6.2)

𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 Index and set of all heat demands (6.3)

ℎ ∈ 𝐻 Index and set of all heat pumps (6.4)

𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 Index and set of all eletric boilers (6.5)

𝑏 ∈ 𝐵 Index and set of all peak load boilers (6.6)

𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 Index and set of all thermal storages (6.7)

𝑔 ∈ 𝐺 Index and set of all heat production units (𝐺 = 𝐶 ∪ 𝐻 ∪ 𝐸 ∪ 𝐵) (6.8)

Design model

Two fitness functions are defined to optimize the heating system design in an economical and environ-
mental dimension. As analyzed in respective studies [179, 180], the actual system design e.g. towards
higher shares of CHP or PtH capacity can have a stong impact on the overall economic and environmen-
tal performance whereby a TES provides flexibility to decouple the system’s electricity production and
consumption time-wise. Thus, the installed CHP and PtH facilities and their respective dimensioning are
selected as decision variables in the design optimization process. Further, within the first objective, the
levelized costs of heat (LCOHwith symbol 𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ) as a classical indicator for an investment decision into a
heating system are minimized. Moreover, within the second objective, the relative operational emissions
of heat (REOH with symbol 𝑟𝑒𝑜ℎ) capture the carbon footprint of the system per produced unit of heat
and are likewise minimized.

The resulting multi-objective design optimization problem can be described as in Expression 6.9 where
decision variables are again parameters of a mixed-integer operational model. As opposed to the first
case study, the unconstrained problem is linear because no non-linear expressions such as cost degres-
sion effects are considered for the different heating system components. A possible approach for their
integration has already been presented in the first case study whereas the focus here is put on the integra-
tion of multiple technologies.

𝑚𝑖𝑛
[
𝐶𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ, 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑜ℎ

]
(6.9)

The general formulation of the LCOH within the first fitness function is illustrated in Equation 6.10 and
outlined below.
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𝐶𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ =
−𝐶𝑛𝑝𝑣

𝑄𝑑𝑐ℎ
(6.10)

The overall levelized costs of heat are defined as the ratio of the net present value and the discounted heat
(DCH). Here, the NPV is modelled according to Equation 6.11 by means of different cost expressions
for the investment and operation of the system over the expected lifetime. Further, additional revenues
from electricity production are included in single expressions. As an initial investment is negative, the
algebraic sign is changed in expression 6.10 as high NPVs lead to high LCOE and vice versa.

𝐶𝑛𝑝𝑣 = − 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +
∑
𝑎

(𝐶
𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 + 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(1 + 𝑖)𝑎 ) (6.11)

Similarly to the first case study, investment costs occuring in the initial period are modelled within the
CAPEX and outlined from Equation 6.12-6.17 whereby the symbol 𝑐𝑝𝑥 represents capital expenditures..
These encompass cost expressions for all system components which are related to the installed electrical
or thermal capacity depending on the respective component. For CHP plants, the electrical capacity
without district heating (denoted by the symbol 𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ) is taken. For instance, costs for CHP components
𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑐 and heat pump components 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,ℎ are related to the nominal electrical capacity whereas
costs for electric heaters 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑒 and peak load boilers 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑏 are related to the thermal generation
capacity. Further, costs for storages 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑠 are related to the overall storage capacity whereby the
ratio between energy content and charging or discharging capacity is expressed by a fixed value.

𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑐 + 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,ℎ + 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑒 + 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑠 + 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑏 (6.12)

𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑐 =
∑
𝑐

𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
𝑐 𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑐 (6.13)

𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,ℎ =
∑
ℎ

𝑝ℎ𝑐
𝑖𝑛𝑣
ℎ (6.14)

𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑒 =
∑
𝑒

𝑞𝑑ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒 (6.15)

𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑠 =
∑
𝑠

𝑞ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠 𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑠 (6.16)

𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑏 =
∑
𝑏

𝑞𝑑ℎ𝑏,𝑡𝑐
𝑖𝑛𝑣
𝑏 (6.17)

Operational fixed costs for each period are modelled likewise depending on the installed capacity of re-
spective components according to Equations 6.18-6.23. As pointed out in the first case study, these costs
consist of insurances, personnel expenses, rents and other items which occur in every period indepen-
dently of the actual system operation. Here, the symbol 𝑜𝑝𝑥 represents operational expenditures.
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𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑐 + 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,ℎ + 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑒 + 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑠 + 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑏 (6.18)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑐 =
∑
𝑐

𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
𝑐 𝑐

𝑓 𝑖𝑥
𝑐 (6.19)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,ℎ =
∑
ℎ

𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
ℎ 𝑐

𝑓 𝑖𝑥
ℎ (6.20)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑒 =
∑
𝑒

𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
𝑒 𝑐

𝑓 𝑖𝑥
𝑒 (6.21)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑠 =
∑
𝑠

𝑞ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠 𝑐
𝑓 𝑖𝑥
𝑠 (6.22)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑏 =
∑
𝑏

𝑞𝑑ℎ𝑏,𝑡𝑐
𝑓 𝑖𝑥
𝑏 (6.23)

Occuring variable costs for the system’s operation are modelled in Equations 6.24-6.28 in the same way.
Fuel, emission as well as other variable costs e.g. for maintenance are considered in the expression
𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑐 for all CHP plants. As fuel and emission costs are related to the plant input, these are related
to the heat flow into the plant whereby all other variable costs are related to the actual electricity pro-
duction. Furthermore, operational costs for the electricity consumption in PtH components are modelled
by means of expressions 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,ℎ for heat pumps and 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑒 for electric boilers. Similarly to the
CHP plants, these could include costs for maintenance as well as other costs that are related to the elec-
tricity consumption. Finally, fuel and emission costs for peak load boilers can be captured by means of
expression 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑏.

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
∑
𝑝

𝜔𝑝 (
∑
𝑡

(𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑐 + 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,ℎ + 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑒 + 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑏)) (6.24)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑐 =
∑
𝑐

( ¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐, 𝑝,𝑡𝜏(𝑐

𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐, 𝑝,𝑡 + 𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖

𝑐, 𝑝,𝑡 ) + 𝑃𝑐,𝑝,𝑡𝜏𝑐
𝑣𝑎𝑟
𝑐, 𝑝,𝑡 ) (6.25)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,ℎ =
∑
ℎ

𝑃ℎ,𝑝,𝑡𝜏(𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑝,𝑡 + 𝑐𝑣𝑎𝑟ℎ,𝑝,𝑡 ) (6.26)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑒 =
∑
𝑒

𝑃𝑒,𝑝,𝑡𝜏(𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑝,𝑡 + 𝑐𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑒, 𝑝,𝑡 ) (6.27)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑏 =
∑
𝑏

¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑏,𝑡 𝜏(𝑐 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑏, 𝑝,𝑡 + 𝑐

𝑒𝑚𝑖
𝑏,𝑝,𝑡 + 𝑐

𝑣𝑎𝑟
𝑐, 𝑝,𝑡 ) (6.28)

In addition, operational revenues 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 for selling electricity at the electricity market which are de-
noted by the symbol 𝑒𝑙𝑚 in the price 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑝,𝑡 are regarded in Equation 6.29. Again, these are calculated for
all CHP plants, time steps and periods along with their respective weight.
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𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
∑
𝑝

𝜔𝑝 (
∑
𝑡

∑
𝑐

𝑃𝑐,𝑝,𝑡𝜏𝑐
𝑒𝑙𝑚
𝑝,𝑡 ) (6.29)

As explained above, in order to calculate the levelized costs of heat, the NPV is divided by the discounted
overall heat load𝑄𝑑ℎ in the disctrict heating system which is defined in Equation 6.30 in its general form
i.e. when consisting of multiple loads.

𝑄𝑑ℎ =
∑
𝑝

𝜔𝑝 (
∑
𝑡

∑
𝑑

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
𝑑,𝑝,𝑡𝜏) (6.30)

Finally, this overall heat load is discounted as shown in Equation 6.31 for an integration in Equation 6.10
above.

𝑄𝑑𝑐ℎ =
∑
𝑎

𝑄𝑑ℎ

(1 + 𝑖)𝑎 (6.31)

Within the second objective, the relative emissions of heat 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑜ℎ are optimized as definedwithin Equation
6.32 by dividing the system’s total emissions 𝐸 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 by the overall heat load 𝑄𝑑ℎ as defined in Equation
6.30. In contrast to classical approaches from economic theory, here the emissions are calculated indi-
vidually in another objective in order to track the actual carbon intensity of the system separately.

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑜ℎ =
𝐸 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑄𝑑ℎ
(6.32)

The system’s total emissions 𝐸 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 are outlined from Equation 6.33-6.38. Here, an approach similar
to the one in [180] is chosen to account for emissions based on the hourly marginal emissions in the
surrounding energy system 𝑒𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 and the occuring local emissions which result from the specific fuel
emissions 𝑒 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑐 . The idea behind the approach is that all local emissions are accounted for in the first
place whereby all electricity production from CHP is credited through negative emissions. The central
assumption here is that no other additional power plant has to be switched on for the electricity production
from CHP and thus emissions in the magnitude of the system emissions can be saved.
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𝐸 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
∑
𝑝

𝜔𝑝 (
∑
𝑡

(𝐸𝑐, 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙 + 𝐸𝑏, 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙 + 𝐸ℎ,𝑒𝑙 + 𝐸𝑒,𝑒𝑙 − 𝐸𝑐,𝑒𝑙)) (6.33)

𝐸𝑐, 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙 =
∑
𝑐

¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐, 𝑝,𝑡𝜏𝑒

𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐 (6.34)

𝐸𝑏, 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙 =
∑
𝑏

¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑏, 𝑝,𝑡𝜏𝑒

𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑏 (6.35)

𝐸ℎ,𝑒𝑙 =
∑
ℎ

𝑃ℎ,𝑝,𝑡𝜏𝑒
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 (6.36)

𝐸𝑒,𝑒𝑙 =
∑
𝑒

𝑃𝑒,𝑝,𝑡𝜏𝑒
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 (6.37)

𝐸𝑐,𝑒𝑙 =
∑
𝑐

𝑃𝑐,𝑝,𝑡𝜏𝑒
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 (6.38)

As explained above, in addition to the related fuel emissions from CHP plants 𝐸𝑐, 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙 and peak load
boilers 𝐸𝑏, 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙 , PtH emissions for heat pumps 𝐸ℎ,𝑒𝑙 and electric boilers 𝐸𝑏,𝑒𝑙 are accounted through
electricity that is purchased from the surrounding electricity system at specific emissions 𝑒𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚. As
mentioned before, emissions from CHP electricity 𝐸𝑐,𝑒𝑙 are credited based on the assumption that they
are must-run capacities which replace other power plants in the system. This implies that the overall
emissions heavily depend on the ratio between fuel emissions 𝑒 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑐 and system emissions 𝑒𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚. For
instance, at low fuel emissions and high system emissions, the overall emissions are comparably low
and vice versa. Further, these emissions also depend on the extent to which specific heat units are uti-
lized. This reflects whether higher shares of PtH or CHP are used depending on the respective economic
environment.

Operational model

To model the heat supply for all technologies, the overall operational revenues are maximized under
technical restrictions. Apart from technical data on the demand and supply side, economical data such
as costs for fuel and sold electricity are integrated into the model. Moreover, regulatory framework
mechanisms can be considered on the input and output side of each unit. Output data is delivered in time
series which capture the heat and power dispatch, fuel consumption and metrics such as storage filling
levels. Figure 6.3 gives an overview about the basic structure and crucial input and output data.

As in the first case study, the optimization task is solved via a MILP model under the assumption of
perfect foresight. This method is commonly used for similar unit commitment problems in the heat
sector [69, 59, 60, 39]. Within this case study, again, an abstracted model of the heating system is chosen
to represent general mathematical relations of all contained technologies in combination with economical
restrictions. Whereas real systems practically consist of multiple components and partly show highly non-
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Figure 6.3: Structure of the operational model for the heating system case study.

linear and specific behaviour, a generic formulation is chosen to allow for a flexible adaptation to different
concepts. Such an abstracted technology model is shown in Figure 6.4 and maps decision variables of
single components to their physical input and output flows.

CHP

Q̇c,t
fuel

Pe,t

Electricity

HP EHB PLB TES

Ph,tPc,t

Q̇c,t
dh Q̇h,t

dh Q̇e,t
dh Q̇b,t

dh Q̇s,t
dh,in Q̇s,t

dh,out

Fuel

Heat

Q̇b,t
fuel

HLD

Q̇d,t
dh

Figure 6.4: Abstract heating system model.

Classical energy conversion units that serve the heat load (HLD) might encompass different CHP plants
such as back-pressure, motoric or combined-cycle plants powered by different fuels along with classic
peak load boilers (PLB). Moreover, PtH technologies such as heat pumps or electric heating boilers might
be integrated at a later stage in liberalized eletricity markets with higher shares of RE and respective
low power prices or system service oppurtunities. Additionally, a TES allows for more flexibility when
operating other units for instance storing energy through heat pump operation at low electricity prices.
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Within the model, it is assumed that all consumers and units are connected in a grid single node. Flow
temperatures and respective time-varying parameters such as flow dependent operational characteristics
are not considered. As their effect on the results is comparably small [8], these are set constant over time
in order to reduce the problem size.

The objective function is described in Expression 6.39 by means of the described indentifiers, indices
and sets. Again, it consists of expressions for costs and revenues that are related to single technologies
which are explained in Equations 6.40-6.44. Costs for CHP units are described in Expression 6.40 and
consist of costs for fuel , CO2certificates and other variable generation costs . In contrast, all revenues
for delivered electricity are expressed in 6.41. Costs for other technologies are expressed likewise and
related to the specific input and output quantities. In the following, all non-heat capacities are assumed
to be electrical capacities.

𝑚𝑖𝑛

[∑
𝑡

(
∑
𝑐

(𝐶𝑐,𝑡 − 𝑅𝑐,𝑡 ) +
∑
ℎ

(𝐶ℎ,𝑡 ) +
∑
𝑒

(𝐶𝑒,𝑡 ) +
∑
𝑏

(𝐶𝑏,𝑡 ))
]

(6.39)

𝐶𝑐,𝑡 = ¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐,𝑡 𝜏(𝑐 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑐,𝑡 + 𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖

𝑡 ) + 𝑃𝑐,𝑡𝜏𝑐
𝑣𝑎𝑟
𝑐,𝑡 + 𝑌 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

𝑐,𝑡 𝑐𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑐,𝑡 (6.40)

𝑅𝑐,𝑡 = 𝑃𝑐,𝑡𝜏𝑐
𝑒𝑙𝑚
𝑡 (6.41)

𝐶ℎ,𝑡 = 𝑃ℎ,𝑡𝜏(𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑡 + 𝑐𝑣𝑎𝑟ℎ,𝑡 ) + 𝑌
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
ℎ,𝑡 𝑐𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ,𝑡 (6.42)

𝐶𝑒,𝑡 = 𝑃𝑒,𝑡𝜏(𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑡 + 𝑐𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑒,𝑡 ) + ¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
𝑒,𝑡𝜏𝑐

𝑣𝑎𝑟
𝑒,𝑡 + 𝑌 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

𝑒,𝑡 𝑐𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒,𝑡 (6.43)

𝐶𝑏,𝑡 = ¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑏,𝑡 𝜏(𝑐 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑏,𝑡 + 𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖

𝑡 ) + 𝑌 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝑏,𝑡 𝑐𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑏,𝑡 (6.44)

A central constraint of the defined heat supply task is the thermal load coverage at any point in time.
This relation is expressed by an energy balance in Equation 6.45 which ensures that the heat demand is
covered by all technologies. In addition to the generation units, within the last expression of the balance,
all input and output heat flows from thermal storages are captured.

∑
𝑑

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
𝑑,𝑡 =

∑
𝑐

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
𝑐,𝑡 +

∑
ℎ

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
ℎ,𝑡 +

∑
𝑒

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
𝑒,𝑡 +

∑
𝑏

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
𝑏,𝑡 +

∑
𝑠

( ¤𝑄𝑑ℎ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑠,𝑡 − ¤𝑄𝑑ℎ,𝑖𝑛

𝑠,𝑡 ) ∀ 𝑡 (6.45)

The modeling of CHP plants in Equations and Inequalities 6.48-6.52 follows a formulation from [181]
which is adapted by two equations for flue gas losses in Equations 6.54 and 6.55, respectively. This adap-
tion is made in accordance with one of the authors and has been tested extensively. Similar formulations
for CHP plants can be found in [69, 60] and [182] whereby the latter provides a general overview about
the modeling approaches for CHP plants in MILP models. The concrete model is explained briefly in the
following whereby parameters and variables are aligned to the proposed naming convention.
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𝜂𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ

𝑐
=

𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
𝑐

𝛼1𝑐 + 𝛼2𝑐𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
𝑐

∀ 𝑐, 𝑡 (6.46)

𝜂𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
𝑐 =

𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
𝑐

𝛼1𝑐 + 𝛼2𝑐𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
𝑐

∀ 𝑐, 𝑡 (6.47)

¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐,𝑡 = 𝑌𝑐,𝑡𝛼

1
𝑐 + 𝛼2𝑐𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ

𝑐,𝑡 ∀ 𝑐, 𝑡 (6.48)
¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐,𝑡 = 𝑌𝑐,𝑡𝛼

1
𝑐 + 𝛼2𝑐 (𝑃𝑐,𝑡 + 𝛽𝑐 ¤𝑄𝑑ℎ

𝑐,𝑡 ) ∀ 𝑐, 𝑡 (6.49)

¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐,𝑡 ≤ 𝑌𝑐,𝑡

𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
𝑐

𝜂𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
𝑐

∀ 𝑐, 𝑡 (6.50)

¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐,𝑡 ≥ 𝑌𝑐,𝑡

𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
𝑐

𝜂𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ
𝑐

∀ 𝑐, 𝑡 (6.51)

¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐,𝑡 ≤ 𝑃𝑐,𝑡 + ¤𝑄𝑑ℎ

𝑐,𝑡 + 𝐿
𝑓 𝑔,𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝑐,𝑡 + 𝑌𝑐,𝑡𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

𝑐
∀ 𝑐, 𝑡 (6.52)

¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐,𝑡 ≥ 𝑃𝑐,𝑡 + ¤𝑄𝑑ℎ

𝑐,𝑡 + 𝐿
𝑓 𝑔,𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝑐,𝑡 + 𝑌𝑐,𝑡𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

𝑐
∀ 𝑐, 𝑡 (6.53)

𝐿
𝑓 𝑔,𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝑐,𝑡 = ¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙

𝑐,𝑡 𝑙
𝑓 𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑙

𝑐 ∀ 𝑐, 𝑡 (6.54)

𝐿
𝑓 𝑔,𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝑐,𝑡 = ¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙

𝑐,𝑡 𝑙 𝑓 𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑐 ∀ 𝑐, 𝑡 (6.55)

As described in [181], the plant-specific alpha coefficients are calculated by solving the system of linear
equations given by Equation 6.46 and 6.47. These include the minimum and maximum capacities and
efficiencies of the CHP unit without district heating. Subsequently, the alpha coefficients are used in
Equations 6.48 and 6.49 to describe the relation between fuel inflow and electrical as well as heat outflow.
A load range for the fuel inflow is described in Inequalities 6.50 and 6.51 based on a binary status variable
for the operational mode. Moreover, Inequalities 6.52 and 6.53 define the relation between fuel inflow,
flue gas losses and minimum condenser capacity. Respective flue gas losses are hereby related to the
fuel inflow whereby the formulation is extented by Inequality 6.53 as well as Equation 6.54 and 6.55 as
described above.

The chosen formulation is valid to model extraction turbines and motoric plants. Furthermore, a conver-
sion of Inequality 6.52 into an equation also allows for a representation of back-pressure turbines. The
explained extension with the last three expressions allows for a correct consideration of flue gas losses for
all plant types. Inequality 6.53 and Equation 6.54 are used for internal combustion engines and otherwise
omitted (cf. Figure 6.5 for the impact on the minimal heat extraction in the case of an ICE). For a detailed
derivation of all physical relationships, it is referred to [181] in this place. Moreover, the entire formula-
tion is ported into a branch of the framework [142] in this thesis (cf. Section 4.4 for the implementation).
Finally, exemplary operational regions for different CHP types such as a combined extraction turbine, an
internal combustion engine and a back pressure turbine are sketched in Figure 6.5 for the assumption of
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constant supply temperatures. These operational regions may vary with changing supply temperatures
whereby more examples can be found in respective publications [8, 180] and the initial formulation of
the used modeling approach [181].
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Figure 6.5: Exemplary PQ-diagrams for different types of CHP plants.

As demonstrated in [181] and [8], the linearization of technical characteristics leads to deviations in the
border regions of the operational regions in comparison to the detailed (non-linear) thermodynamical
modeling. Nevertheless, these deviations are comparatively minor when pre-calculated for every time
step of the optimization horizon or approximated with good assumptions for the average values [8]. For
a more detailed analysis on the effects for combined-cycle extraction turbines it is referred to [181].

Heat pumps are modeled via Equation 6.56 which relates the transferred output heat flow with the electri-
cal power for the fluid compression. The operational area is described by a slope and a y-intersect which
is activated by a status variable if a pump is operated. This means that the coefficient of performance can
be defined in an arbitrary range without the need to pass the coordinate origin. As soon as the pump is
turned off, the heat flow is set to zero through this relation. Moreover, the load range between a maximal
and minimal load is defined through Inequalities 6.57 and 6.58.

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
ℎ,𝑡 = 𝑃ℎ,𝑡𝜖

𝑚
ℎ + 𝑌ℎ,𝑡𝜖𝑏ℎ ∀ ℎ, 𝑡 (6.56)

𝑃ℎ,𝑡 ≤ 𝑌ℎ,𝑡 𝑝ℎ ∀ ℎ, 𝑡 (6.57)

𝑃ℎ,𝑡 ≥ 𝑌ℎ,𝑡 𝑝
ℎ

∀ ℎ, 𝑡 (6.58)
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The chosen heat pump formulation diverges from a commonly used representation with constant coef-
ficient of performance (COP) and no y-intersect used in [183] and [60] by adding more flexibility and
detail to the model. In contrast, a more detailed formulation using piecewise-linear functions is provided
in [184] but comes at the expense of a higher computational effort. In [183], the modeling of constant ver-
sus varying coefficients of performance is compared for compression heat pumps in a large scale system
whereby the results state that the impact on the results is neglectable. Nevertheless, it is assumed to have
a higher impact with smaller systems including fewer technologies and a higher variation in temperature
levels.

Electrical boilers are described through Equation 6.59 which relates the transferred output heat flow to
the eletrical input in a similar way as the heat pump description. The only difference in the operational
area in contrast to the heat pump lies in the omitted y-intersect. A load range is defined in Inequality 6.60
and 6.61 respectively.

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
𝑒,𝑡 = 𝑃𝑒,𝑡𝜂

𝑡ℎ
𝑒 ∀ 𝑒, 𝑡 (6.59)

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
𝑒,𝑡 ≤ 𝑌𝑒,𝑡𝑞𝑑ℎ𝑒 ∀ 𝑒, 𝑡 (6.60)
¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
𝑒,𝑡 ≥ 𝑌𝑒,𝑡𝑞𝑑ℎ𝑒 ∀ 𝑒, 𝑡 (6.61)

Peak load boilers are described in Equation 6.62 and Inequalities 6.63 and 6.64 in the same way as electric
boilers. Here, the output heat flow relates to the fuel inflow multiplied by the thermal boiler efficiency.
Load ranges are defined on the output inflow as for the heat pump.

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
𝑏,𝑡 = ¤𝑄 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙

𝑏,𝑡 𝜂
𝑡ℎ
𝑏 ∀ 𝑏, 𝑡 (6.62)

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
𝑏,𝑡 ≤ 𝑌𝑏,𝑡𝑞

𝑑ℎ
𝑏 ∀ 𝑏, 𝑡 (6.63)

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ
𝑏,𝑡 ≥ 𝑌𝑏,𝑡𝑞

𝑑ℎ

𝑏
∀ 𝑏, 𝑡 (6.64)

Thermal energy storages are described in Equation 6.65 through an energy balance under the assumption
of a perfect mixing in the same way as in [185], [186] and [61]. This intertemporal link between two
states links every point in time with its predecessor. Temporal losses are accounted for by means of a
temporal efficiency. Losses in heat transfer are integrated by respective efficiencies for heat transfer into
and out of the storage. The actual thermal storage capacity is represented by the maximum amount of
heat that can be stored and defined in Inequality 6.66. Implications of this commonly used modeling
approach and alternative approaches are discussed in detail in [187] and [188]. This chosen formulation
for a storage model allows to store and restore heat on different temperature levels because only heat
flows are captured. If temperature restrictions have to be considered in the model, this could possibly be
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realized by pre-calculated parameters like upper bounds for inflows depending on whether it is possible
to transfer heat from or into the heating grid [8].

𝑄𝑠,𝑡 = 𝑄𝑠,𝑡−1𝜂
𝑡𝑚𝑝
𝑠 + ( ¤𝑄𝑑ℎ,𝑖𝑛

𝑠,𝑡 𝜂𝑑ℎ,𝑖𝑛𝑠 −
¤𝑄𝑑ℎ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑠,𝑡

𝜂𝑑ℎ,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠

)𝜏 ∀ 𝑠, 𝑡 (6.65)

𝑄𝑠,𝑡 ≤ 𝑞ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠 ∀ 𝑠, 𝑡 (6.66)
¤𝑄𝑑ℎ,𝑖𝑛
𝑠,𝑡 ≤ 𝑞𝑑ℎ,𝑖𝑛𝑠 ∀ 𝑠, 𝑡 (6.67)

¤𝑄𝑑ℎ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑠,𝑡 ≤ 𝑞𝑑ℎ,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠 ∀ 𝑠, 𝑡 (6.68)

Operational states for all units which enable the integration of start oder shutdown costs in the objective
function are captured in Equations 6.69 and 6.72. A start variable is introduced by Inequalities 6.69 and
6.70 captures whether a specific unit is started at a specific point of time whereby Equation 6.71 and 6.72
provide information about shutdown states.

𝑌 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝑔,𝑡 ≥ 𝑌𝑔,𝑡 − 𝑌𝑔,𝑡−1 ∀ 𝑔, 𝑡 > 1 (6.69)

𝑌 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝑔,𝑡 ≥ 𝑌𝑔,𝑡 − 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑔 ∀ 𝑔, 𝑡 = 1 (6.70)

𝑌 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝
𝑔,𝑡 ≥ 𝑌𝑔,𝑡−1 − 𝑌𝑔,𝑡 ∀ 𝑔, 𝑡 > 1 (6.71)

𝑌 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝
𝑔,𝑡 ≥ 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑔 − 𝑌𝑔,𝑡 ∀ 𝑔, 𝑡 = 1 (6.72)

For very detailed models, the definition of minimum run- and downtimes allows for a more realistic rep-
resentation of the technical behaviour such as the ramping up and down of a combined-cycle plant. Since
the application of respective restrictions -especially when used in combination- can lead to undesired
states of single units in the edge regions of an optimization period, this behaviour has to be taken into
account. For this, the time steps at the beginning and end of an optimization period are aggregated in a
single set to be treated separately. Equation 6.73 defines this set whereby in each case the larger edge
region e.g. the maximum of up and downtimes is chosen.

𝑇𝑒𝑟 = {𝑡1, ..., 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑛𝑢𝑝, 𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛)} ∪ {𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑛𝑢𝑝, 𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛), ..., 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥} (6.73)

This extended formulation improves the approach proposed in [160] by defining clear states within the
edge regions and thus prevents undesired states. This allows for a definition of minimum up and down-
times in Inequalities 6.74 and 6.75. In contrast, Equation 6.76 sets the initial unit state in the border
regions. Again, the respective formulation has been ported in the framework within the scope of thesis
(cf. Table 4.1).
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(𝑌𝑔,𝑡 − 𝑌𝑔,𝑡−1)𝑛𝑢𝑝 ≤
𝑛𝑢𝑝∑
𝜗=0

(𝑌𝑔,𝑡+𝜗) ∀ 𝑔, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 \ 𝑇𝑒𝑟 (6.74)

𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 ≥
𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛∑
𝜗=0

(𝑌𝑔,𝑡+𝜗) + (𝑌𝑔,𝑡−1 − 𝑌𝑔,𝑡 )𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 ∀ 𝑔, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 \ 𝑇𝑒𝑟 (6.75)

𝑌𝑔,𝑡 = 𝑦
𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
𝑔 ∀ 𝑔, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝑒𝑟 (6.76)
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6.3 Model and algorithm setup

After a description of both, the design and operational model, a concrete example is set up in the case
study. As within the first case study, all economic and technical model parameters are outlined within the
first section. Subsequently, the data clustering process is explained followed by a brief overview of the
chosen algorithm setup.

Model parametrization

As explained in the design model description, the heating system’s LCOH and relative emissions of heat
are selected as design objectives. For this, a setup similar to the one presented in [8] is chosen. The setup
consists of a TES, two PtH technologies, which are a heat pump and an electric heater, as well as two
CHP technologies, which are an internal combustion engine and a combined extraction turbine. These
installed capacities along with their depending technical characteristics are chosen as design variables and
varied on the operational model. An overview of the selected design objectives and decision variables is
provided within Table 6.1 along with their symbol, unit and respective range.

Table 6.1: Overview of design objectives and decision variables for the selected district heating system.

Model component Symbol Unit Possible range
Objectives
Levelized costs of heat 𝐶𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ EUR/MWh R

Relative emissions of heat 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑜ℎ g/kWh R

Decision variables
Electrical capacity of CET 𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ

𝑐𝑒𝑡 MW 0.001..500
Electrical capacity of ICE 𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ

𝑖𝑐𝑒 MW 0.001..500
Electrical capacity of HP 𝑝ℎ𝑝 MW 0.001..500
Thermal capacity of EHB 𝑞𝑑ℎ𝑒ℎ𝑏 MW 0.001..500
Thermal capacity of TES 𝑞ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑠 MWh 10..3000

There are various sources for costs of heating system components whereby single cost components depend
on the system at hand. A literature review of costs for different production units is provided within [165].
Further, a cost function for a sensible TES is given in [22]. In the following, costs are modelled based
on own assumptions from previous studies [8, 179] as shown in Table 6.2. When compared to [165],
investment cost assumptions for CHP plants are considered rather high. Further, it becomes clear that the
installation costs for a HP exceed the ones of an EHB by far at similar annual fixed costs. Investment
costs for a sensible TES, here a conventional hot water tank, are more than one order of magnitude lower.
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For the storage, it is assumed that the input and output capacities represent the maximum capacity of the
heat exchangers and amount to one fifth of the overall energy content of the storage. This assumption
of a fixed ratio between both metrics allows for a simpler dimensioning of the storage as the input and
output capacity are directly related to the energy content given by the thermal capacity with respective
investment costs. As opposed to the CAES case study, no scale effects regarding the investment costs are
considered as these can be highly individual and do not add any value to present the applied method.

Table 6.2: Overview of economic model parameters for the selected district heating system.

Parameter Unit Value
Investment costs
Electrical capacity of CET EUR/MW 1,000,000
Electrical capacity of ICE EUR/MW 1,000,000
Electrical capacity of HP EUR/MW 140,460
Thermal capacity of EHB EUR/MW 80,000
Thermal capacity of TES EUR/MWh 18,750
Fixed operational costs
Per unit electrical capacity of CET EUR/MW 30,000
Per unit electrical capacity of ICE EUR/MW 10,000
Per unit electrical capacity of HP EUR/MW 1,013
Per unit thermal capacity of EHB EUR/MW 1,100
Per unit thermal capacity of TES EUR/MWh 87.5
Variable operational costs
Per unit electrical output of CET EUR/MWh 4.5
Per unit electrical output of ICE EUR/MWh 10
Per unit electrical input of HP EUR/MWh 0.67
Per unit thermal output of EHB EUR/MWh 0.5

Technical parameters for the CET, ICE, HP, EHB and TES are changed in the design optimization within
a pre-processing package which is described in the implementation in Section 4.4 and Table 4.1, respec-
tively. Nonetheless, a set of exemplary CHP parameters is illustrated in Table 6.3 for the initial design of
the CET and ICE. As described in the description of the operational model, these can be calculated based
on the descriptions in [181] and are changed dynamically within the abovementioned package. Like-
wise, parameters for the initial EHB and HP designs are provided in Table 6.4 and changed dynamically.
The initial design of the TES and related parameters and are given in Table 6.5 through the capacities,
efficiencies and temporal losses.
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Table 6.3: Overview of initial technical model parameters for CHP plants.

Parameter Description Unit CET ICE
𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ Max. el. power without DH MW 127.56 88.37
𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ Min. el. power without DH MW 56.12 44.19
𝜂𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ El. efficiency without DH % 52 44
𝜂𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ El. efficiency without DH % 44 40
𝛼1 Coefficient for efficiency - 36.32 22.12
𝛼2 Coefficient for efficiency - 1.65 2
𝛽 Power loss index - 0.13 0
𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 Minimal condenser load MW 8.99 0
𝑙
𝑓 𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑙 Flue gas loss at max. heat % 19 16
𝑙 𝑓 𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑙 Flue gas loss at min. heat % - 41

Table 6.4: Overview of initial technical model parameters for PTH plants.

Parameter Description Unit EHB HP
𝜖𝑚 Slope of COP - - -145.92
𝜖𝑏 Y-intersect of COP - - 3-52
𝑝 Maximum power MW - 127.44
𝑝 Minimum power MW - 80.8
𝜂𝑡ℎ Thermal efficiency % 99 -
𝑞𝑑ℎ Maximum heat MW 114 -
𝑞𝑑ℎ Minimum heat MW 5.7 -

Table 6.5: Overview of initial technical model parameters for the TES.

Parameter Description Unit Value
𝑞ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 Maximum amount of heat MWh 1,520
𝑞𝑑ℎ,𝑖𝑛 Maximum heat input MW 63.33
𝑞𝑑ℎ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 Maximum heat output MW 63.33
𝜂𝑑ℎ,𝑖𝑛 Efficiency of heat input % 99
𝜂𝑑ℎ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 Efficiency of heat output % 99
𝜂𝑡𝑚𝑝 Temporal effiency % 100
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Further, all parameters that are related to the analyzed future scenarios are defined. These encompass
assumptions for the energy system in Germany and Europe and are published online in a freely available
data package [177]. Besides assumptions for installed generation (cf. Figure 6.2) and grid capacity,
assumptions for different fuel types, emissions and power plant efficiencies are includedwithin the dataset.
Further, the marginal hourly emissions in the power system are calculated based on own assumptions and
contained in themodel input data [146] (cf. Table 4.1 in Section 4.4). In order to reflect a possible political
shift towards higher shares of power to heat, final consumer charges for PtH are assumed to be zero and
no bonus payments for CHP are guaranteed. This implies that both technologies are not subsidized or
discriminated as both measures are often debated in energy policy. Finally, the most relevant parameters
in the power system are provided in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6: Overview of parameters in the considered power system scenarios.

Parameter Unit Value
Scenario 2030-A
Average system emissions g/kWh 370
Average and median of electricity price EUR/MWh 60.6 / 64.42
Average and maximum heat load in DH system MW 135.94 / 383
Certificate price for CO2 EUR/t 29.4
Scenario 2030-C
Average system emissions g/kWh 300
Average and median of electricity price EUR/MWh 84.72 / 66.84
Average and maximum heat load in DH system MW 135.94 / 383
Certificate price for CO2 EUR/t 29.4
Scenario 2030-C-climate
Average system emissions g/kWh 220
Average and median of electricity price EUR/MWh 121.81 / 106.1
Average and maximum heat load in DH system MW 135.94 / 383
Certificate price for CO2 EUR/t 100
Others
Gas price EUR/MWh 26.4
Emission factor for gas t/MWh 0.2012
Final consumer charges for power to heat EUR/MWh 0
Lifetime a 20
Discount rate % 5
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As the scenarios are chosen to model trends from a slow expansion of RE in scenario 2030-A towards a
rather quick expansion at higher carbon prices in scenario 2030-climate, this trend is also reflected in the
resulting time series for the electricity price and system emissions. Where the electricity price rises from
approximately 60 EUR/MWh to 121 EUR/MWh from scenario A to C-climate on average, the median
is slightly lower for scenario C and C-climate as also a couple of “extreme” marginal generation costs
are obtained from the model. Nevertheless, these lie within the range of other studies (cf. [178] for more
information). An opposite trend can be observed in the emissions which are decreasing with higher shares
of RE in the system from 370 g/kWh to 220 g/kWh in the climate scenario. At this point, it should be
noted that the carbon and gas prices in the scenarios are harmonized with the assumptions in the design
and operational model. Finally, the underlying emission factors, system lifetime and discount rate for the
investment are given in the last section of Table 6.6.

For the cases in which the system design is underdimensioned and not capable of serving the heat load at
all times, the operational model is infeasible due to the violated heating balance in Equation 6.45. Thus,
a “dummy” heat source at very high costs with regard to both objectives is added to the system in order
to cover the residual heat load. Within the present case study, these costs are considered through a peak
load boiler with high marginal generation costs and at the same time a low efficiency which induces a
high gas consumption with respective emissions. This ensures that the operational model is feasible at
all times whereas the “expensive” solutions are dominated during the optimization process.

Data clustering

As different components such as the CHP units and heat pump are based on a MILP formulation, the
solution time for a single operational model is computationally expensive. Thus, similarly to the first
case study, complexity in the operational model has to be reduced in order to decrease the overall runtime
and allow for a higher number of evaluations in the design model. Following the approach described
in Figure 4.4, within a first step, an operational model with a fixed dimensioning is optimized for an
optimization period of one year. For this, the abovementioned setup which has also been used in another
article [8] is analyzed regarding the cycles of the TES in scenario 2030-C. Figure 6.6 shows the performed
cycle analyis which yields the respective depths of cycle (DoCs) and lengths of cycle (LoCs).

It becomes clear that most cycles have a duration of less than three days with only a minor share having
a duration larger than one week. This indicates a similar pattern as in the first case study (cf. Figure 5.7).
Likewise, a correlation between longer cycle durations and higher depths of cycle is indicated. Smaller
intra-day and multi-day cycles seem to dominate in occurance due to the operation at the electricity
market with its typical diurnal price pattern. This observation is supported by Figures 9.11 and 9.12 in
the appendix which show the corresponding distributions. Further, this diurnal pattern could be confirmed
in a respective autocorrelation analysis of the electricity price time series in Figure 9.13 in the appendix.
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Figure 6.6: Depth and length of TES cycles for an optimization period of one year in scenario “2030-C”.
Figures 9.11 and 9.12 in the appendix show corresponding distributions for both quantities.

Consequently, a comparably low number of time steps per period which is set to 48 h is sufficient to
model the system in its characteristics without neglecting the behaviour of the storage. For this, similarly
to the second case study, the initial and final filling levels of the TES are set to be equal and in this case
at a value of 50 % of the storage capacity.

The number of representative periods is determined bymeans of theMAEwhich is calculated for different
cluster algorithms and a different number of periods. As in the first case study, duration curves are used
due to their frequent usage and interpretability. Within Figure 6.7, the MAE between annual original and
cluster heat load duration curves is shown for a different number of representative periods. Figures 9.14
in the appendix show corresponding measures for the electricity price in the energy system.

As within the first case study, the selected clustering algorithms perform differently whereby in this case
the hierarchical algorithm delivers the best results when looking at the average error in terms of the heat
load. Again, it can be seen that the accuracy already increases with a small number of periods while the
value of adding more periods decreases after approximately eight to ten periods. As mentioned above,
Figure 9.14 in the appendix show corresponding measures for the electricity price. Due to the strong
diurnal pattern of the heat load, a good approximation of the temperature can be achieved with even less
than ten periods whereby the deviations of the electricity price are comparably higher due to the higher
fluctuations and high prices in the original data. Nonetheless, these only occur in a couple of hours per
year which can be seen in Figure 9.9 in the appendix and can thus be neglected. In conclusion, an annual
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Figure 6.7:Mean absolute error between annual original and cluster heat load duration curves in scenario
“2030-C” for a different number of representative periods of each 48 h.

time series can be expressed at a low MAE by only 7 periods of each 48 hours in order to express the real
data. Finally, a summary of the statistical distributions for the selected representative periods is shown in
a boxplot in Figure 6.8 for the clustered heat load. Figure 9.16 in the appendix shows the corresponding
time series.

It can be seen that a diverse set of periods is derived to represent the heat load. For instance, periods 0,
1 and 4 seem to represent typical winter days with a high head load and a rather high variation whereas
period 5 represents intermediate periods which could possibly occur during spring or autumn. Within,
period 2, 3 and 6, typical summer periods with very low head loads are captured and the low variability
in the data indicates that a major part of the heat load might be observed by the losses of the thermal
grid. The representation of variability is supported by Figure 6.7 which indicates that already a small but
diverse set of clusters would be sufficient to represent a large portion of the original data. Again, adding
more periods only has a comparably minor influence with regard to the MAE.

In order to address the question which effect can be achieved through a representation of the original year
in single cluster periods, the overall model runtime is analyzed for different representations of the original
year. For this, different time slice lengths from one year represented in one entire period, two half-year
periods, four quarter periods and twelve months are compared to a representation in cluster periods. In
contrast to the period length of 48 h in 7 clusters chosen above, a period length of 72 h in 10 clusters
is chosen for the following exemplary comparison. Hereby, a representation in clusters of 72 h can be
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Figure 6.8: Boxplot of selected representative periods of each 48 h for the heat load in scenario “2030-C”
using the hierarchical clustering algorithm.

compared to the one in 48 h hours as both capture diurnal patterns (cf. Figure 6.7 and Figure 9.15 in
the appendix) whereas more and longer periods have the advantage of providing a broader range of data
within the scope of a runtime comparison. Figure 6.9 shows the respective results on a logarithmic scale
in order to highlight the differences. Using the gurobi solver in version 8.2 [189], the integer gap is set
to 3 % for all problems for reasons of comparability.

It becomes clear that a significant runtime reduction can be achieved by means of a representation of
an entire year in smaller time slices. Where a representation of one year within two half-years already
reduces the runtime to about one third of the original problem, a reduction to about 14 % can be achieved
by working with quarters. Further, when representing the year in single months, the runtime can be re-
duced to less than 5 % of the original problem. Finally, an even stronger improvement can be achieved
when working with single cluster periods each having a respective weight. Using this approach allows a
reduction to a total runtime of about 0.1 % of the original problem. This indicates the enormous contri-
bution of data clustering algorithms to reduce complexity by reducing the overall problem size and thus
resulting runtime.

An analysis of the resulting dispatch is shown in Figure 6.10 in annual shares of heat production for
different technologies. It can be seen that the shares are similar for the different types of representation.
Whereas almost no difference can be observed between annual, half-year, quarterly and monthly time
slices, the results differ slightly compared to the clustering approach. Here, the shares of the CET and
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Figure 6.9: Total model runtime for a representation of one year in different time slice lengths.

EHB are almost equal whereas the ICE shows an increased production while at the same time the HP
shares are reduced. This difference can be explained by deviations in single clusters which can possibly
be weighted stronger than others. Further, the effect decreases when the weighting is distributed across
an increasing number of clusters. Nonetheless, the difference is comparably small when compared to the
overall runtime reduction and does not change the overall relations. For more information on the relation
between the number of clusters and the resulting system design it is referred to [118] in this place.

In theory, this significant runtime reduction can be explained by the worst case runtime behaviour of the
simplex algorithm which results from the number of iterations that are needed to solve a problem to opti-
mality. For pure LPs, it is still assumed that the number of required iterations is an exponential function
of the number of the problem matrice’s rows 𝑚 or columns 𝑛 in the worst case [102, p.44]. Consequently,
the reduction of the problem size directly affects the worst case behaviour of the algorithm that is used
to solve the problem. As the simplex algorithm is also used to solve the relaxed problem repeatedly in
the branch-and-bound algorithm that is used to solve MILP problems [101], both, the number of needed
simplex iterations to solve a problem as well as the number explored nodes to satisfy the integer domains
of the decision variables have an impact on the total solution time. In combination, this also explains
the major runtime differences for representative periods of identical lengths. Finally, an empirical anal-
ysis of the discussed metrics for the different time slice representations is provided in Figure 6.11 using
logarithmic scales.
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Figure 6.10: Annual heat production for a representation of one year in different time slice lengths.

It can be seen that the empirical analysis confirms the outlined theory as the number of simplex iterations
raises overproportionally with the problem size. The required runtime strongly depends on the number
of simplex iterations that are needed to solve the problem to optimality or to a specific gap. As explained
above, for MILP problems, the total number of required simplex iterations is also influenced by the
explored nodes in the branch-and-bound algorithm which is illustrated in Figure 9.20 in the appendix.
Consequently, both metrics have to be taken into account for a detailed investigation of the required
runtimes.

The empirical algorithm performance for this specific problem does not allow for a generalization as
respective runtimes highly depend the individual problem structure given by the variable number and
domains, constraints, and parameter range as well as the applied solution techniques of the specific solver.
A detailed analysis for different solver types and problems is provided in [190, p.29. ff.] whereby in
[102, p.47 f.] a more general approach is applied in combination with the simplex method and random
problems. Nonetheless, a clear tendency can be stated as the empirical results of this case study show
the same trend as described in theory and thus support the overall findings. In summary, it can be stated
that data clustering algorithms provide a powerful instrument to reduce complexity and resulting runtimes.
This allows for a quick and repeated solution of respective models in the evolutionary design optimization
and thus is a significant improvement for the proposed combination of algorithms.
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Figure 6.11: Relation between the number of total simplex iterations, problem size and solver runtime.

Algorithm setup

In contrast to the first case study, the prominent MOEA based on decomposition (MOEAD/D) [191,
192] is applied for the design optimization. Compared to traditional variants of evolutionary algorithms,
this algorithm is especially suited for finding an even representation of an approximated Pareto front
for multiple objectives beyond a number of 5-10 in total. The algorithm makes use of decomposition
techniques and shares featureswith theweighted sum approach known from single-objective optimization.
Some characteristics are similar to other approaches which are based on populations such as particle
swarm optimization. The algorithm starts with an evenly distributed set of weight vectors in the objective
space. Now for each of these vectors, a list of its 𝑇 closest neighbours is created based on the Euclidean
distances. Within the next step, a population of 𝑁 individuals is created and evolved whereby each
individual is associated with one of the defined weight vectors which are used to calculate single fitness
values.

Compared to a parallel calculation within independent searches, the neighbourhood sets are used to
structure the entire population. Selection and recombination is only happening in demes (isolated sub-
populations), similar to cellular EAs [99, p.200]. Further, the location of the weight vectors and respective
neighbouring sets are updated periodically. By doing this, within parallel searches, it is reflected what
is discovered about the solution space [99, p.200]. Finally, in [193] and [194], it is demonstrated that
MOEA/D outperforms NSGA-II on different test instances of the multi-objective travelling salesman
problem at the same execution time. For the actual case study, the standard parameter set for a special
variant of the algorithm called MOEA/D-DE is applied as described in [143]. This chosen algorithm
variant makes use of the differential evolution (DE) operator. An overview of the applied parameters
selection is provided in Table 6.7.
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Table 6.7: Parameter selection for the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm MOEA/D-DE.

Parameter Symbol Unit Value
Number of individuals in population 𝑛𝑖 - 24
Number of islands 𝑛𝑝 - 12
Number of generations 𝑛𝑔 - 150
Method used to generate the weights - - grid
Decomposition method - - Tchebycheff
Number of weight vectors in neighborhood 𝑇 - 20
Crossover parameter in the DE operator 𝐶𝑅 % 1
Mutant vector parameter for the DE operator 𝐹 - 0.5
Distribution index for polynomial mutation 𝜂𝑚 - 20
Chance that the neighbourhood is considered 𝛿 % 0.9
Maximum number of reinserted copies 𝑛𝑟 - 2

Similarly to the first case study, an islandmodel is used for a parallel optimization of different populations.
As the number of decision variables amounts to five which is still low, a small population of only 24
individuals 𝑛𝑖 is chosen. For the problem at hand, this number has delivered good results and allows a
comparably little evaluations per generation which is of special interest with higher runtimes of single
operational models resulting from expensive MILP problems. Moreover, a number of islands 𝑛𝑝 of 12
is used to preserve a certain amount of diversity. The number of generations 𝑛𝑔 is set to 150 in order to
guarantee a sufficient exploitation of the search space. Moreover, the default values for the parameters
𝑇 , 𝐶𝑅, 𝐹, 𝜂𝑚, 𝛿 and 𝑛𝑟 are chosen according to [143] and deliver good results when compared to other
combinations of parameter settings. One shortfall of the MOEA/D-DE algorithm is that it takes more
runtime than NSGA-II which was already noticed by [194] and could be confirmed in own experiments.
Nonetheless, this higher runtime has been tested and lies within the range of approximately additional
20 % when compared to NSGA-II and is thus still acceptable.

As for the operational optimization, the default solver settings are changed to allow for a faster evaluation
of single individuals. Since the CHP and heat pump implementations require the use of multiple binary
variables, the mixed-integer gap is set to 3 % in this place to solve the operational model. Another
improvement is the usage of more compact models which only contain parameters for average supply
temperatures. As explained before, the usage of varying flow temperatures is proven to deliver only
slightly different results [8] and thus assumed to have no significant influence on the design results.
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6.4 Results and discussion

By applying the described model to the three future power market scenarios, results for perspective sys-
tem designs are obtained. As described in the overview in Section 6.1, the selected scenarios represent
different possible stages of future energy supply systems from conventional to increasingly renewable
pathways. Different combinations of cost and revenue expressions can occur and directly influence the
selected objectives. For instance, lower overall power prices in the first scenario along with a moderate
price for CO2 certificates in scenario A are likely to deliver different results than higher and more volatile
power prices in scenario C-climate with simultaneously higher prices for CO2 certificates. The obtained
approximated Pareto-fronts are illustrated in Figure 6.12 for the three different scenarios. Again, it can
be seen that the algorithm in the design optimization converges quickly towards the fronts in the single
scenarios.

Figure 6.12: Pareto fronts for the analyzed future power system scenarios.

Overall, it becomes clear that different future pathways have a strong impact on the derived results. Dif-
ferent design cases lead to a very diverse set of solutions regarding both objectives as the fronts cover
different areas of the objective space. Within scenario 2030-A, the levelized costs of heat are throughout
above a value of 95 EUR/MWh while the relative emissions of heat are comparably low in certain areas
of the front. In contrast, in the more renewable scenario 2030-C, the costs lie within a narrower range of
approximately 100–110 EUR/MWh at emissions in the range of approximately 120-200 g/kWh. Finally,
in scenario 2030-C-climate, lower LCOE from 60-120 EUR/MWh can be achieved in a large set of design
cases but at a higher level of emissions in relation to the surrounding energy system. This diverse set of
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solutions demonstrates that the actual pathway of the power system has a strong impact on the selected
objectives and underlying system designs. Here, both the LCOH and and REOH lie in a valid range that
is also found in other studies for levelized costs of heat [179] and power plant emissions [195, 196].

In the following, the single fronts are analyzed in detail by looking at the respective design variables
for the different scenarios. As the capacity of the TES increases with lower emissions throughout all
scenarios, only the develoment of the CHP and PtH capacities are illustrated depending on both objectives.
This allows for a direct comparison of both technologies across the different scenarios which will be
discussed in detail.

Scenario “2030-A”

Within Figure 6.13, the Pareto front and design parameters for scenario 2030-A are shown. It can be
seen that the levelized costs of heat increase and emissions decrease with rising shares of CHP capacity
while the shares of PtH capacity remain relatively constant for both objectives in the range from 95-108
EUR/MWh. Within the design case with lowest LCOH, no shares of CHP are included. Above this
value, minor emission reductions can be achieved with increased shares of PtH. These are supported by
higher shares of TES which show a strong correlation (cf. Figure 6.13 in the appendix). The overall level
of achievable costs is throughout comparably high when compared to current and short-term production
costs from another study on district heating systems [179]. This development can be explained by looking
closer at the assumptions and model results of scenario 2030-A which are given by Figure 9.9 and 9.10
in the appendix and show the respective distributions for the electricity price and emissions. As the
electricity prices are comparably low on average in relation to scenario 2030-C and 2030-C-climate,
while the emissions are significantly higher due to the higher share of fossil power plants, this is directly
reflected in the development of the CHP capacity.
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Figure 6.13: Pareto front and design parameters for scenario “2030-A”.
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Consequently, higher shares of CHP capacity reduce emissions in an energy system with on average
high emissions. This results from the credit of electricity production according to Equation 6.32 and
6.38, respectively. Due to the on average lower emissions of the internal combustion engine which result
from the respective pre-calculated characteristics (cf. Figure 6.5), the highest emission reduction can
be achieved by means of higher ICE capacities. Even more emissions can be reduced by increasing
the HP capacity in combination with higher shares of TES. In contrast to the increased shares of HP
capacities, no EHB in seen in the system design which indicates a higher contribution of the HP in terms
of both objectives. As the overall heat load can already be served by large compressor capacities for
the heat pump with on average lower shares of direct electric heating, a significant over-dimensioning
on the CHP site is needed in order to reduce the overall emissions. As the overall level of electricity
market prices is low, these reductions come at the expense of higher levelized costs of heat as the utilized
CHP units are not profitable under the given market conditions. Further, it can be seen that there is
a clear technology priority towards the ICE when reducing the emissions by means of additional CHP
capacity. As illustrated, within the chosen emission modeling approach, additional CHP capacity allows
for a reduction of emissions when the surrounding energy system shows high average emissions. This
reduction results from the credit of the electricity production in Equation 6.38. Thus, this assessment
approach gives an advantage towards CHP regarding the emissions.

Scenario “2030-C”

As expected, this picture changes in scenario 2030-C which is shown in Figure 6.14 and characterized by
higher shares of RE and consequently lower system emissions. Due to the on average higher electricity
prices when compared to scenario 2030-A, the overall range of LCOH is comparably narrow and lies
between approximately 98 EUR/MWh up to 110 EUR/MWh. This narrower range is also influenced by
a reduced number of low electricity prices (cf. Figure 9.9 in the appendix) and demonstrates the strong
impact of the revenues from CHP-based electricity production because the fuel costs are identical with
scenario 2030-A. Within design case with lowest LCOH, already moderate shares of CHP are included.
Similarly to scenario 2030-A, the CET is not seen in the system design whereas the ICE leads to lower
overall emissions compared to scenario 2030-A. Again, the ICE is flexibilized by a comparably cheap
TES and thus more attractive than the CET. Moreover, an emission reduction with higher shares of CHP
indicates that the level of emissions in the surrounding energy system lies above the marginal emissions
of the ICE and CET as the further is present in all design cases with lower levels of emissions.

The overall trend can be compared to scenario 2030-A as the shares of PtH capacity remain almost con-
stant in the areas with low LCOE in which the CHP reduces the resulting emissions. Again, the HP is
preferred over the EHB which can be explained by the cost assumptions which are shown in Table 6.2.
Although the investment costs for a heat pump amount to almost two times of the investment costs for an
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Figure 6.14: Pareto front and design parameters for scenario “2030-C”.

electric boiler, the heat pump still has lower variable production costs. This is the case even if the share
of other variable costs e.g. for maintenance are higher. This results from a comparably high coefficient
of performance of approximately three units of heat for each unit of consumed electricity which creates
an economic advantage for the heat pump. When no temperature restrictions are modelled the HP can
be used to serve heat on high temperature levels which normally would be a technical advantage of an
EHB (cf. [8] for a publication that deals with this topic). In summary, within scenario 2030-C as a rather
green “business-as-usual” scenario, the ecologic advantage of CHP which results from a higher energy
efficiency starts to vanish slightly. Furthermore, the shares of PtH from greener electricity remain almost
constant with a rather slight impact on the emissions. As in scenario 2030-A, an increased utilization of
thermal energy storage capacity can be observed towards lower emissions which can be seen in Figure
9.23 in the appendix. Finally, when looking at other approaches for an assesment of other emissions than
the one that is chosen here (cf. Equations 6.32-6.38), this trend would be even stronger when only local
emissions are accounted for as the shares of both, the CET and ICE would vanish with a lowering of
emissions.

Scenario “2030-C-climate”

This trend of a reduced impact of CHP production on the emissions is also indicated in the results for
scenario 2030-C-climate which are shown in Figure 6.15. Due to the lower overall system emissions and
the significantly higher price for carbon of 100 EUR/t in this scenario, CHP is forced out of the system
towards lower emissions. Further, it can be seen that the overall levelized costs of heat lie within a
range of approximately 60- 120 EUR/MWh which indicates that comparably low LCOH can be achieved
based on the electricity prices in the surrounding energy system. Larger shares of ICE with revenues
from electricity production in overall high price regimes seem to compensate for the higher carbon price.
Again, the CET is not seen in the system design as the ICE in combinationwith a TES provides the a higher
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amount of flexibility while being more efficient. The designs with large shares of CHP consequently lead
to high relative emissions of heat as the capability to produce heat exceeds the heat load in the DH system
(cf. Table 6.6 and Equation 6.10). This means that the ICE operates in the electricity market whereby
the maximum level of heat production is not required in the DH system and the remaining minimum heat
production is buffered in the TES. As the shadow prices from the power system model are intepreted as
electricity prices, these tend to overestimate in some areas. Thus, the chosen approach only allows to
describe the general trend of the system. Further, these vanishing shares of CHP are directly related to
the design objectives which increase and decrease, respectively.
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Figure 6.15: Pareto front and design parameters for scenario “2030-C-climate”.

A clear trend towards more PtH which is represented by higher shares of HP can be observed with lower
emissions, although there are certain areas in which shares of EHB are added and both seem to comple-
ment each other. This, again can be explained by the ratio of the investment and variable costs for both
components. Whereas the HP has higher investment costs at comparably low variable cost, the opposite
is the case for the electric heating boiler. Moreover, when compared directly, if the hours that are needed
for an amortization of both assets are close by each other, they are indifferent to a certain degree regard-
ing the economic dimension. This might be the case in situations when at the same time the ecological
advantage is on a similar level due to a lower share of total utilization hours. Nonetheless, towards the
lowest emissions, the HP dominates the EHB in most cases. This is also realized in the design case with
lowest emissions which are realized by a HP in combination with a TES.

System operation

Within the modeling process, the operational model is validated extensively in its functionality for dif-
ferent design cases. Respective tests include the validation of load ranges for the different components
as well as the utilization of the thermal storage in combination with the operation of different production
units. Further, other constraints such as the equality of the first and last storage filling level are evaluated.
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An exemplary test that demonstrates the behaviour of CHP and PtH units in combination with a TES is
analyzed and illustrated in Figure 6.16 with a focus on the operation at the electricity market. For this,
an exemplary design case with only an internal combustion engine, a heat pump and a thermal storage is
chosen.
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Figure 6.16: Unit commitment for a design case with an internal combustion engine, a heat pump and a
thermal energy storage within a single cluster.

It becomes clear that the heating system orients its operation to the surrounding market environment.
Regimes with higher prices are served by the ICE which is able to change its level of heat extraction
during the operation from areas with full to minimum heat extraction (cf. Figure 6.5 for both operational
characteristics). Further, regimeswith low prices are served by theHPwhich is supported by the TES. The
dispatch priority is again determined by the variable costs of both technologies in different operational
areas which in turn influence the points in time when the units are producing. Consequently, this also
has a direct impact on the resulting emissions as these increase with higher electricity prices (cf. Figure
9.25 in the appendix) through the mono-objective and cost-driven operational model. As indicated, the
economical operation of both CHP and PtH units is supported by the TES which provides flexibility to
the system. This allows to bridge over regimes with low electricity prices where the ICE is turned off
and the HP is activated to serve the heat load and produce additional energy for the TES. Finally, due
to the comparably low investment costs of the TES, its flexibility is utilized throughout all scenarios as
it leverages the LCOE of the overall heating system. This can be seen from Figures 9.22-9.24 in the
appendix which show respective minimum levels of TES in all scenarios.
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The obtained system designs strongly depend on the chosen modeling approach and parametrization. For
example, different operational regions of CHP plants for different design cases might influence which
technology is seen in the results. As only one example, the PQ-diagrams for different sizes of CETs
and ICEs are illustrated in Figure 6.17. It can be seen that within this case study, the ICE is capable of
producing more heat and power based on the same installed electrical capacity. This advantage comes
at the expense of less flexibility as an ICE is limited by a minimum heat production. Nonetheless, an
additional TES with low investment costs is able to buffer this heat production in most cases and thus
provides flexibility to the system. This is only one example for the complex interaction between single
components within the modelled system.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of PQ-diagrams for different design cases of CET and ICE.

As explained above, different design cases have a direct impact on the actual system operation and con-
sequently lead to a diverse set of objective values. Operational characteristics are adapted for all design
cases based on detailed thermodynamic modeling. Such complex models like the modeling of different
CHP plants in PQ-diagrams have a strong impact on the overall model performance in terms of compu-
tational runtime. Thus, a trade-off between accuracy and runtime is considered in order to determine the
overall trends while preserving an acceptable runtime. Besides another application of data clustering for
the operational model, this is realized by working with less generations in the evolutionary algorithm. For
the different scenarios at hand, runtimes from approximately 72 hours for scenario 2030-A up to almost
96 hours for scenario 2030-C-climate were achieved and found to deliver sufficient results for the chosen
parameter set.
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6 Case study - Municipal district heating system

6.5 Case study conclusions

It is shown that the method can be applied to optimize design parameters on a future district heating
system with regard to objectives that are relevant for both the operator and the environment. In the design
optimization, another evolutionary algorithm, MOEA/D-DE is applied and has proven to deliver good
results by indicating the general design trends regarding the chosen objectives. Again, the optimization
is based on a detailed validated techno-economical operational model that is realized as a MILP with
dynamically changed operational characteristics for arbitrary design cases. Further, the model includes
different technologies including CHP, PtH and TES that are optimized in combination while regarding
their interdependencies. Good assumptions for the surrounding DH system are capable of describing
the general behaviour appropriately in terms of the operational characteristics [8]. The flexibility of the
proposed hybrid method offers the possibility to pre-calculate characteristics for specific design cases and
thus provides an advantage over other methods that operate on constant assumptions [197, 64, 65]. This
fitting of operational characteristics for every design case allows for a higher level of detail and thus a
better representation of single technologies in the model. For the case study at hand, the chosen algorithm
setup delivers robust results when a trade-off between runtime and accuracy is found. Nonetheless, the
runtimes are significantly higher than in the first case study because of the required integer variables in
the operational model. This indicates that special emphasis should be put on the operational model which
should have as much explanatory power as possible and be as detailed as required.

An analysis of the different Pareto-fronts demonstrates that possible future pathways of the energy supply
system have a strong influence on the optimal heating system layout. Further, as mentioned earlier, a
diverse set of design cases is obtained and opposed design trends can be identified between the different
scenarios. In particular, it is demonstrated that the question whether the system is mainly driven by
CHP or PtH units is influenced by the surrounding energy system. The case study demonstrates that the
question, whether PtH is a viable alternative to CHP from an economical and ecological point of view,
heavily depends on the surrounding energy system represented by the electricity price levels and carbon
intensity. This is in line with other previous studies in this field [180]. In this respect, it is important to
note that the evaluation approach of the emissions also has a strong influence on the investigated designs
and should be selected carefully. Nonetheless, the method allows for a more detailed investigation of
the interdependencies of objectives and design cases which in turn enables a better understanding of the
problem. This is of special interest for decision makers who have to evaluate different system variants
while dealing with requirements from different other stakeholders. Again, these solution sets obtained
from a multi-objective optimization are superior compared to mono-objective variants from literature
when specific investment decisions are evaluated. This can be relevant in the process of reshaping DH
systems towards more efficient systems with higher shares of RE as described in [176].
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From a practical perspective, it can be seen that there is no single heating system setup that performs well
concerning both objectives under all scenarios. On the contrary, it could be demonstrated that there are
certain tipping points that improve the postition of certain setups. When looking at the future scenarios,
these could be interpreted as different points on a timeline. Scenario 2030-A could represent a situation
in the nearer future, whereas scenario 2030-C-climate could be imagined as a situation in the longer
future with significant penalties on carbon emissions. Following this idea, this circumstance should be
taken into account when considering an investment into a specific heating system. For instance, if the
policy perspective is a significantly higher price on carbon in the near future, the actual design should
be adapted to this fact by rather following the results of scenario 2030-C-climate, even if the current
framework conditions are closer by scenario 2030-A. In conclusion, the method helps to understand the
role of CHP as a bridge technology in Germany [198, p.5] from an investor’s perspective and thus delivers
a valuable contribution to the public debate.
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7 Case study - Multi-regional power system

This chapter describes themethod application on themulti-regional power system ofKazakhstan. For this,
an overview of the national energy system is provided followed by a detailed generic model description.
Finally, a specific setup is chosen and optimized under three different future cost scenarios before the
results are interpreted.

7.1 Case study overview

Kazakhstan is the largest of the former Soviet Union republics after Russia with more than 18 million
inhabitants in 2018. The electricity sector in Kazakhstan can be divided into a northern, southern and
western zone which stems from the energy zone division during Soviet Union era. Historically, the north-
ern zone was integrated into the Siberian power zone, while the southern zone was part of the Central
Asian power zone with Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. In 2016, the majority of
electricity in Kazakhstan was generated by coal fired plants, covering 85.6% of total electricity genera-
tion, while hydropower generation covered 9% and gas generation 5.2% [199]. Only the remaining 0.2%
were covered by RE [200]. Existing CHP units are operated mainly to serve the heat load and power
is a byproduct because of the fixed coupling of heat and power generation. An overview of installed
generation capacity in the year 2015 in 14 administrative regions is provided in Figure 7.1 based on the
work of [88] and shows the distribution of gas and coal generation from the western to the eastern zones.
A detailed map of the electricity network is provided in Figure 7.5 in the model parametrization and all
related data is published in a respective study [98].

Kazakhstan holds large reserves of fossil energy sources where oil extraction is the main industry with
exports forming the major part of the gross domestic product. The oil industry has taken a rapid develop-
ment and expansion over the last two decades, which has resulted in a significant increase of electricity
generation. Furthermore, gas based electricity generation forms a major part in the western zone with
significant shares of gas turbines and gas based CHP plants. According to [201], Kazakhstan has around
four trillion cubic meters of gas reserves. Nevertheless, gas consumption accounts only for 17.5% of the
country’s primary energy balance. Most reserves are located in the western part of Kazakhstan and a
gas pipeline network connects the West with the South. However, no direct connection to the region of
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7 Case study - Multi-regional power system

Figure 7.1: Energy system of Kazakhstan resolved in administrative regions [88].

Kostanay nor the North of Kazakhstan is established [89, p.8]. Consequently, prices for natural gas vary
significantly within the country with comparably lower prices in the west [202].

The energy supply strategy of the government from the year 2013 aims to reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions, minimize energy costs and increase energy savings. A feed-in tariff scheme with separate standard
rates for different technologies like wind, photovoltaic (PV), small hydropower and biogas plants was
introduced in 2014. One of the main targets of the concept for the transition towards a green economy
aims to reach 3% generation from RES until 2020. By 2030, it is expected that 4.6 GW of wind and 0.5
GW of solar capacities will be installed [203]. As pointed out in [204], [205], [206] and [207] the country
has a significant potential for RE like wind, solar, hydro and biomass. Further, high shares of gas turbines
in the power system allow for quick starts and high ramping rates in order to integrate higher shares of
RE. Therefore, especially the western and central part of Kazakhstan present a good potential for an in-
creased share of RES. This is particularly the case for wind power within coastal areas at the Caspian Sea.
Nonetheless, the mandatory operation of the CHP plants imposes a restriction on the maximum possible
level of RES penetration if no other measures like local TES and PtH options are taken to decouple the
power from the heat generation.

The outlined characteristics point out the potential for an increased share of RES in the power system
which could be investigated by means of respective models that capture their volatile characteristics.
System designs with higher shares of RES could help to bridge the gap between demand and supply (cf.
[89]), reduce the overall emissions and use the economical and ecological benefit of RE. As described
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7 Case study - Multi-regional power system

above, the power system is subject to different objectives like economical and environmental targets. For
instance, a certain reduction of greenhouse gas emissions could be required from an international policy
perspective where the local focus is put on the average electricity price. Further, when transforming the
system towards higher shares of RE, questions like the optimal installed capacity in specific regions could
arise. Consequently, in the following, the impact of higher shares of wind and solar energy in the power
system of Kazakhstan is investigated with regard to the resulting average system emissions and levelized
costs of electricity. For this, three different investment costs scenarios for wind and solar are considered
based on price forecasts from literature. These costs are shown in Figure 7.2 where the installed wind
and solar capacity in each region is a decision variable in the design optimization.
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Figure 7.2: Investment costs for wind and solar within three different future scenarios based on [208].

It becomes clear that significant cost reductions are assumed for solar due to further technical development
and scale effects. Likewise, moderate cost reductions for wind energy are assumed to be achieved even
if the technology is already relatively mature. Further, different emission price levels starting from 25
EUR/t in the “Status quo” scenario, over 50 EUR/t in the “Mid-term” scenario up to 75 EUR/t in the
“Long-term” scenario are assumed to model the increasing pressure to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
However, fuel prices are assumed to be constant due to the currently large availability and low prices
for gas and coal in Kazakhstan. This assumption can be interpreted as rather conservative with regard
to possibly increasing world market prices for fossil fuels. As the real price development cannot be
projected correctly, the chosen scenarios represent a possible range of future developments and allow to
assess their impact on the selected power system objectives. All additional assumptions will be discussed
in the model outline and parametrization and are summarized in Tables 7.2 and 7.2.
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7.2 Model creation and outline

At first, all needed sets and indices are defined in Expressions 7.1-7.6. As within the other case studies,
this formulation holds for any number of technologies and an arbitrary number of time steps. Likewise,
subsets and empty sets for the case of a non-existent unit are also covered with this approach. For the
following model description, the same sign conventions as within the first and second case study are used
(cf. Section 5.2).

𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 Index and set of all time steps (7.1)

𝑓 ∈ 𝐹 Index and set of all fossil power plants (7.2)

𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 Index and set of all renewable power plants (7.3)

𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 Index and set of nodes (7.4)

(𝑛1, 𝑛2) ∈ 𝐿 Index and set of transmission lines between nodes whereas (7.5)

𝐿 = {(𝑛1, 𝑛2) | (𝑛1, 𝑛2) ∈ {𝑁 × 𝑁} ∧ 𝑛1 ≠ 𝑛2} (7.6)

Design model

The question of costs for an energy system transformation towards higher shares of RE has been analyzed
in numerous studies. In this context, it is often asked at which point wind and solar are competitivewithout
additional subsidies and how to dimension their shares in terms of economical or ecological objectives.
For these types of questions, academic papers often use the metric of levelized costs of electricity (LCOE
with symbol 𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑒) in order to estimate the costs of generating technologies in different energy systems
[209, 210, 211, 162]. LCOE represent the full life-cycle costs based on the fixed and variable costs of a
single power generation technology or a combination of technologies per unit of electricity.

Two objective functions are chosen for the design optimization. The first objective minimizes the LCOE
of the power systemwhen higher shares of RE are integrated into the system. For the second objective, an
environmental metric is chosen by minimizing the relative emissions of electricity (REOE with symbol
𝑟𝑒𝑜𝑒) in the system. As a result, the multi-objective design optimization can be described via Expression
7.7 as an unconstrained and linear multi-objective optimization problem.

𝑚𝑖𝑛
[
𝐶𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑒, 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑜𝑒

]
(7.7)

The general formulation of the LCOE calculation in the first fitness function is shown in Equation 7.8 and
outlined in the following. LCOE are defined as the ratio of the system costs𝐶𝑠𝑦𝑠 for capacity investment
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and operation and the aggregated discounted load (DCL with symbol 𝑑𝑙𝑐)𝑊𝑑𝑐𝑙 . The further is specified
by means of Equation 7.9 and the latter via Equations 7.19 and 7.20.

𝐶𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑒 =
𝐶𝑠𝑦𝑠

𝑊𝑑𝑐𝑙
(7.8)

As there are different definitions for the LCOE calculation (cf. [211, p.29]), it has to be noted that the
one used here is similar to the one in [212] and differs compared to other methods e. g. as proposed in
[213] and [214]. Further, no integration costs for RE as suggested in [215] are included as only general
trends are shown and their effect can be treated qualitatively. Additional revenues for the heat production
from CHP are omitted in order to reduce the number of assumptions. Finally, the system costs 𝐶𝑠𝑦𝑠 are
modelled according to Equation 7.9 using different cost expressions for the investment and operation of
the system over the expected lifetime.

𝐶𝑠𝑦𝑠 =𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +
∑
𝑎

(𝐶
𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 + 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(1 + 𝑖)𝑎 ) (7.9)

Similarly to the other case studies, investment costs for RE are modelled in the CAPEX occuring in the
initial period which are outlined in Equation 7.10 and 7.11. These encompass possible cost expressions
for all renewable generation technologies in all regions. As an example, installation costs for wind𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑣

𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑

are used for the installed wind capacity 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑛,𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 in a specific region.

𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑟𝑒𝑠 (7.10)

𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑟𝑒𝑠 =
∑
𝑛

∑
𝑟

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑛,𝑟 𝑐
𝑖𝑛𝑣
𝑟 (7.11)

In contrast to conventional generation technologies with different ratios of investment to variable costs,
wind, solar and hydro are characterized by comparably high fixed costs and almost non-existent variable
costs. Thus, in the model, it is assumed that RE only have fixed annual costs and no additional variable
costs. These fixed cost expressions are descibed via Equation 7.12 and 7.13.

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑟𝑒𝑠 (7.12)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥,𝑟𝑒𝑠 =
∑
𝑛

∑
𝑟

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑛,𝑟 𝑐
𝑓 𝑖𝑥
𝑟 (7.13)

Occuring variable costs for the operation of fossil power plants in the system are modelled in Equations
7.14 to 7.18. In Equation 7.14, these are summed for all periods 𝑝 with their respective weight or number
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of occurances 𝜔𝑝. Costs for fuel and emissions are considered by means of a fuel specific emission
factor 𝑒 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑓 for the summed fossil fuel consumption of all periods in Equation 7.15. In Equation 7.16,
the fuel consumption of all plants is calculated for both CHP and regular power plants based on the actual
electricity production per fuel and type and the underlying assumption that both plant types have different
efficiencies. As the installed fossil generation capacity is constant in the different scenarios, it is assumed
that no fixed costs occur as these have no impact on the obtained dispatch. Thus, if needed, respective
costs for maintenance and other positions can be added to the variable fuel costs instead. Respective
electricity productions are given by Equation 7.17 and 7.18.

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 ,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
∑
𝑝

𝜔𝑝 (𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 , 𝑓 𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑙) (7.14)

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑣𝑎𝑟 , 𝑓 𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑙 =
∑
𝑓

𝑄𝑝, 𝑓 (𝑐 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑓 + 𝑐𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑓 + 𝑒 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖) (7.15)

𝑄𝑝, 𝑓 =
∑
𝑛

(
𝑊𝑐ℎ𝑝

𝑝,𝑛, 𝑓

𝜂𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑓

+
𝑊 𝑝𝑝

𝑝,𝑛, 𝑓

𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑓
) (7.16)

𝑊𝑐ℎ𝑝
𝑝,𝑛, 𝑓 =

∑
𝑡

(𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥
𝑝,𝑛, 𝑓 ,𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟

𝑝,𝑛, 𝑓 ,𝑡 )𝜏 (7.17)

𝑊 𝑝𝑝
𝑝,𝑛, 𝑓 =

∑
𝑡

𝑃𝑝𝑝
𝑝,𝑛, 𝑓 ,𝑡𝜏 (7.18)

As explained above, in order to calculate the LCOE, the NPV is divided by the discounted overall elec-
tricity consumption𝑊𝑑𝑐𝑙 in the power system which is defined in Equation 7.19 based on the electricity
load𝑊 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 . The actual discouting is required for an integration of the load in connection with the costs
in Equation 7.8.

𝑊𝑑𝑐𝑙 =
∑
𝑎

( 𝑊
𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

(1 + 𝑖)𝑎 ) (7.19)

𝑊 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 =
∑
𝑝

𝜔𝑝 (
∑
𝑛

∑
𝑡

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑝,𝑛,𝑡𝜏) (7.20)

Within the second objective, the REOE are optimized as defined in Equation 7.21 by dividing the system’s
total emissions 𝐸 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 by the overall electricity load𝑊 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 as defined in Equation 7.20.

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑜ℎ =
𝐸 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑊 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
(7.21)

The system’s total emissions 𝐸 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 are outlined in Equation 7.22 and 7.23. Again, these are calculated
based on the fuel specific consumption 𝑄𝑝, 𝑓 and specific emissions 𝑒 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑐 .
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𝐸 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
∑
𝑝

𝜔𝑝 (𝐸 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙) (7.22)

𝐸 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙 =
∑
𝑓

𝑄𝑝, 𝑓 𝑒
𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑓 (7.23)

As becomes clear from the equations, only directly related operational emissions are tracked. This means
that no upstream emissions for the installation of RE or other sources are considered as this would go
beyond the scope of this thesis. For further reading about lifecycle assessment of emissions for different
electricity generation technologies, it is referred to [195] in this place.

Operational model

Within the operational model, the overall operational costs of the power system are minimized under
technical generation constraints and transmission restrictions between different regions. Input data con-
sists of the regional electrical loads and technical as well as economical properties of fossil or renewable
power plants. The model integrates economical data such as prices for fuel and CO2 emissions as well as
resulting marginal generation costs. Furthermore, regulatory framework mechanisms can be integrated
on the input or output side of each unit if needed. After the optimization, output data is delivered in
hourly time series which capture the power production and transmission in the network. Other metrics
such as the system’s emissions can be calculated in an optional postprocessing step. Figure 7.3 gives an
overview of the basic structure and crucial input and output data.

For the operational optimization, a rather simple but still representative model of the power system is
chosen. In contrast to the first two case studies, the optimization task is solved via LP whereby again
an hourly time resolution is used. This allows for reduced runtimes for the multi-regional model when a
higher number of decision variables is used in the design optimization. Again, the model is implemented
in the Open Energy Modeling Framework [142, 9]. As opposed to [88], no DC load flow is used as a
simplification and linearization of the real AC power flow. Instead, a simple transshipment model allows
for reduced runtimes and a utilization in the surrounding design optimization.

All relations are represented in an abstract mathematical model of the systemwhich is shown in Figure 7.4
for three exemplary regions. Single regions are represented by nodes which in turn represent electricity
balances. Practically, this means that the electricity load in single nodes has to be covered at all points in
time by means of all connected power plants and transmission lines. Fossil fueled power plants consist
of conventional power plants which produce electricity only (marked by the symbol 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣), CHP plants
which have to serve a heat load throughout the year (marked by the symbol 𝑓 𝑖𝑥) and CHP plants which
can be operated flexibly (marked by the symbol 𝑣𝑎𝑟). Feed-in from RE like hydro, wind and solar is
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Figure 7.3: Structure of the operational model for the multi-regional power system case study.

modelled based on time-varying profiles. Finally, transmission capacities between regions are modelled
by single variables in each direction with respective maximum capacities.

The objective function is described in Expression 7.24. It consists of single expressions for fuel and
emission costs for the different types of power plants and reduces the overall costs to operate the electricity
system. Mathematically, this is realized by a minimization of the sum of variable costs for all generation
technologies over all nodes and time steps. Fuel consumption is calculated based on the assumption of
an average efficiency per plant type (CHP or conventional) and fuel type as fuel costs are given per unit
of fuel. Further, costs for emissions are calculated by means of a fuel-specific emission factor 𝑒 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑓

and emission price 𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖 . This explicit calculation of the marginal generation costs of each plant in the
objective increases the overall model size. Consequently, in a reduced model formulation, these costs are
pre–calculated and related to each plant in order to reduce the size and resulting runtime. Nonetheless,
a more detailed model formulation is proposed here for the sake of clarity. Fixed costs for renewable
power plants are not included in the operational model as these have no impact on the overall dispatch.
However, these are added only in Equation 7.12 and 7.13 of the design model.

𝑚𝑖𝑛


∑
𝑛

∑
𝑓

∑
𝑡

(
𝑃
𝑐ℎ𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥
𝑛, 𝑓 ,𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟

𝑛, 𝑓 ,𝑡

𝜂𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑓

+
𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣
𝑛, 𝑓 ,𝑡

𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑓
)𝜏(𝑐 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑓 + 𝑒 𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖)

 (7.24)

As mentioned above, the load coverage is a central constraint that has to be satisfied in any node at any
point in time. This relation is expressed by a power balance in Equation 7.25 which assures that the
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Figure 7.4: Abstract model for a multi-regional power system.

electrical demand is served by all fossil and renewable generation technologies. Additionally, imports or
exports from or into a specific node can be used to exchange power between single nodes. Transmission
losses are considered by means of an efficiency 𝜂𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛1,𝑛2 ) which can be set individually for each line.

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑛,𝑡 =

∑
𝑓

(𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥
𝑛, 𝑓 ,𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟

𝑛, 𝑓 ,𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣
𝑛, 𝑓 ,𝑡 ) +

∑
𝑟

𝑃
𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑑−𝑖𝑛
𝑛,𝑟 ,𝑡 ∀ 𝑛, 𝑡 (7.25)

+
∑

(𝑛1,𝑛2=𝑛) ∈𝐿
𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
(𝑛1,𝑛2 ) ,𝑡𝜂

𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
(𝑛1,𝑛2 ) −

∑
(𝑛1=𝑛,𝑛2 ) ∈𝐿

𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
(𝑛1,𝑛2 ) ,𝑡𝜂

𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
(𝑛1,𝑛2 )

Heat driven and thus fixed CHP plants operate to serve a certain heat demand profile 𝜇𝑐ℎ𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥𝑛, 𝑓 and maxi-
mum heat load 𝑝𝑐ℎ𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥𝑛, 𝑓 throughout the year which is modelled in Equation 7.26 for all nodes, fuel types
and time steps.

𝑃
𝑐ℎ𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥
𝑛, 𝑓 ,𝑡 = 𝜇𝑐ℎ𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥𝑛, 𝑓 𝑝

𝑐ℎ𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑥
𝑛, 𝑓 ∀ 𝑛, 𝑓 , 𝑡 (7.26)

In contrast, flexible CHP plants can produce electricity up to their installed capacity 𝑝𝑐ℎ𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑛, 𝑓 depending
on the residual electrical load which is described for all nodes, fuel types and time steps in Inequality
7.27.

𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟
𝑛, 𝑓 ,𝑡 ≤ 𝑝𝑐ℎ𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑛, 𝑓 ∀ 𝑛, 𝑓 , 𝑡 (7.27)
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Likewise, conventional power plants that are not producing heat are modelled by means of Inequality
7.28 based on their installed electrical capacity 𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑛, 𝑓 . It becomes clear that the representation of flexible
CHP and conventional plants is identical and could also be formulated in one expression. Nonetheless,
this explicit and mathematically redundant formulation is chosen to allow for a simple parameterization.

𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣
𝑛, 𝑓 ,𝑡 ≤ 𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑛, 𝑓 ∀ 𝑛, 𝑓 , 𝑡 (7.28)

Renewable power power plants are modelled by means of Inequality 7.29. This is realized via a specific
relative production profile 𝜇𝑟𝑒𝑠, 𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑑−𝑖𝑛𝑛,𝑟 ,𝑡 with regard to their installed generation capacity 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑛,𝑟 . Such a
division into a relative production profile and installed capacity instead of absolute production values is
chosen to allow for changing installed capacities in the design optimization.

𝑃
𝑟𝑒𝑠, 𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑑−𝑖𝑛
𝑛,𝑟 ,𝑡 ≤ 𝜇

𝑟𝑒𝑠, 𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑑−𝑖𝑛
𝑛,𝑟 ,𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑛,𝑟 ∀ 𝑛, 𝑟, 𝑡 (7.29)

Finally, the grid is modelled in Inequality 7.29 by limiting the transmission capacities between two nodes
to their respective upper line limit 𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛1,𝑛2 ) . As explained above, this represents the power flow between
nodes for the economical optimum without a detailed physical representation of the grid. Occuring short-
cuts on lines which are frequently used can thus be an indicator for technical adaptions on the transmission
network and be discussed qualitatively.

𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
(𝑛1,𝑛2 ) ,𝑡 ≤ 𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛1,𝑛2 ) ∀ (𝑛1, 𝑛2), 𝑡 (7.30)

In addition to the generation capacities, electrical load and transmission network, a “shortage” and “ex-
cess” variable is added to every node. Both variables have significantly higher costs than the most ex-
pensive plant in the network and assure that the problem is feasible under all parameter selections. This
is especially important during the development phase when successively more components are added to
the model. If the final model is set up, both, the “shortage” and “excess” variable should not be utilized
as these would represent that either the load is not covered or electricity cannot be utilized in the network.
Both situations would lead to an imbalance in Equation 7.25.
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7.3 Model and algorithm setup

After the generic model description, a concrete instance for the power system of Kazakhstan is set up in
the following. As for the other case studies, at first, all economic and technical model parameters are
outlined followed by a description of the data clustering process. Finally, an overview of the algorithm
setup is provided.

Model parametrization

The power system’s LCOE and REOE are selected as objectives in the design optimization. As explained
above, the spatial model resolution is similar to the one in [87] whereby assumptions on power plants are
taken from [88, 98]. Within the design model, the installed generation capacity of wind and solar in every
region are chosen as a decision variables. All design objectives and decision variables are summarized
in Table 7.1 with their respective unit and range.

Table 7.1: Overview of design objectives and decision variables for the power system of Kazakhstan.

Model component Symbol Unit Possible range
Objectives
Levelized costs of electricity 𝐶𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑒 EUR/MWh R+

Relative emissions of electricity 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑜𝑒 g/kWh R+

Decision variables
Installed wind capacity in node 𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑛,𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 MW 0.001..1000
Installed solar capacity in node 𝑛 𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ

𝑛,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 MW 0.001..1000

As outlined in the overview, three investment and emission cost scenarios are modelled in the design
optimization. For this, different investment costs for RE are modelled based on assumptions on future
price developments from a recent comprehensive meta-study [208]. Assumptions for wind energy are
chosen from the “baseline” scenario for onshore turbines at medium specific capacity and medium hub
height [208, p.14]. Assumptions for solar are chosen from the baseline scenario for utility-scale PV
without tracking [208, p.21]. When comparing the current installation costs to price projections from
2013 [216], especially the costs for solar have dropped significantly lower with amassive cost reduction in
the last years. Thus, both price trajectories assume the “best guess” price developments and are assumed
to be rather moderate. Finally, an overview of parameters in the considered investment cost scenarios is
provided in Table 7.2.

Within the first scenario “Status quo”, current price structures for RE are used based on the values for
the year 2020. Further, in the scenario “Mid-term”, a lower price is assumed based on projections for the
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Table 7.2: Overview of parameters within the considered investment cost scenarios.

Parameter Unit Value
Scenario “Status quo”
Investment costs for wind EUR/MW 1,310,000
Investment costs for solar EUR/MW 830,000
Certificate price for CO2 EUR/t CO2 25
Scenario “Mid-term”
Investment costs for wind EUR/MW 1,260,000
Investment costs for solar EUR/MW 720,000
Certificate price for CO2 EUR/t CO2 50
Scenario “Long-term”
Investment costs for wind EUR/MW 1,190,000
Investment costs for solar EUR/MW 500,000
Certificate price for CO2 EUR/t CO2 75

year 2030 with stronger price reductions for solar than for wind energy due to the technical development
and expected scale effects. Finally, scenario “Long-term” captures price projections for the year 2050
with even lower investment costs for their possible long-term development. Respective certificate price
for CO2 emissions are expected to start from a low level of 25 EUR/t up to a rather moderate level of 75
EUR/t within the scenario “High”. The high emission price in the “High” scenario results in increased
marginal generation costs for fossil power plants and thus could also be interpreted as an increased fuel
price.

Different generation capacities have briefly been illustrated within Figure 7.1 in the overview and are
outlined in Tables 9.3, 9.4 and 9.5 in the appendix for coal, gas and hydropower, respectively. Currently
installed wind and solar capacities are provided in Tables 9.6 and 9.7 of the appendix but are rather
negligible except for some installations in the Akmola and Zhambyl regions (cf. Figure 7.1). Current
generation capacities are dimensioned to match the maximum system load in all regions without the
need of importing electricity from other countries. The maximum electricity load in each region is given
in Table 9.8 in the appendix whereby the distribution is similar to the respective installed generation
capacities.

Transmission capacities between different regions are aggregated for voltage levels from 110 kV to 500
kV and the results are shown in Table 9.2 in the appendix. Within the model, on average of 5 % transmis-
sion losses are assumed for every line and implemented via a specific effiency as described in Equation
7.25 above. A respective spatial overview of the network can be found in Figure 7.5 and reveals that
the entire transmission grid consists of two separated networks. Whereas the western zone is connected
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to Russia but not to the rest of Kazakhstan, the eastern and southern zone with their centers Astana and
Almaty are interconnected on higher voltage levels. A possible connection of the western and other mar-
kets is discussed in the scenario section in [89] but here only treated qualitatively. Further, it is assumed
that all cross-border connections to neighbouring countries (Russia, Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan) are not
utilized which means that no electricity is exported to or imported from other countries. This approach of
assumed self-sufficiency is adopted from [89, p.19] and allows to reduce the number of assumptions on
the model. Such uncertain assumptions are electricity prices for imported electricity or varying electrical
imports due to structural changes in the economy of surrounding countries. As a result for the transmis-
sion model, two independent interconnected multi-regional systems are optimized as yet no transmission
lines connect the western zone with the eastern and southern zone.

Figure 7.5: High voltage transmission network in Kazakhstan resolved in administrative regions [88].

All other assumptions on the power system and resulting model parameters are set constant over the three
scenarios and summarized in Table 7.3. Fixed costs for wind and solar are set to relative values with regard
to the installed generation capacity according to [208]. Fuel price assumptions are set to the average
values between 2013 and 2030 from [89] and converted with respective exchange rates between 2013 and
2020 which indicate a massive inflation between both years [217]. As mentioned above, the assumption
of constant future fuel prices is rather conservative in this context. Further, additional fixed costs for
the operation of fossil power plants are not considered as these would require to recalculate the marginal
generation costs of each plant on the operational model which would induce a high computational effort
in the design optimization.
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Table 7.3: Overview of other model parameters in the case study.

Parameter Unit & reference Value
Fixed operational costs
Operational costs for wind % of total investment costs 3
Operational costs for solar % of total investment costs 1.7
Variable operational costs
Fuel price for coal EUR/MWh 2.65
Fuel price for gas EUR/MWh 7.7
Efficiencies
Efficiency for coal power plants % 32
Efficiency for gas power plants % 34
Efficiency for coal CHP % 42
Efficiency for gas CHP % 44
Other
Emission factor for coal energy input t CO2/MWh 0.335
Emission factor for gas energy input t CO2/MWh 0.2012
Lifetime a 20
Discount rate % 5

Instead, this effect is regarded qualitatively by considering that it gives a competetive edge to fossil
power plants in the model. Plant efficiencies for different types of fossil power plants are chosen from
[98] and used to calculate the marginal generation costs within the objective function of the operational
model. It becomes clear that the efficiencies for CHP plants are comparably high when compared to
pure power plants which are designed for power generation only. Nonetheless, the dataset from [98]
and respective assumptions are the only source for a closed power system dataset of Kazakhstan and
consequently adopted in this case study. Emission factors for coal and gas are based on [218] and given
for the energy input whereas a typical plant lifetime of 20 years along with a discount rate of 5 % are
selected similarly to other studies [39, 178, 179]. Finally, regional power production data for wind and
solar is gathered for typical wind and solar sites based on a data portal for global renewable electricity
generation which builds on the data from [219] and [220]. Thus, production profiles for wind and solar
plants which are not installed in the current power system are already included in the operational model.
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Data clustering

Although the operational model is described as a LP without additional integer constraints, the spatial
resolution of 14 regions on an hourly basis for an entire year would result in a significant solution run-
times. Consequently, the model data is clustered in order to reduce the computational effort in the design
optimization. Here, the type and amount of modeling data differs significantly from the first two case
studies. Whereas in the first two case studies only a few time series such as electricity prices or marginal
system emissions are aggregated, multiple time series for 14 regions have to be considered in the clus-
tering process. These include the electrical load, fixed must-run CHP capacities, wind and solar feed-in
profiles as well as feed-in from hydropower.

In contrast to the first two case studies, no storage is present in the current energy system of Kazakhstan.
This means that no cycle analyis has to be applied in order to select the adequate cluster period length.
Within [118], energy systems with higher shares of RE and storage are identified to deliver a poor per-
formance with regard to time series aggregation. This is due to the lacking representation of the original
period sequences in the clusters which does not allow to include long term storage properly. However,
this issue of representing seasonal storage when typical periods are used is addressed in another subse-
quent study [141]. As especially the electricity demand shows a diurnal pattern, often type days are used
to create reduced but representative models at lower runtimes [121, 96, 123, 221]. Thus, in this case
study, the cluster length is set to 24 hours in order to represent the year as no seasonal storage effects
have to be modelled.

As the process of data clustering is computationally expensive, special focus has to be put on the question
whether the time series of the original problem are represented correctly. For this, again, different error
metrics are applied on the duration curves of the original and clustered data. As both, the electricity
load and solar production show a clear diurnal pattern, the emphasis is put on feed-in from wind power
due to the stochastic nature and resulting high variability. Hydropower plants are assumed as must-run
capacities in the model and thus have no impact on the error metric. As an example for the verification of
the wind power production, cluster results for different numbers of representative periods in the Zhambyl
region are shown in Figure 7.6.

It becomes clear that a certain number of periods is needed to represent the original period correctly. The
hierarchical clustering algorithm outperforms both, the k-medoids and k-means algorithm significantly
for a number of less than 13 periods. Similarly to the time series clustered in the first two case studies,
a significant improvement of accuracy can be achieved within the first periods, especially when looking
at the error of the hierarchical clustering. The representation of wind energy with its stochastic nature
represents the “bottleneck” in terms of accuracy when compared to the other time series. Thus, a total
number of 7 periods is chosen in the following to represent the original data. Similar figures for the solar
production and electrical load in the Zhambyl region are provided in Figure 9.28 and Figure 9.29 in the
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Figure 7.6:Mean absolute error between annual original and cluster wind feed-in duration curves in the
Zhambyl region for a different number of representative periods of each 24 h.

appendix and confirm the strong diurnal pattern of both time series. Finally, a summary of the statistical
distributions for the wind power feed-in in the Zhambyl region is shown in a boxplot in Figure 7.7.

It becomes clear that a large portion of variability can be captured in only 7 representative periods.
Whereas period 1 and period 2 represent rather windy days at almost maximum capacity, period 0 repre-
sents days with a lower average production but higher variability e.g. through wind gusts. Intermediate
days are represented by period 3-5 whereas days with almost no power production from wind energy are
represented by period 6 with a low overall range and average value. A respective representation of the
solar feed-in in the Zhambyl region indicates significantly lower variability within single clusters and
can be found in Figure 9.30 in the appendix. Due to the typical symmetrical bell-shaped solar production
curve, far less periods are needed to represent the original period (cf. Figure 9.29 in the appendix).

Algorithm setup

In contrast to the first two case studies, another prominent MOEA is applied for the design optimization.
Within this case study, the Non-dominated Sorting Particle Swarm Optimization (NSPSO) algorithm
which was initially proposed in [222] is chosen. Based on the initial Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
algorithm for mono-objective problems [223, 224], the NSPSO algorithm extends basic PSO by a better
utilization of particles’ personal bests and created offspring in order to reach more effective comparisons
in terms of non-domination. In contrast to the original PSO algorithm, NSPSO compares the best of all
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Figure 7.7: Boxplot of selected representative periods of each 24 h for the wind feed-in in the Zhambyl
region using the hierarchical clustering algorithm.

particles’ and their offspring in the population instead of comparing between a single particle’s personal
best and its offspring [222]. The algorithm requires a sufficient population size to cover the search space
in order to deliver a good convergence. Similarly to NSGA-II, the concept of non-dominated sorting is
applied and the algorithm performs well on well-known difficult test functions [222].

Different methods can be used to prevent a clustering of solutions in the search process. In contrast
to metrics such as the crowding distance or niche count, the maxmin fitness function is used to rank
individuals in evolving populations. Herefore, NSPSO is adopted to rank by the maximin function [225]
in contrast to the initial algorithm [222] which uses the the non-dominated sorting procedure fromNSGA-
II. This adaption to the maximin function has proven to deliver a remarkable convergence and diversity
of solutions on well known test problems for MOEAs and outperforms the well-known NSGA II in most
performance measures [225]. Within this case study, again, the standard parameter set of the algorithm
as described in [143] is applied as multiple tests for different population sizes and islands have proven to
deliver good results. An overview of the parameter selection is provided in Table 7.4.

Similarly to the first two case studies, different populations are optimized parallelly based on an island
model. As the number of decision variables in the design optimization amounts to 28 resulting from 14
regions with each wind and solar capacities to be build, a larger population size of 60 individuals 𝑛𝑖 is
chosen. This also considers the fact that minimum population size is required for NSPSO in order to
deliver good results. For the problem at hand, this allows a reasonable evaluation runtime in combination
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Table 7.4: Parameter selection for the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm NSPSO.

Parameter Symbol Unit Value
Number of individuals in population 𝑛𝑖 - 60
Number of islands 𝑛𝑝 - 12
Number of generations 𝑛𝑔 - 50
Inertia weight of particles 𝜔 - 0.95..10
Force in the direction of its previous best position 𝑐1 - 0.01
Force in the direction of its global best 𝑐2 - 0.5
Velocity scaling factor 𝜒 - 0.5
Velocity coefficient (maximum particle velocity) 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 - 0.5
Leader selection range parameter 𝐿𝑆𝑅 - 2

with the rather complex operational LP model which captures more decision variables due to the multi-
regional approach and different technologies. Moreover, a number of islands 𝑛𝑝 of 12 is used to preserve
a high amount of diversity. This aims at finding a rather diverse set of solutions by parallel runs which
also confirm each other mututally. The number of generations 𝑛𝑔 is set to a comparably low value of 50
in contrast to the first case studies. Moreover, the default values for the parameters 𝜔, 𝑐1, 𝑐2, 𝜒, 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥and
𝐿𝑆𝑅 are chosen according to [143] and deliver good results for different generation sizes and number of
evolutions.

Within the operational optimization, the default solver settings are used as the problem is defined as an
LP and generally solves faster than a respective MILP variant in which a possible mixed-integer gap can
be set. Due to the reduced complexity by means of the data clustering approach, solving times for single
cluster periods amount to less than 5 seconds for a period of 24 hours. This achieved solution time of the
operational model is sufficient to allow for a repeated evaluation in the design optimization. The formu-
lation as an LP offers a clear advantage over the previous MILP models with their inherent characteristics
of possibly longer runtimes. Consequently, the evaluation time of single periods in individuals and thus
the overall runtime can be influenced significantly by the chosen model type.
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7.4 Results and discussion

Results for possible system designs are obtained by applying the model with the described scenarios.
As described in the overview in Section 7.1, the selected scenarios represent renewable investment cost
scenarios from the current prices in the year 2020 towards future price estimations for the years 2030
and 2050. Further, it is assumed that the price for CO2 emissions rises from 25 EUR/t in the scenario
“Status quo”, to 50 EUR/t and 75 EUR/t in the scenario “Mid-term” and “Long-term”, respectively. This
assumption aims at modeling, both, a consideration of a moderate penalty for emissions from power
generation and at the same time a possible increase of marginal generation costs for fossil power plants.
As a result, the competitive position of RE improves from scenario “Status quo” towards scenario “Long-
term” due to the lower investment costs and higher marginal costs for fossil fuels. The obtained Pareto-
fronts for the three different scenarios are shown in Figure 7.8. Aswithin the other case studies, it becomes
clear that the algorithm converges quickly towards the fronts in the single scenarios while minimizing
both, the LCOE and REOE.

Figure 7.8: Pareto fronts for the analyzed future price scenarios.

It can be seen that the obtained design solutions cover a broad range of objective values across the selected
scenarios. In scenario “Status quo”, solutions with high levels of REOE up to approximately 600 g/kWh
and overall low LCOE decrease to significantly lower levels at the expense of higher LCOE. This drop
in emissions is comparably lower in the “Mid-term” scenario with generally lower REOE but higher
LCOE. Finally, this trend continues in the “Long-term” scenario with significantly lower REOE and
almost doubled LCOE. Here, the achievable emission reduction is comparably low in relation to the
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other scenarios with significantly lower LCOE. A further analysis of the design parameters reveals the
relation between system design and both objectives.

Scenario “Status quo”

Within Figure 7.9, the Pareto front and design parameters are shown for the “Status quo” scenario with
high investment costs for RE and low prices for emissions. For this, in the following scenario results, the
scale of the ordinate is adjusted in order to highlight individual trends in the data.
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Figure 7.9: Pareto front and design parameters for scenario “Status quo”.

As indicated in Figure 7.8, a diverse set of design solutions from a system with mainly fossil power plants
to a system with high shares of RE is obtained. When looking at both objectives, the current system with
almost no installed renewable capacities has the lowest LCOE but at the same time also the highest REOE.
This is due to the fact that the current prices for fossil fuels are very low inKazakhstan as the country is rich
in coal, gas and oil resources. As a result, current investment costs for RE are still in a range where they
cannot compete with these very low fuel prices when looking only at the LCOE. Nonetheless, the shape
of the Pareto-front reveals that a large share of the emissions can already be reduced by a minor share of
RE in the system while only having a slight increase of the LCOE. This significant drop of almost 50 %
of the initial emissions is located between LCOE of approximately 23 EUR/MWh and 30 EUR/MWh
and can be achieved with approximately 8 GW of wind and 6 GW of solar in the system. Above LCOE
of 30 EUR/kWh, higher shares of RE still lead to lower REOE but at the expense of substantially higher
LCOE. This can be explained by the diminishing marginal utility when adding more RE to the system.
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This increasing share of RE cannot steadily be absorbed by the system beyond a certain point due to the
volatile generation profile and possibly limited grid capacities.

Scenario “Mid-term”

The cost optimal share between fossil and renewable generation capacities changes in the “Mid-term”
scenario which is shown in Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: Pareto front and design parameters for scenario “Mid-term”.

Here, the investment cost degression for RE and higher emission prices enforces a specific share of RE in
the system in order to reach the lowest LCOE. This constant share of renewable generation also explains
the overall lower emissions which amount to at most 450 g/kWh for the design case with the lowest share
of RE. As in the scenario “Status quo”, only a slight increase of the share of RE reduces the REOE signif-
icantly whereby this effect decreases with higher shares of RE which mostly affect the increasing LCOE.
Nonetheless, this only minor decrease of investment costs and increase of the carbon price illustrate their
strong impact on the overall benefit and resulting system design. Furthermore, this relation is illustrated
with current fuel prices where the additional carbon price has only a minor effect compared to possibly
higher future fuel prices. As already indicated in the “Status quo” scenario, significantly higher shares of
wind than solar are added to the system in the middle range of LCOE from approximately 38 EUR/MWh
to 47 EUR/MWh. This higher share of wind indicates a higher systemic value of wind in these design
cases as the relation of costs and temporal as well as spatial availability seems to be better than for solar.
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7 Case study - Multi-regional power system

Scenario “Long-term”

As expected, this trend continues in the “Long-term” scenario which is shown in Figure 7.11 and indicates
even higher shares of RE.
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Figure 7.11: Pareto front and design parameters for scenario “Long-term”.

As in the scenario “Mid-term”, the design solutions with the lowest LCOE already contain a large share of
RE. Further, the level of LCOE decreases significantly towards the minimal emissions that are imposed
to the system due to fossil must-run CHP capacities. Consequently, the effect of increasing the share of
RE has a minor impact on the REOE whereas it affects the LCOE significantly due to the diminishing
marginal utility of adding more capacity to the system. As mentioned above, the overall level of LCOE
almost doubles when compared to the “Status quo” scenario which can be explained by the overall higher
emission prices and the high share of fossil must-run capacities. These are mainly fueled by coal (cf.
Table 9.3 and Table 9.4 in the appendix) and consequently affect both, the REOE and LCOE in terms
of emissions and investment as well as variable operational costs. The generally flat shape of the Pareto
front reveals the comparably low but costly potential for further emission reductions. As mentioned
above, this results from the high share of fossil based must-run CHP in the system. This share poses a
lower barrier to the system as it does not allow for a substitution by renewable heat. If such a substitution
would be allowed in the model, this shape would look differently and allow for further reductions to
significantly lower emission levels. In this context, the resulting LCOE would depend on the actual costs
for the allowed alternative generation technologies.
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7 Case study - Multi-regional power system

System operation

The operational model has been tested successfully for plausibility in numerous test calculations and
confirms results of respective other scientific publications [87, 88, 98]. A large share of fossil regular
andmust-run capacities can be seen when analyzing single design cases with regard to their annual system
operation. As illustrated in Figure 7.1 above, a large share of coal fueled CHP power plants is located
within the populated regions in the north-eastern, central and southern part of the country. Especially
the regions Pavlodar, North Kazakhstan, Akmola with the capital Astana, Karaganda and Almaty are
characterized by large coal plants. In contrast, in the western region, mainly gas is used as an energy
carrier whereby the relative emissions for gas amount to approximately 60 % when compared to coal (cf.
Table 7.3). This reveals that a significant reduction of emissions can be achieved in the heat and power
production in eastern and southern Kazakhstan. This could be either realized by a respective fuel switch
to lower-emission fuels in the CHP plants or by switching to renewable heat generation technologies.
Finally, as an example for the high fossil shares, Figure 7.12 shows the operational results for the design
case at lowest LCOE in the “Status quo” scenario for the Akmola region. For this, the obtained design
results for the clustered data are inserted into the unclustered original operational model.
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Figure 7.12: Dispatch within the Akmola region at lowest LCOE in scenario “Status quo”.

It becomes clear that the major share of electricity demand is covered by coal fired plants and only a
minor share is covered by 45 MW of installed wind power capacity (cf. Table 9.6 in the appendix). Due
to the large share of installed coal capacities at very low variable costs, only minor shares of electricity
are imported or exported which indicates that electricity production from coal is the cheapest option in
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7 Case study - Multi-regional power system

most periods of the year. This situation changes with rising shares of RE in the scenarios “Mid-term” and
“Long-term” which give a competitive edge to RE due to reduced investment costs and high prices on
fossil emissions. The lower Figure 7.13 shows the respective dispatch for the design case with the lowest
LCOE in the scenario “Long-term”.
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Figure 7.13: Dispatch in the Akmola region at lowest LCOE in scenario “Long-term”.

Large shares of coal-based generation are substituted by renewable generation capacities due to the good
potentials for solar and wind in the region. A major share of wind is utilized when compared to the
installed solar capacities which can be explained for the significant potential for wind energy in the region
[206]. This large amount of production even leads to an overproduction and resulting exports to other
regions with lower potentials for RE and consequently higher average marginal electricity costs. Further,
it can be seen that still a large portion of coal production remains in the power system. This can be
explained by the large share of must-run CHP in the power system. The overall installed CHP capacity
in the region amounts to 562 MW and has to be operated at a minimal load of 50 % due to mandatory
heat production (cf. Table 9.3 in the appendix). As explained above and indicated in the Pareto fronts of
the different scenarios, this large share of CHP imposes a lower bound for the REOE in the model as the
resulting emissions can not be substituted by higher shares of RE. This could be changed by respective
sector coupling measures such as electric heating boilers in combination with TES based on electricity
from RE.
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7 Case study - Multi-regional power system

Classification of results

Finally, the results are related to the current power system design with a high share of fossil power plants
and only 20 % RE which is mainly based on hydropower. For this, the initial and unoptimized system
design is related to the obtained results in each future scenario. Further, the contribution of RE to the
overall electricity consumption is calculated for the solution with the lowest levelized costs of electricity
and lowest relative emissions of electricity in each scenario. Additionally, the share is calculated for a
solution next to the area within the respective Pareto front where themarginal utility of reducing emissions
dimishes and already a major share of emissions is reduced. Finally, a comparison of the different results
is provided in Figure 7.14 wheres the initial system design in each scenario is highlighted by respective
markers and auxiliary lines.
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of optimized with initial system designs. Shares of electricity production from
renewable energy sources (RES) are provided for specific solutions.

A comparison reveals that a diverse set of design solutions is found in each scenario whereby the Pareto-
optimal system designs heavily depend on the surrounding market environment. Main drivers in the
analyzed future scenarios are the capital costs for renewable generation and respective energy policy
with applied emission prices. As mentioned above, in the “Status quo” scenario, the initial system design
with about 20 % RE achieves the lowest LCOE at the expense of the highest emissions. Significant
emission reductions at moderate electricity costs can be achieved by increasing the share of RE towards
more than approximately 57 % of the overall electricity consumption. Increased shares up to 66 % of RE
allow for a further reduction but at relatively higher costs. As for the “Mid-term” scenario, the current
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fossil system is outperformed by the generated solutions and consequently not contained within the Pareto
front. The solution with lowest LCOE already serves 38 % of the overall power consumption by means
of wind, solar and hydropower. Again, a large portion of emissions is reduced at approximately 58 % of
RE with a further reduction to about 66 % in the solution with the lowest emissions. Within the “Long-
term” scenario, the renewable shares increase to 59 %, 62 % and 66 % , respectively. This indicates that
significantly higher shares of renewable generation in the future power system of Kazakhstan will be
beneficial in an economical and environmental sense even under conservative assumptions.

7.5 Case study conclusions

The developed method can be applied to a multi-regional model of a national power system. For this,
the power system of Kazakhstan is modelled with different types of conventional and renewable power
plants and the overall transmission system. A detailed operational optimization model is embedded in
a MOEA that optimizes design parameters on the operational model. In contrast to the preceding case
studies, the techno-economical operational model is realized as a LP that operates on clustered power
system data. Again, a preliminary data clustering is applied to reduce the system complexity and allow
for improved runtimes. Here, the clustering of load and volatile renewable energy generation data for
multiple regions is proven to be highly beneficial. As a result, effects like energy exchange due to spatially
distributed volatile renewable energy production can be modelled at acceptable runtimes. With regard
to the design optimization, another prominent MOEA is applied to demonstrate the general applicability
of the proposed method. The Non-dominated Sorting Particle Swarm Optimization (NSPSO) algorithm
has proven to deliver robust results with well-known parameter sets, population sizes of 60 individuals
and only 50 generations. As within the other case study applications, a massive parallel optimization on
different islands shows good performance (cf. Section 4.2) and independent optimization results confirm
the overall validity of the stochastic nature of the chosen algorithm. Nonetheless, special emphasis should
be put on the development of the operational model and data clustering because a good trade-off between
model accuracy and runtime has to be found to allow for a high number of evaluations in the design part.

The results for the different future cost scenarios show that the economical environment has a strong
impact on the derived solutions. Different pathways for current and future investment costs of RE as well
as different prices for operational emissions lead to diverse sets of design solutions. Moreover, valuable
insights between system objectives, given by the levelized costs of electricity and relative emissions of
electricity, and design variables, which are the installed wind and solar capacity, can be gained. For
example, it can be demonstrated that a large amount of emissions can already be reduced at low costs
in the current system. This can be achieved with shares of approximately only 35 % wind and solar
energy in combination with the already existing 20 % of energy generation from hydropower. In the
“Mid-term” and “Long-term” scenarios, this trend continues and higher shares of RE are already present
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in the solutions with the lowest LCOE. Further, it can be seen that certain technical designs are more
beneficial than others because throughout all scenarios certain optimal shares of wind and solar can be
found. This reflects the temporal and spatial dimension as well as the system value of variable renewable
generation. The exact progression of design parameters can be of special interest for decision makers to
enable an identification of “tipping points” or “no regret solutions”. This highlights the advantages of the
proposedmethod that lie in the creation of design pathways between different stakeholder objectives when
compared to approaches with only one objective and different scenarios [87, 88, 98, 226]. In summary,
this case study shows that the method provides deeper insights into the relation between both objectives
and existing as well as obtained system designs.

From a practical point of view, it can be stated that low LCOE and emissions in the future power system
of Kazakhstan can only be achieved with significant shares of RE. As it turned out, systems with higher
shares of fossils energy become uneconomical with decreasing investment costs for RE and increasing
costs for emissions from fossil fuels. While the further is most likely to happen because of further costs
regressions for power generation from wind and solar [208], the latter might arise through increased
efforts to mitigate climate change resulting in respective energy policies. Increasing fossil fuel prices
resulting from a depletition of resources or other price raising effects were not even considered in the
present case study. As a consequence, the obtained results can be interpreted as conservative with regard
to the market position of RE. Further, in the model, the Pareto-optimal share of renewable generation
is limited by the current transmission grid and the lack of electrical storage or sector coupling measures
like power to heat with thermal energy storage. As demonstrated by other studies [227, 228, 229], an
application of respective measures is likely to support the cost-optimal integration of higher shares of RE
in the power system. This effect could be a consideration for further research including an extension of the
grid, large scale electrical storage and sector couplingmeasures. This could also involve the consideration
of integration costs for RE as described in different studies [230, 231, 232, 233, 234] because these might
cause additional costs for very high shares of RE in the system [215]. In conclusion, the significant and
yet almost unexploited potential for RE in Kazakhstan [205, 235] is identified and confirmed.
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This chapter discusses the main findings of the thesis with regard to the method development and its
application. The focus is put on the added value of the proposed method in comparison to existing
methods. Specific highlights are discussed based on respective results from the case studies. Initially, the
added value is discussedwith regard to the formulated research questions. After this, themain conclusions
of the thesis are summarized. Finally, a critical reflection of the work is provided and ideas for future
research are outlined.

8.1 Research results

The main objective of this thesis is the development of a new method that optimizes design and operation
of arbitrary energy systems with regard to multiple objectives. The research questions reflect the method
development and its application in three case studies carried out throughout this thesis. The questions in
the first part relate to the method development, while the questions in the second part relate to the method
application and specific highlights.

1. a) How can the design and operation of energy systems be optimized for multiple objectives?

The developed hybrid method combines two well established optimization methods in order to optimize
the design and operation of arbitrary energy systems with different energy carriers across various sec-
tors. For the system operation, specifically the economic dispatch or unit commitment problem, linear
programming (LP) or mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) is applied. This operational problem
is formally specified as the slave problem. For the actual design optimization, flexible multi-objective
evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) are applied in order to change parameters or variable bounds on the op-
erational LP or MILP. This design problem is also referred to as the master problem where the respective
LP/MILP is an individual in the evolving population of the MOEA. The re-evaluation of many individu-
als in the master problem can be computationally expensive, therefore data clustering can be applied for
larger slave problems in an optional pre-processing stage. Finally, the result is a set of Pareto efficient
design cases. Through this the optimal system operation is taken into account for all solutions based on
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an optimization regarding one objective. A detailed outline of the proposed hybrid method on different
levels is provided in Chapter 4 along with specific details for an effective implementation.

1. b) What advantages offers the proposed method over existing methods?

Strengths of both types of algorithms are used on each level of the method. In the slave problem, the
operation of an energy system is optimized with regard to one objective based on the rationale that an
energy system’s dispatch follows the economic priciple in the vast majority of cases. In this context, the
formulation as LP/MILP offers the advantage of being deterministic and solving the problem to optimal-
ity. Due to the linear description of the problem, large numbers of decision variables and constraints
can be handled and solutions are found in acceptable computational runtimes. Nonetheless, the linear
properties also restrict the model capabilities when non-linearities have to be captured. These can be en-
countered in many real-world applications and consequently also within the slave problems constraints
and objectives. Here, the method can provide an advantage by dealing with the non-linearities in the pre-
and post-processing stage of the operational model, which has been demonstrated in the first two case
studies. Moreover, the method is capable of a “real” Pareto-optimization in the design part in contrast to
other widely used methods for example the prominent 𝜖-constraint method. The latter requires additional
decisions to be made, which might lead to infeasibility for complex problems with many values. This is
outlined in detail in Section 3.3 based on the definition of different problem types in Section 3.1. Finally,
due to the abstraction to arbitrary evolutionary algorithms types, the master problem can be solved flex-
ibly by different algorithms and the slave problem is principally not limited to be modelled as a linear
optimization problem.

1. c) Which design patterns and concepts are valuable for a performant implementation?

The hybrid optimization approach is realized in a generic software architecture that allows for a coupling
of different algorithms and arbitrary energy systems. The developed architecture is independent of its
actual implementation and uses an object-oriented design. The main advantage is that this flexible struc-
ture allows to model arbitrary energy systems as instances of the same basic class structure. Moreover,
a separation of model and data is achieved through an object-oriented design, as model instances can be
created by passing datasets into the constructor of respective classes. To increase the overall optimiza-
tion performance, the concept of parallelism can be applied. Through this both the operational and the
design optimization benefit from significantly reduced runtimes. Initially, the objective function value
calculations are accelerated in the operational optimization by a parallel period optimization for the case
of multiple cluster periods. This type of parallelization can be beneficial when the actual solution runtime
for different periods is computationally expensive and a runtime reduction by parallel execution is higher
than the runtime induced by a memory overhead due to multiprocessing or multithreading. Another type
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of parallelism is used to simultaneously evaluate multiple design models in the applied evolutionary algo-
rithms. This is realized byworkingwith parallel populations on different islands within theMOEA,which
results in a linear acceleration of the overall solution runtime. The general concept of parallelization and
its application in the architecture is outlined in detail in Section 4.2.

2. a) How can non-linear relations be considered within specific applications?

The question how non-linear relations can be taken into account in specific models is addressed in the
first case study, which applies the method to a detailed model of a CAES plant. Both concepts of using
non-linear expressions in the pre-processing and post-processing phase of the operational model are ap-
plied. The former is applied in order to model non-linear investment costs for turbomachinery based on
a reference approach for the underlying cost assumptions. These logarithmically shaped cost curves are
post-processed from operational results, as the installed turbomachinery capacity is an upper bound in
the operational model and a decision variable in the design optimization (cf. Section 5.2). This demon-
strates how parameters from the linear model can be used as input arguments for non-linear expressions
in the fitness calculation. Likewise, non-linear expressions can be handled in the pre-processing phase
by pre-calculating parameters for the operational model. Here, in contrast to the post-processing variant,
parameters on the linear model are determined by applying a set of different functions with design vari-
ables as input arguments. This allows for a dynamic adaption of the operational plant characteristics in
the design optimization based on the actual sizing of the different components. Finally, both variants of
calculation lower the burden of handling of non-linearities through a flexible adaption during the design
stage that offers a high degree of flexibility to the modeller.

2. b) How can model complexity and resulting runtimes be reduced?

In the case studies, three different cluster algorithms are applied in order to aggregate time series for
one or multiple locations. The applied algorithms are k-means, k-medoids and hierarchical clustering.
The used dataset is chosen based on a suitable performance indicator for the difference between the
obtained duration curves of the original and clustered data. This performance indicator is also the basis
for the decision about the number of clusters to be chosen. The cluster length, meaning the number of
time points (e.g. hours) represented by a single cluster, is explained separately. For this, a special data
clustering process for systems with energy storage is proposed in Section 4.2 based on cycle detection
and analysis for the original time series. In general, the concept of data clustering can be interpreted
as an option to decompose the original problems into smaller representative sub-problems. This has a
significant influence on the overall runtime, because the worst case runtime for LP or MILP problems
exponentially depends on the dimension of the problem. In particular, this is of special interest for MILP
problems which often show long search trees in the branch and bound algorithm. Finally, in the second
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case study, it is demonstrated that the runtime can be reduced to a thousandth of the original while almost
preserving the original dispatch.

2. c) How can obtained results be related to existing system designs?

A comparison between existing system designs and obtained model results is provided in the third case
study for the power system of Kazakhstan. Levelized costs of electricity and relative system emissions
are used as design objectives. The current system design with a high share of fossil power plants is
compared to the set of Pareto-optimal system designs. This comparison of existing design cases with
results for different scenarios in the solution space offers valuable insights to the decision maker. For in-
stance, in the case study it is demonstrated that the current system design is progressively outperformed
by renewable energy systems, with increasing marginal generation costs for fossil power plants and de-
creasing investment costs for RE as main drivers. Further, possible pathways between both objectives
can be described and it is found that a large portion of emissions can already be reduced with comparably
low shares of RE in the system at overall moderate costs. The progression of design parameters with
regard to multiple objectives can be of special interest for decision makers to identify robust pathways
of energy system designs. An improved data basis displays its strength, particularly in the presence of
multiple stakeholders with conflicting objectives which is often the case in policy design. In conclusion,
this again highlights the advantages of the method when compared to approaches with only one objective
and different scenarios as it provides new and possibly unexpected insights.

2. d) Which algorithms and parameter sets are valuable in terms of different applications?

In the selected case studies, three different MOEAs are applied in the design part and combined with
either linear programming or mixed-integer programming models in the operational part. The prominent
Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) is applied in the CAES case study, while the Multi-
objective EvolutionaryAlgorithm based onDecomposition (MOEAD/D) is used for the second case study
that models a district heating system. In the third case study, Non-dominated Sorting Particle Swarm
Optimization (NSPSO) is applied to optimize the system design. This diverse set of algorithms ranging
from genetic algorithms to population based methods demonstrates that the general function principle of
the hybrid method is independent of the specific algorithm. All algorithms are proven to deliver robust
results for the different applications. The typical search behaviour of evolutionary approaches that is
described in Section 3.3 is also reflected in the algorithm parametrization. During the exploration phase
in the first generations of the optimization phase, a large share of the search space is explored (cf. Figure
9.7 in the appendix). In the following exploitation phase, the individuals “spread” close to the latest non-
dominated front as the number of non-dominated individuals increases with a specific diversity on the
front (cf. Figure 9.8 in the appendix). Both phases require less then 100 generations in total to deliver
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good results in the case studies. As already stated in research question 1.c), the concept of parallelization
enables a broader set of solutions. The population size depends on the actual problem at hand and the
ratio between the number of design decision variables and individuals is chosen as 2/24 for the first case
study, 5/24 for the second case study and 28/60 for the third case study. In the operational part, it is proven
to be benefial to work in an integer gap of up to 3 % on computationally intensive MILP models.

2. e) Which range of applications can be identified for the proposed method?

The general applicability of the method for a wide range of applications from detailed technical to large
and spatially resolved models is demonstrated in the different case studies. The scientific value is elab-
orated for the general method in comparison to existing methods as well as for special capabilities with
regard to different applications. The application to the detailed modeling of compressed air energy stor-
age has shown that it is principally possible to model single technologies on a high level of technical and
economical detail. The relevance of the current method for a diverse set of sector coupling technologies is
demonstrated through the application to a municipal heating system in the second case study. In the third
case study, an increased number of spatially distributed technologies is modelled using the power system
of Kazakhstan. Different combinations of objectives and design variables are proven to deliver valuable
insights into respective interrelations between both. However, these are only exemplary applications and
the method theoretically allows for other energy systems, numbers and types of objectives, decision vari-
ables and technical, temporal and spatial resolution. As one example, the chosen hourly time resolution is
common in the field of energy modeling, but the method could potentially use time resolutions of minutes
or seconds. Nonetheless, the model type is still limited to be discrete when the operational optimization
is based on an LP or MILP model. Finally, as with all computer models, a trade-off between accuracy
and computational effort is required in order to obtain meaningful results in acceptable runtimes.

8.2 Main conclusions

The developed method for the multi-objective optimization of design and operation is proven to perform
well for a broad range of energy systems. Here, the strengths of MOEAs are used in design optimization
whereas the strengths of LP/MILP are used in operational optimization. The former is capable of deal-
ing with non-linearities in the pre- and post-processing stage of the operational model and enables a real
Pareto-optimization of the design parameters. The latter offers the advantage of being deterministic and
solving the problem to optimality. Further, problems with large numbers of decision variables and con-
straints can be solved in acceptable computational runtime. When used in combination, the re-evaluation
of operational models allows for a continuous adaption of parameters in the pre- and post-processing
phase and therefore a dynamic alignment of the parametrization on the operational model. Because the
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repeated evaluation of multiple operational models can be computationally expensive, cluster methods
may be applied to reduce the dimensionality of the underlying data.

The concepts of object-orientation and parallelization are found to be valuable for a concrete method
implementation. Object-orientation allows for a division into independent units which can be used by
themselves while parallelization enables significant runtime reductions when applied to the optimization
of the system design and operation. Hereby, the combination of software that was developed throughout
the course of this study with other packages into a new set of packages is proven to perform well. Differ-
ent combinations of algorithms are possible in the design and operational part. Within the different case
studies, the prominent MOEAs NSGA-II, MOEA\D-DE and NSPSO are applied in the design optimiza-
tion, where the linear and (mixed-integer) programs in the operational part are solved by respective free
and open or commercial solvers. k-means, k-medoids and hierarchical clustering are applied to decom-
pose the original problem into smaller sub-problems for the data clustering in the operational part. This
results in a significant improvement of the overall computational performance.

In the first case study, a compressed air energy storage system is optimized from an operator’s perspec-
tive on the German spot market. Chosen design objectives are the system’s net present value and storage
efficiency. The chosen technology representation is based on a detailed techno-economical operational
model that includes partial load conditions. Moreover, non-linear cost effects as well as operational char-
acteristics that are dynamically changed for different design cases are considered. It can be demonstrated
that different market environments have a strong impact on the derived solutions and that different design
cases lead to very diverse solutions regarding both objectives. From a practical point of view, it can be
shown that no CAES plant can survive in the current day-ahead market in Germany. This situation might
change with increasing spreads in future power systems or additional remuneration shemes like capacity
payments or revenues from other markets such as control reserve.

In the second case study, which models a municipal heating system in northern Germany, the impact
of different future power system scenarios on the levelized costs of heat and system emissions is ana-
lyzed. It is demonstrated that the method can be applied to optimize design parameters of respective
sector coupling systems with regard to objectives that are relevant for both the operator and community.
Different technologies including CHP, PtH and thermal energy storage are optimized based on detailed
models while considering their interdependencies. Again, it is shown that different future pathways have
a strong influence on the optimal heating system layout as a diverse set of design cases is obtained for
the different scenarios. From a practical perspective, it can be observed that no single heating system
setup performs well concerning both relative costs and emissions of heat under all scenarios. As a con-
sequence, the question whether the system is mainly driven by CHP or PtH units heavily depends on the
surrounding incentives, penalties and emissions in the power system.
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In the third case study, a multi-regional power system model for the country of Kazakhstan investigates
the impact of higher shares of wind and solar with regard to the levelized costs of electricity and emis-
sions. For this, three future scenarios are modelled based on forecasts for renewable investment costs
and emission prices. It is demonstrated that the method can be applied to a multi-regional model of a
national power system including different types of conventional and renewable power plants as well as
the overall transmission system. By investigating the impact of different future scenarios, it becomes
clear that the economical environment has a strong impact on the derived system designs. For the current
system, it can be demonstrated that a large amount of emissions can already be reduced at low costs with
moderate shares of wind and solar. In the selected future scenarios, this trend continues and significantly
higher shares of RE are already present in the solutions with the lowest costs. From a practical point of
view, it is shown that low generation costs and emissions can be achieved with significant shares of RE
in the power system. Here, the possibility to substitute fossil based CHP must-run capacities by means
of renewable heat was not even considered. Other air pollutant emissions may be reduced by effective
scrubbers at lower costs than through RES. This highlights the significant and yet almost unexploited
potential for RE in Kazakhstan.

Arbitrary multi-sectoral energy systems can be defined on a high level of flexibility by means of the
proposed method. This is demonstrated by a diverse set of exemplary applications ranging from local
electrical energy storage, over municipal district heating systems to national power systems with transmis-
sion networks across multiple regions. As a result, the method allows to answer a wide array of questions
arround the design and operation of energy supply systems in technical, economical and environmental di-
mension, while preserving criteria from different perspectives in the optimization process. A conversion
of future energy systems towards more complex cross-sectoral and decentralized structures demands for
new tools in order to investigate possible future pathways. In conclusion, the developed method can con-
tribute to create a solid base of alternatives for a thorough scientific discussion from different perspectives
as it provides new insights into the interdependencies of respective energy systems.

8.3 Critical reflection

Despite the outlined advantages of the developed method, it also has some drawbacks which either re-
sult from the method itself or its application to the selected case studies. First of all, the operational
optimization is mono-objective due to the realization as LP or MILP, which is a rational assumption for
most real systems that are operated based on one command value. However, this does not allow for a
real multi-objective dispatch with regard to the system design. As a result of the chosen optimization
approaches, sometimes ambigous solutions exist with regard to the design objectives. As one example,
it is possible that different economic dispatch solutions for a heating system exist for the same objective
value, although the dispatch solutions differ in their resulting emissions. One option to address this is-
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sue would be the inclusion of external costs in the operation by monetizing the operational emissions of
different units. This has been realized in the second and third case studies through a certificate price for
CO2. However, in theory, this effect dimishes with decreasing cluster lengths and a therefore decreasing
probability for ambigous solutions regarding single objectives in the operational part.

When looking at the different case studies, the assumption of „perfect foresight“ with regard to the spot
market prices and heat demand is rational but generally optimistic. The market prices and heat load are
stochastic and subject to uncertainty, therefore the real dispatch is based on forecasts and will differ with
respective deviations. Nonetheless, this problem occurs for all design cases and cannot be addressed
generally as the actual operative setting is highly individual. For example, it could be the case that the
heating system is embedded in a larger portfolio of power plants and forecast errors are balanced by other
flexibility options. However, for the present case studies, the assumption is valid and easy to communicate
when considering the fact that the results are generally optimistic. For a comparison of different technical
setups across multiple scenarios, the general relations and ranking of solutions are not affected. Thus, the
general assumption of „perfect foresight“ can be justified in cases where only general relations between
different technical concepts are investigated. Likewise, the assumption of constant annual results over the
system’s lifetime is unlikely to occur in reality because energy supply systems and respective markets are
changing constantly. This is for example the case in the first case study, where constant costs and revenues
are assumed for the calculation of the net present value. However, this assumption is not related to the
method itself because it would principally be possible to integrate varying conditions over the lifetime of
the investigated system. Again, for a comparison of different setups while focusing on the interrelations
between objectives and design variables, it is sufficient to work with equal boundary conditions in order
to not discriminate against single setups or included technologies.

Specific features can be observed when looking at the analyzed applications. The advantage of pre-
processing parameters for the operational model requires expert knowledge in order to translate the de-
tailed characteristics into linear characteristics that depend on the actual equipment size. Here, it is impor-
tant to mention that the characteristics have an influence one the convergence behaviour of the MOEA.
Thus, it is proven to be more effective when the pre-processing is tested separately before an integration
in the design optimization. Moreover, the flexibility of MOEAs, which is based on their stochastic na-
ture and the absence of derivatives, comes at the expense of requiring multiple runs because these do not
deliver the real optimum in order to confirm the results. Finally, the data clustering demands for a special
focus as it directly affects the obtained design results.
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8.4 Further research

As indicated in the algorithm setup in the design optimization parts in Section 5.3, Section 6.3 and Sec-
tion 7.3, different assumptions on population sizes, number of islands and generations are made based
on various test runs with different configurations. This rather rough assessment of adquate parameter
sets could be improved by applying a parameter optimization for the problem at hand. In this connection,
the population size, numer of islands and other parameters such as the crossover or mutation probability
become a decision variable and are optimized regarding one or more criteria. As objectives, the hyper-
volume indicator introduced in Section 3.3 or the number of non-dominated individuals could be used
as objectives for a fixed number of generations on the problem. This would allow for structured and
considerably better parameter estimations with regard to specific problems in a multi-objective meta-
optimization layer. Further, an iterative creation of Pareto fronts as proposed in [80] could be applied
by re-inserting solutions from former optimization runs as starting points. This can be of special interest
for sparse fronts with large uncovered areas. Additionally, other MOEAs can be studied regarding their
performance in the design optimization.

Regarding the operational optimization, an improvement could be achieved by looking at more advanced
modeling techniques. In order to address the optimistic assumption of “perfect foresight”, uncertainty
can be included in the operational model through the application of robust optimization or stochastic
programming. The further is capable of tackling uncertain parameters within certain bounds and the latter
is based on probability distributions that can be estimated or are known in advance. The general idea is to
maximize the expectation for a function of decisions and randomvariables, for example varying electricity
prices or stochastic wind feed-in, in order to obtain more realistic results. For this, different formulations
such as the representation of uncertainty within scenarios, two-stage or multi-stage formulations can be
chosen depending on the problem knowledge and goal. A recent literature review provides an overview
of the fundamentals and developments of stochastic programming in unit commitment [236]. These
formulations can also be combined with a rolling forecast or time window which is discussed in other
studies [237, 238]. Moreover, special emphasis can be put on compact model formulations to decrease
the runtime. This has already been applied in the third case study, where the generation from fossil power
plants is modelled by only one generation variable instead of linking it to the fuel consumption, which
requires an additional variable. This applies the principle of Occam’s razor to obtain a reduced model
and could be applied equally for other operational models.

When focussing on the method results in combination with the applied data clustering, the impact of
different cluster numbers and actual cluster sizes on the design results can be investigated more thor-
oughly. The cluster selection and treatment can have a significant impact on the design results [118].
This influence could be quantified with additional calculations for different applications to provide a
better understanding of the respective interrelations. Further, in the present study, seasonal storage has
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not been integrated in combination with cluster methods, although promising approaches have been pro-
posed lately [141]. Another suggestion for future research could be the comparison of model results with
real system designs. As becomes clear from Figure 7.14 in the third case study, the distance between
real designs and model results can be interpreted as a measure for the improvement of existing designs.
Generic concepts to measure this distance mathematically could help to describe this relation using pre-
cise metrics. Thinking further, the method can be transferred to other types of energy systems or even
other domains like production lines or logistic chains, because the general concept is applicable to a broad
range of technical systems. Finally, a combination with other methods such as the application of machine
learning in the operational part is generally possible.
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Nomenclature

The nomenclature includes abbbreviations, symbols and subscripts including formulations from different
modelling sections. For the sake of brevity, symbols for parameters and variables are explained only once
by the index for all units 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 if they are used in a similar fashion for different types of units e.g. CAES
or CHP plants.

Abbreviations

4GDH 4th generation district heating

BOP Balance of plant

BPT Back-pressure turbine

CAES Compressed air energy storage

CAPEX Capital expenditure or capital expense

CAS Compressed air storage

CDOM Combined design and operational model

CET Combined cycle extraction turbine

CHP Combined heat and power

COP Coefficient of performance

DCH Discounted heat

DCL Discounted load

DE Differential evolution

DER Distributed energy resources
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DH District heating

DM Design model

DoC Depth-of-cycle

EA Evolutionary algorithm

ED Economic dispatch

EGIX European Gas Index

EHB Electric heating boilers

GA Genetic algorithm

HDOM Hybrid design and operational model

HLD Heat load

HP Heat pump

ICE Internal combustion engine

IP Investment planning

IQR Interquartile range

LCOE Levelized costs of electricity

LCOH Levelized costs of heat

LoC Length-of-cycle

LP Linear program

MAE Mean absolute error

MCDOM Multi-objective combined design and operational model

MDM Multi-objective design model

MES Multi-regional energy system

MHDOM Multi-objective hybrid design and operational model
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MILP Mixed-integer linear program

MINLP Mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problem

MOEA Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms

MOEA/D Multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition

MOM Multi-objective operational model

MOP Multi-objective optimization problem

NPV Net present value

NSGA Nondominated sorting genetic algorithm

NSPSO Non-dominated sorting particle swarm optimization

oemof Open energy modelling framework

OM Operational model

OPEX Operational expenditure or operational expense

OREV Operational revenue

PF Power flow

PLB Peak load boiler

PLB Peak load boilers

PSO Particle swarm optimization

PtH Power to heat

PV Photovoltaic

PWL Piecewise linear

RE Renewable energies

REOE Relative emissions of electricity

REOH Relative emissions of heat

VII VII



RMSE Root-mean-square error

SOS Special ordered set

TES Thermal energy storage

UC Unit commitment

UML Unified modelling language

Greek Symbols

𝛼𝑖 Auxiliary coefficient

𝛼𝑖 Coefficient of performance

𝛽 Power loss factor

𝜖 Auxiliary coefficient

𝜂𝑟𝑒 𝑓 ,𝑐𝑎𝑒𝑠 Reference efficiency of other plant

𝜇 Relative share of quantity

𝜔𝑝 Weight of period

𝜏 Time increment

Roman Symbols

𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑡, 𝑝 Spot market electricity price

𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖
𝑡, 𝑝 Price for emissions

𝑐
𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑡 , 𝑝 Fuel market price

𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑚
𝑢,𝑡 , 𝑝 Total costs at electricity market

𝑐𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑢,𝑡 , 𝑝 Variable costs

𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑥,𝑏𝑜𝑝
𝑢 Total balance of plant costs within CAPEX

𝑐
𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑟𝑒 𝑓
𝑢 Investment costs of reference system

𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑣
𝑢 Investment costs of component u

VIII VIII



𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑠
𝑢 Total insurance costs within OPEX

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑚𝑛𝑡
𝑢 Total maintenance costs within OPEX

𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑥,𝑝𝑒𝑟
𝑢 Total personell costs within OPEX

𝑒𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 Specific emissions of the surrounding electricity system

𝑒
𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐 Specific fuel emissions for a CHP unit

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑚
𝑢,𝑡 , 𝑝 Total revenues at electricity market

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑐 Share of insurance costs

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐 Share of maintenance costs

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐 Share of personell costs

𝑠𝑏𝑜𝑝𝑢 Share of balance of plant costs

𝑣𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑘 Volume of compressed air storage

𝑝𝑢 Installed electrical capacity or upper bound

𝑝
𝑟𝑒 𝑓
𝑢 Installed electrical capacity of reference system

¤𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛
𝑘,𝑡 , 𝑝 Fuel supply within expansion part

𝑞ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠 Heat quantity of storage

Subscripts

𝑎 Year

𝑏 Peak load boiler

𝑐 CHP unit

𝑑 Heat demand

𝑒 Electric boiler

𝑔 Heat production unit

ℎ Heat pump

IX IX



𝑛 Node

𝑝 Representative period

𝑠 Thermal storage

𝑡 Time step

𝑢 General unit 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 with𝑈 = 𝐾 ∪ 𝐺

Superscripts and Identifiers

0 Initial value

𝑎..𝑑 Specific coefficient

𝑎𝑏𝑠 Absolute quantity

𝑎𝑛𝑛 Annual

𝑏 y-intersect

𝑏𝑜𝑝 Balance of plant

𝑐𝑎𝑠 Compressed air storage

𝑐𝑚𝑝 Compression part

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 Condenser

𝑐𝑝𝑝 Conventional power plant

𝑐𝑝𝑥 Capital expenditures

𝑑ℎ District heating

𝑑ℎ𝑠 Dummy heat source

𝑒𝑙 Electrical power

𝑒𝑙𝑚 Electricity market

𝑒𝑚𝑖 Emissions

𝑒𝑟 Edge region
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𝑒𝑥𝑝 Expansion part

𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑖𝑛 Feed from renewables

𝑓 𝑔 Flue gas

𝑓 𝑖𝑥 Fixed value

𝑓 𝑢𝑒𝑙 Fuel related

𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 Initial value

𝑖𝑛𝑠 Insurance

𝑖𝑛𝑣 Investment

𝑚 Slope

𝑚𝑛𝑡 Maintenance

𝑜𝑝𝑟 Pressure above minimum

𝑜𝑝𝑥 Operational expenditures

𝑜𝑟𝑣 Operational revenues

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠 Personell

𝑟𝑒 𝑓 Reference unit

𝑟𝑒𝑠 Renewable energy sources

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 Start related

𝑠𝑦𝑠 System

𝑡𝑚𝑝 Temporal

𝑣𝑎𝑟 Variable quantity

𝑤𝑜𝑑ℎ Without district heating
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Figure 9.1: Histogram of CAES cycle lengths. A bin width of 72 h is chosen to group a total of 181
cycles.
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Figure 9.2: Histogram of CAES cycle amplitudes. A bin width of 1 bar is chosen to group a total of 181
cycles.
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Figure 9.3: Duration curves for expansion, compression and storage part for a design case with a low
efficiency of 57.92 %.
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Figure 9.4: Duration curves for expansion, compression and storage part for a design case with a high
efficiency of efficiency of 70.59 %.
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Figure 9.5: Selected representative periods of each 72 h for the electricity price using the k-medoids
clustering algorithm.
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Figure 9.6: Total algorithm and fitness evaluation runtime over evolutionary process.
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Figure 9.7: Hypervolume over evolutionary process for five different islands each having one population
of 32 individuals.
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Figure 9.8: Non-dominated individuals over evolutionary process for five different islands each having
one population of 32 individuals.
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Figure 9.9: Histogram of marginal generation costs within the three selected power system scenarios.
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Figure 9.10: Histogram of emissions within the three selected power system scenarios.
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Figure 9.11: Histogram of TES cycle lengths. A bin width of 72 h is chosen to group a total of 709
cycles.
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Figure 9.12: Histogram of TES cycle amplitudes. A bin width of 100 MWh is chosen to group a total of
709 cycles.
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Figure 9.13: Autocorrelation of electricity prices within different power system scenarios.
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Figure 9.14:Mean absolute error between annual original and cluster electricity price duration curves in
scenario “2030-C” for a different number of representative periods of each 48 h.
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Figure 9.15:Mean absolute error between annual original and cluster heat load duration curves in sce-
nario “2030-C” for a different number of representative periods of each 72 h.
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Figure 9.16: Selected representative periods of each 48 h in scenario “2030-C” for the heat load using
the hierarchical clustering algorithm.
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Figure 9.17: Correlation of model runtime and problem size given by the sum of the matrix dimensions.
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Figure 9.18: Correlation of model runtime and explored nodes within the branch-and-bound algorithm.
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Figure 9.19: Correlation of model runtime and total number of simplex iterations.
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Figure 9.20: Correlation of explored nodes and total number of simplex iterations.
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Figure 9.21: Correlation of the number of total simplex iterations and problem size.
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Figure 9.22: Pareto front and design parameters for scenario “2030-A”.
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Figure 9.23: Pareto front and design parameters for scenario “2030-C”.
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Figure 9.24: Pareto front and design parameters for scenario “2030-C-climate”.
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Figure 9.25: Correlation of electricity price and system emissions within scenario “2030-C”.
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Figure 9.26: Boxplot of selected representative periods of each 72 h for the wind feed-in in the Zhambyl
region using the hierarchical clustering algorithm.
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Figure 9.27: Boxplot of selected representative periods of each 72 h for the electricity load in the Zham-
byl region using the hierarchical clustering algorithm.
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Figure 9.28:Mean absolute error between annual original and cluster load duration curves in the Zham-
byl region for a different number of representative periods of each 24h.
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Figure 9.29:Mean absolute error between annual original and cluster solar feed-in duration curves in the
Zhambyl region for a different number of representative periods of each 24h.
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Figure 9.30: Boxplot of selected representative periods of each 72 h for the solar feed-in in the Zhambyl
region using the hierarchical clustering algorithm.
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C Tables

Table 9.1: Top ten of the most used metrics in evolutionary multi-objective optimization from 2005 to
2013. Table according to [110] with own adaptions.

Ranking Citations Metrics Aspects Sets
1 91 Hypervolume Accuracy, Diversity Unary
2 26 Generational distance Accuracy Unary
3 23 Epsilon family All Binary
4 17 Inverted generational distance Accuracy, Diversity Unary
4 17 Spread: Delta indicator Diversity Unary
4 17 Two set coverage All Binary
5 9 ONVG Cardinality Unary
5 9 R-Metric All Binary
6 8 Convergence measure Accuracy Unary
7 6 Convergence metric Accuracy Unary
7 6 D1R Accuracy, Diversity Unary
7 6 Spacing Diversity Unary
8 5 M3* metric Diversity Unary
9 4 M1* metric Accuracy Unary
10 3 Diversity metric Diversity Unary
10 3 Entropy metric Diversity Unary
10 3 Spread measure Diversity Unary
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Table 9.2: Overview of grid lines between different regions.

From region To region Capacity in MW
AKM KUS 2880
AKM SEV 1780
AKM PAV 2540
AKM KAR 680
AKT KUS 1100
ALM ZHA 2880
ATY MAN 680
ATY ZAP 340
KAR PAV 2880
KAR ALM 2540
KAR KZY 340
PAV VOS 340
YUZ ZHA 1780
YUZ KZY 680
KUS AKM 2880
SEV AKM 1780
PAV AKM 2540
KAR AKM 680
KUS AKT 1100
ZHA ALM 2880
MAN ATY 680
ZAP ATY 340
PAV KAR 2880
ALM KAR 2540
KZY KAR 340
VOS PAV 340
ZHA YUZ 1780
KZY YUZ 680
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Table 9.3: Overview of coal power plants in different regions.

Region Type Capacity in MW Efficiency in % Min. in % Max. in %
AKM CHP 562 42 50 100
AKM N 0 32 0 100
AKT CHP 0 42 0 100
AKT N 0 32 0 100
ALM CHP 827 42 50 100
ALM N 0 32 0 100
ATY CHP 0 42 0 100
ATY N 0 32 0 100
KAR CHP 1558 42 50 100
KAR N 663 32 0 100
KUS CHP 267 42 50 100
KUS N 0 32 0 100
KZY CHP 0 42 0 100
KZY N 0 32 0 100
MAN CHP 0 42 0 100
MAN N 0 32 0 100
PAV CHP 1977 42 50 100
PAV N 6450 32 0 100
SEV CHP 434 42 50 100
SEV N 0 32 0 100
VOS CHP 405 42 40 100
VOS N 0 32 0 100
YUZ CHP 17 42 50 100
YUZ N 0 32 0 100
ZAP CHP 0 42 0 100
ZAP N 0 32 0 100
ZHA CHP 0 42 0 100
ZHA N 0 32 0 100
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Table 9.4: Overview of gas power plants in different regions.

Region Type Capacity in MW Efficiency in % Min. in % Max. in %
AKM CHP 0 44 0 100
AKM N 0 34 0 100
AKT CHP 91 44 34 100
AKT N 320 34 0 100
ALM CHP 25 44 40 100
ALM N 0 34 0 100
ATY CHP 338 44 40 100
ATY N 733 34 0 100
KAR CHP 0 44 0 100
KAR N 177 34 0 100
KUS CHP 16 44 30 100
KUS N 0 34 0 100
KZY CHP 67 44 40 100
KZY N 48 34 0 100
MAN CHP 705 44 40 100
MAN N 625 34 0 100
PAV CHP 0 44 0 100
PAV N 0 34 0 100
SEV CHP 0 44 0 100
SEV N 0 34 0 100
VOS CHP 0 44 0 100
VOS N 0 34 0 100
YUZ CHP 190 44 20 100
YUZ N 0 34 0 100
ZAP CHP 30 44 40 100
ZAP N 198 34 0 100
ZHA CHP 60 44 40 100
ZHA N 1230 34 0 100
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Table 9.5: Overview of hydropower plants in different regions.

Region Capacity in MW Efficiency in %
BUS-AKM 0 100
BUS-AKT 0 100
BUS-ALM 746.2 95
BUS-ATY 0 100
BUS-KAR 0 100
BUS-KUS 0 100
BUS-KZY 0 100
BUS-MAN 0 100
BUS-PAV 0 100
BUS-SEV 0 100
BUS-VOS 1740 92
BUS-YUZ 102.5 100
BUS-ZAP 0 100
BUS-ZHA 14.90 93

Table 9.6: Overview installed wind capacity in different regions.

Region Capacity in MW
BUS-AKM 45
BUS-AKT 0
BUS-ALM 9
BUS-ATY 0
BUS-KAR 0
BUS-KUS 0
BUS-KZY 0
BUS-MAN 0
BUS-PAV 0
BUS-SEV 3.5
BUS-VOS 0
BUS-YUZ 0
BUS-ZAP 0
BUS-ZHA 74.8
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Table 9.7: Overview installed solar capacity in different regions.

Region Capacity in MW
BUS-AKM 0
BUS-AKT 0
BUS-ALM 2
BUS-ATY 0
BUS-KAR 0
BUS-KUS 0
BUS-KZY 0.4
BUS-MAN 0
BUS-PAV 0
BUS-SEV 0
BUS-VOS 0
BUS-YUZ 2
BUS-ZAP 0
BUS-ZHA 50.5

Table 9.8: Overview maximum and annual load in different regions.

Region Max. load in MW Annual load in TWh
BUS-AKM 738 5.38
BUS-AKT 658 4.19
BUS-ALM 1801 10.33
BUS-ATY 643 4.02
BUS-KAR 2262 15.35
BUS-KUS 990 5.44
BUS-KZY 292 1.6
BUS-MAN 825 4.86
BUS-PAV 2520 16.89
BUS-SEV 348 1.74
BUS-VOS 1389 8.64
BUS-YUZ 752 4.29
BUS-ZAP 291 1.76
BUS-ZHA 761 3.96
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D Code listings

1 class ExampleDesignModel(DesignModel):
2 """Examplary design model class."""
3
4 def __init__(self, ctx):
5 """Initialize with required attributes.
6
7 Parameters
8 ----------
9 ctx : dictionary to instantiate as parent object
10 """
11 DesignModel.__init__(self, ctx)
12
13 def fitness(self, x):
14 """Select and return fitness functions.
15
16 Parameters
17 ----------
18 x : list with vector of design variables
19 """
20 # set design variables
21 self.set_design_variables(x)
22 self.update_design_variables()
23
24 # pre-process model (optional)
25
26 self.optimize_operation()
27
28 # post-process model (optional)
29
30 # define and return objectives
31 f1 = self.calculate_net_present_value()
32 f2 = self.calculate_efficiency()
33
34 return [f1, f2]

Algorithm 9.1: Exemplary definition of a design model.
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E Other

Current state of research

This subsection contains a detailed analysis of the literature listed in Section 2.2 i.e. single entries within
Table 2.2, Table 2.3 and Table 2.4. For the sake of brevity, these are summarized within Section 2.2.

Compressed air energy storage

In [30] the operation of a conventional gas-fired power units is optimized in combination with wind power
and compressed air energy storage. The modelling is realized within a mixed integer non-linear program
and implements detailed constraints such as ramping rates and up- and downtimes. Two objective func-
tions are used and either profits maximized or costs minimized. As a result, it is found that significantly
higher profits from operation and slightly lower costs in a market environment could be achieved by the
use of CAES.

A thermo-economic analysis of a compressed air energy storage system integrated with a wind power
plant within the italian spot market for electricity is proposed in [35]. The study involves the analysis of
off-design conditions and different operating strategies as well as a detailed modelling of all components.
For the case study of southern Italy, it can be demonstrated that the inclusion of a storage option is only
cost-effective when it solves local grid imbalances.

The storage model proposed in [30] is used in reduced form as a mixed-integer programwithin [37] which
evalues the value of CAES within a system of renewable energy sources. Extended into a stochastic
program, the model includes the uncertainty of electricity prices and variable renewable feedin which
can be balanced by the storage in combination with a demand response mechanism which shifts load
depending on electricity prices. Overall, the validity of the model is shown by applying four different
case studies.

Another optimization model for CAES in combination with wind generation is proposed within [43]. The
model is again formulated for the scheduling of the wind farm in combination with the storage in order
to optimize the overall profit which depends on the time-wise utilization of gas and electricity prices. It
uses chance-constrained programming and investigates a diabatic concept by using the data of the plant
in Huntorf, Germany. Overall, the general functionality of the model can be proven by applying the
respective case study.

The role of CAES in the future sustainable energy system ofDenmark is investigated in [28] from a system
and operator perspective. Both, spot market prices and markets for ancilliary services are analyzed with
the result that only both markets in combination might indicate potential feasibility from an investors
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perspective. An analysis for the German market is proposed in own studies with similar results [39]
whereas the model is implemented as mixed-integer linear program and published in another article [40].

Within [29] different operation strategies on electricity spot markets are analyzed for potential CAES
operators. In such an operation mode, energy is stored when electricity prices are low and fed into the
grid again when electricity are high. Three optimal computer-based methodologies are compared along
with two more realistic practical approaches. Results for a Danish case study indicate that even with
pratical approaches 80-90% of the optimal earnings can be achieved.

Similarly to [29], in [46] the economic viability of coupling a wind farmwith CAES in the day-ahead elec-
tricity market is investigated. Therefore, the study assumes a setting when renewable portfolio standards
are not present and wind competes in the market. The modelling is hereby realized in an optimization
model by means of dynamic programming. Again, results show that the wind–CAES system would not
be able to cover annualized capital costs using historical market prices. Even with moderately higher
carbon prices in future, the economic viability of the system cannot be achieved.

The integration of offshore wind farms coupled to a compressed air energy storage is also investigated
in [32]. By deciding about design components such as grid-tied cable capacities and component sizes of
the storage, the model optimizes for the minimum levelized cost of electricity. Derived results indicate
that the usage of CAES is significantly more expensive as a backup gas-turbine, even at a very ambitous
price for carbon. Thus, the results agree with the ones resulting from [46].

An integration of CAES into the transmission system of Texas with the aim of integrating higher shares
of wind energy is investigated in [26]. A mixed integer program is used to model the thermal generation
and storage in combination with demand and a simplified transmission network. As wind generation is
balanced with CAES their system behaviour is changed towards baseload generators by shifting power
generation between peaks and valleys. However, the fossil generation decreases significantly due to the
gas used to operate the gas turbine of the diabatic storage plant.

The operational economics of CAES under uncertainty are analyzed within [49] by means of mixed-
integer linear program in combination with a probabilistic model to estimate forward hourly electricity
and natural gas prices. A case study for Turkey is applied along with economic analyses on the economic
performance of the system. Annual profits are analyzed for various simulations for the period from
2011 to 2041 with the result that the investment would be economically viable for the given market
environment. Moreover, a sensivity analysis is applied and different design layouts are compared in
terms of their economic performance.

In addition to this, studies on single concepts in multiple market environments have been published in
different articles. For example, in [38] a detailed production cost model as mixed-integer linear program
is proposed and applied to a case study to investigate the value of CAES in systems with large shares of
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wind power. In hourly and five-minute time-wise resolution, the economic performance is analyzed in
the day-ahead, real-time and control reserve markets with the result that other business cases than solely
arbitrage on day-ahead markets lead to a significantly higher profitability.

Another detailed model which is capable of integrating energy and control reserve markets is suggested
in [34]. Among proposing detailed unit commitment constraints, the proposed model includes security
constraints for the grid and evaluates the integration of wind generation bymeans of an energy storage sys-
tem. Case studies with different numbers of busses are presented to validate the overall model. Moreover,
a literature review analyzes studies in terms of CAES in the perspective of locational pricing, business
economics and other contexts.

A model for an adiabatic CAES for the case of an open electricity market is proposed in [42]. The focus
here is on the investigation of benefits in terms of transmission congestion relief and the model again
realized as mixed-integer program. As a result, it can be demonstrated that utility commands should be
forecasted and integrated within the model to create benefit from the storage system technically on the
system side and financially on the operator side.

Even more flexible models for different technical concepts within multiple market environments are
proposed in other studies. A generic optimization model within different market environments for storage
systems at a high level of detail is developed and described [41]. In contrast to other works, the model also
deals with the topics of (non-linear) costs functions of CAES due to a changing efficiency for different
load conditions. Among the works in [27] which focus on CAES in combination with wind energy, the
model is used to investigate CAES within different economical contexts.

Another model for different concepts within energy and control reserve markets in suggested in [36]. By
applying the model within different U.S. markets, the added value of providing control reserve, the dy-
namic behaviour and the sensitivity of CAES net revenues depending design and performance parameters
is investigated. Results indicate that diabatic concepts can be economcally feasible and reserve market
revenues have a significant positive influence on the profitability. Against this, adiabatic concepts are
not beneficial in terms of an investment due to their hight investment costs.

Similarly, in [45] diabatic and adiabatic concepts are investigated within the German energy and tertiary
control reserve market. In combination with wind energy, the centralized and decentralized possibility
of integrating the storage is analyzed by applying an optimization model. As shown within other studies,
the study concludes that plants can only be operated economically if both the spot market and market for
control reserve is utilized. Moreover, a centralized integration of storage expectably seems to be more
viable than a decentralized. Moreover, diabatic concepts are more profitable than adiabatic ones due to
their cost structure.
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A detailed component-based model of an adiabatic concept is presented in [44] as a mixed-integer non-
linear program and along with a reduced linearized form. The model is used to l jointly shedule energy
and reserves reserve within a standardized test system with multiple busses. The impacts of the storage
on the energy and reserve schedules within the power system are analyzed as well as overall operation
costs and curtailment of wind turbines. Results show that the system reserve demand cannot be served
alone by the system and provided reserve services may increase the overall reserve demand.

Own research works related to the techno-economic modelling and assessment of CAES are based on
a mixed-integer multi-concept and -market model. The model is capable of modelling diabatic and adi-
abatic concepts and is applied in [39] to model two concepts. As a market environment, the German
day-ahead spot market and tertiary control reserve market are chosen. Results indicate that the diabatic
concept can be economically viable when both spot market and tertiary control reserve markets are uti-
lized. Nevertheless, this is likely to change in future due to a shrinking volume of tertiary control reserve
markets due to other technologies that are capable of providing the same service. The full model is
published in [40] along with a case study for other concepts.

Only a small number of research works related to CAES with a focus on multiple objectives has been pub-
lished yet. A design optimization of a combined cooling, heating and power based compressed air energy
storage system in terms of thermodynamic and economic objectives is published in [48]. A steady state
model based on an exergoeconomic analysis is used within an multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to
assess the impact of typical design parameters on the objectives and find beneficial designs. Among other
insights, it can be demonstrated that the turbine, compressor and turbine inlet heat exchangers are crucial
to obtain a higher exergy efficiency while remaining cost-effective.

Similarly, in [47] design parameters of a combined cooling, heating and power system combined with a
solar collector and compressed air energy storage are optimized. Objectives within the evolutionary opti-
mization algorithm are in this case the investment cost and exergetic efficiency of the system. Moreover,
within a sensitivity analysis, the effects of technical parameters are evalutated for both maximum heating
and cooling conditions.

Design parameters of a small-scale underwater compressed air energy storage system are optimized in
[31]. Within the concept, it is assumed that the equipment such as the compressor and turbine is located
on-shore while air accumulators are placed at depth. Within a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm the
storages energy, exergy, and economics are analyzed. Preferred system designs for different interest rates
are studied and additionally the round-trip efficiency and operating profit determined.

A combined approach which optimizes the design and operation of a microgrid with a CAES is proposed
in [33]. The microgrid is prepresented by am island test system and consists of a wind turbine, photo-
voltaic array, diesel generators complemented by a storage. All design variables are changed within a
genetic algorithm whereas the unit commitment is realized within an embedded mixed-integer linear pro-
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gram. Finally, the proposed dispatch strategy is compared to other existing approaches with the result
that it outperforms all other methods. Finally, all studies are summarized and differentiated with regard
to different criteria in Table 2.2.

District heating systems

The advantages of heat and power sector coupling have been discussed in numerous studies within the
last decades. Hereby, most studies focus on the potential to create flexibility in the the power sector by
means of the heat sector in order to integrate higher shares of volatile renewable energies. This mostly
affects the spot market for electricity and the markets for control reserve with power to heat technologies
in combination with thermal storages or fossil power plants. Moreover, existing and future district heating
infrastructure is particularly suitable in this context.

A holistic concept for the conversion of district heating and cooling systems within future renewable
energy supply systems is proposed and scientifically claimed by Lund et al. [176] with a strong focus
on the question on how such systems can be decarbonized towards 100% renewable systems. Therefore,
single future challenges in this field are tackled and the next generation of district heating systems (so
called 4th generation district heating systems) are significantly more efficient and smartly connected
with power and gas infrastructures. By the creation of an annual conference in the year 2014, meanwhile
numerous articles have been published in this field.

Optimization approaches applied to district heating and cooling thermal networks are outlined in [239].
The review article analyses and discusses different types of optimization problems, constraints and tech-
niques as well as the optimization tools that are used in the field of in district energy systems. Among
other criteria, it is distinguished between the number of objectives, the type of district heating system and
the applied solver.

Various articles within the field of heat and power sector coupling based on linear mathematical models
and respective approaches are illustrated in [188], wheras the focus lies on heat supply for the household
sector. In summary, it is demonstrated that power and heat technologies can cost efficiently conribute to
decarbonize existing energy supply systems by substituting fossil fuels through renewable electricity and
heat. Moreover, the usage of heat pumps and passive heat storages on a domestic level level is found to
have a large potential in terms of emission reduction.

Formulations on CHP plants within respective optimization models are studied within [182] and [181].
Whereas [182] provides an overview of commonly used generic formulations within (mixed-integer) lin-
ear models, the focus in [181] is the proposal and analytical justification of a generic model for CHP
plants on a high level of detail. Therefore, respective calculations of the approximated model are com-
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pared to detailed thermodynamical analysis with the results that the general characteristics of a power
plant can be adequately adressed within a simplified techno-economic model.

The integration potentials for renewables by means of district heating systems in computational models
have been analysed in different studies. As one example [240] investigates the development of district
heating systems within the danish energy system in 100% renewable scenarios until the year 2060. As
one key result, district heating systems are identified as strategically important to cover heat demands in
urban areas. Hereby, such central systems and specifically heating grids are decarbonized gradually until
the year 2060. In contrast, for decentral heat supply on a domestic level heat pumps are recommended
due to comparably low costs and induced emissions which is in line with the findings from [176].

Capabilities of a typical urban district heating grid to balance volatile wind power feed-in are analyzed
in [60]. Within the study, the optimal unit commitment of different heat supply technologies is analyzed
for different levels of wind power feed-in in terms of the overall effect related to the operational costs.
It could be demonstrated that respective systems are able to provide a high level of flexibility and can
contribute significantly to the intergration of renewable energy into the power system. Morover, the
dimensioning of the thermal storage in relation to the overall renewable and fossil generation capacity is
evaluated. The overall findings are hereby in line with [240].

Similar questions related to the question on how renewable power generation can be balanced within the
Germany energy system are addressed within [61]. Hereby, in particular the influence of electric heaters
on the system costs and emissions is analyzed for the period from 2012 until 2025. In accordance with
[60] the general capability of district heating systems to balance variable renewables can be demonstrated
with a focus on control reserve markets. By utilizing power to heat technologies in times of high renew-
able power generation, fossil based power plants can be decoupled from must-run capacities providing
negative control reserve which reduces induced emissions.

Relations between CHP plants in combination with thermal storages and the overall efficiency and costs
of the electricity system are evaluated in [69]. Besides the variation of the share of renewable and fossil
generation capacities, the capacity of thermal storages and feed-flow temperature of thermal power plants
is varied. Results confirm a positive integration effect for renewable power generation which is in line
with the findings from [60] and [61]. Moreover, it can be demonstrated that CHP plants are able to reduce
the efficiency of the overall system as well as the overall system costs. In line with expectations, increased
capacities of thermal storages lead to higher shares of integrated renewables.

The integration of flow temperatures in UCmodels of future DH systems has been analyzedwithin an own
paper [8] which has been proposed and presented at the conference by Lund et al. (2014) mentioned above
[176]. The study investigates the effect of introducing varying supply temperatures in mixed-integer
linear programming models based on a case study of a municipal district heating system. Moreover, it is
analyzed how the temperature integration approach affects unit commitment and technology assessment
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for different temperature levels and scenarios. In conclusion, it could be demonstrated that the effect of
changing temperature on a technology assessment is comparably small as opposed to adaptions in the
regulatory framework which directly affect the objective function.

Within Milan et al. (2015) the modeling of non-linear CHP efficiency curves in distributed energy sys-
tems is analized [64]. The authors claim that in this context detailed system models are required in
order to make optimal decisions on investment and operation. As fuel cells and micro-turbine units share
non-linear properties especially when modelling part-load behaviour, the study implements two approx-
imation variants within a MIP problem. Results indicate that part load operation has mainly been found
important for fuel cell units whereas the micro-turbine is found almost exclusively in full load. Thus the
application of the new approaches to the micro-turbine is found to be not as relevant as to the fuel cell
for the considered unit sizes and building types.

One recent approach to optimize district heating systems in terms of different objectives, is the toolbox
“modesto” which is developed at the department of mechanical engineering at KU Leuven [72]. The
software is meant to be a multi-objective district energy systems toolbox for optimization and allows for
different components to be optimized in (sub) networks whereas the overall problem is represented as a
(mixed-integer) linear program. In this context, the term “multi-objective” means the general capability
of exchanging the objective function to optimize for different metrics such as emissions, costs or energy.
Thus, the toolbox still uses mono-objective optimization and does not allow to optimize for multiple
objectives simulaneously.

Within [70] a two-level optimization approach is proposed to optimize the design and operation of district
heating systems. It uses mixed-integer linear programming and consists of a master level which includes
mainly design variables, and a slave level which integrating operational variables. The method uses
weighted sums to integrate economical and ecological metrics in the objective and is successfully applied
to a case study.

Complexity reduction approaches for the optimal design and operation optimization of multi-energy sys-
tems involving seasonal energy storage are investogated within [21]. Therefore, newmixed integer linear
programming methodologies are proposed which allow the consideration of long term horizons at hourly
resolution while the complexity of the optimization problem is significantly reduced. Moreover, the
methodologies are compared to results for clustered models and full horizon optimizations indicating
that the results are corresponding.

As opposed to various studies on the systemic effects and economy of district heating systems, research
on the business economy of single systems from an operators perspective is scarce. Hereby, in particular
the work of [59] and related publications of this work group such as [22] have to be mentioned. Within
[59] the contribution of heat storages on the business economy of the district heating operation is investi-
gated using the case study of a district heating system in the area of Berlin. Results indicate that thermal
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storages have a significant positive impact on the business economy of the entire district heating infras-
tructure. In contrast to the assumption of “perfect foresight” used in [59], studies [62] and [63] focus
on the question on how uncertainty concerning wind feed-in and electricity prices can be addressed by
means of a stochastic optimization model of the district heating system.

Optimal sizing of a biomass-fired organic rankine cycle combined heat and power system with heat stor-
age is presented along with a respective methodology in [71]. The focus is on investor based assessment
along with the investigation of heat storage benefits. Within a hybrid optimization approach, the oper-
ation is optimized using mixed-integer linear programming whereas the non-linear sizing optimization
embeds the operational optimization within a loop. Overall, fuel prices for an economical operation could
be estimated and the existence of a heat storage be proven to be uneconomical due to the assumption of
fixed feed-in tariffs.

The optimal design and operation of technologies in multi-energy microgrids with electricty, heating, and
cooling loads is described in [65]. The model extends the DER-CAM model which is developed at the
university of Berkeley is adapted by new mixed-integer formulations and uses multiple nodes instead of
a single node to balance the demand and supply side. Results indicate that the inclusion of multiple nodes
is required to model distributed energy systems in order to correctly estimate the occurring investment
costs.

A multi-objective model for the design and operational optimization of combined heat and power dis-
tributed generation systems is proposed in [50]. The authors use mixed-integer programming in com-
bination with the method of weighted sums in order to integrate multiple criteria within the objective
function. The model is applied to a case study of limited urban area where buildings Are connected by
a heat network and equipped with small-size CHP plants. Furthermore, it can be demonstrated that the
model is capable of showing the potential in terms of economical and ecological benefits.

Within [22] the interdependencies between heat storages and district heating networks are analyzed re-
garding economic and ecological criteria. Therefore, a multi-criteria objective function which includes
profit and operational emissions is applied within within a mixed-integer linear optimization by means
of the weighted sum method. Besides the operational optimization design parameters such as the type
of supply, transport and storage facilities are optimized simultaneously along with subsequent a sensiv-
ity analysis. Results show that newly installed storage facilities are favored over a network expansion
regarding both objectives due to the strong effect of decoupling heat demand and electricity production.

A framework that couples a descriptive analytical model for medium to large-scale energy systems with
a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm is proposed by [51]. The framework enables identify Pareto-
optimal sets of configurations regarding different competing objectives and is applied to the case of Aal-
borg municipality within a case study. While confirming the finding of previous works, an entire set of
additional optimal solutions could be generated and the effectiveness of the approach be proven.
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Multi-objective optimization of optimal design and operation of urban distributed energy systems as
well as optimal heating network layouts is studied in [66]. A mixed integer linear programming model
was used along with the 𝜀-constraint method for multi-objective optimisation to minimize total cost and
carbon emissions. Within a case study for residential and commercial building different design results are
presented which show that emissions savings can be improved significantly over a standard solution for
the same cost by means of the proposed method. Moreover, an adaption of the model by power flow and
grid upgrade options using three different methods (including one bi-level method with an evolutionary
algorithm) is proposed in [67]. It can be shown that all methods produce interpretable results and have
their fields of application depending on the acceptable runerime and level of accuracy. In another work,
one of the methods is used on the decarbonization of urban grids [68].

Generic bi-level multi-objective approaches for the simultaneous design and operational optimization of
disctrict heating systems have been applied by Fazlollahi et al. in a series of publications [52, 53, 55,
56, 57, 96, 54] based on previous work at the same institute [58]. A first method consisting of a district
heating system represented in a MILP model optimized cost-wise with regard to the opration which is
embedded within a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm optimizing design parameters of the system
in terms of multiple objectives was proposed in conference contribution [52] and leading to a subsequent
journal publication [53]. The same model has later been applied for the integration of biomass resources
within [54].

An application of the multi-objective approach to district heating optimization using data which is clus-
tered by a method proposed before by the autor [96] is realized within [55]. Thermo-economic simula-
tion models are used to adapt the LP/MILP models depending on the assertion of objectives within the
multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. Decision variables are the maximum size of equipment e.g. the
thermal storage capacity and the type of storage. Objective-wise, a simulaneous minimization of total
annual cost along with induced emissions and a maximization of the total system efficiency is realized.
Results indicate that all objectives could be improved moderately by means of the method application.

In [56] the model is further developed to optimize network structures such as pipeline layouts between
consumers and producers. Objectives are similar to previous work from [55] and the operational optimiza-
tion (called slave optimization in this context) is explained in detail using a layer structure. In conclusion,
it could be demonstrated that the developed method is applicable using an illustrative example. In an-
other study [57] the previous work from [56] and [96] is combined to optimize a district heating system
for an urban are including a respective transmission network. Objectives are again the total annual cost,
induced emissions and system efficiency which all could be improved significantly. Finally, all studies
are summarized and differentiated with regard to different criteria in Table 2.3.
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Multi-regional and other systems

Especially for the country of Kazakhstan three relevant modelling papers have been published within
the last decade. Within a collaboration of the DIW Berlin and the Nazarbayev University in Astana,
lower carbon strategies for the electricity sector of Kazakhstan for the years 2030 and 50 are modelled
[89]. Hereby, a two-stage CDOM optimizes both, the operation of all generation facilities and and the
investment in grid expansion in order to evaluate economical pathways for the future electricity sector
of Kazakhstan. Further, within another study the impact of storage technologies on renewable energy
integration in Kazakhstan is analyzed within an operational model that is realized as an LP [87]. Within
another study, a spatially resolved electricity market model for the power system is published [88]. The
model is designed to provide a transparent tool in order to assess the changes in the national electricity
system in a technical, economic, and environmental dimension and provides all data in another subsequent
paper [98].

A procedure for estimating the optimal sizing of photovoltaic and energy storage units has been proposed
in [241] whereas the storage optimization and operation is realized from a utility’s perspective. Moreover,
the storage optimization seeks for a maximization of the technical benefits for the distribution system
by means of a general parallel GA which embeds a simulator for the distribution system. Hierarchical
clustering is applied to reduce the problem size and find typical daily power curves e.g. for PV units.

Within [84] a thermoenvironomic optimization of a small-scale distributed combined cooling, heating,
and power (CCHP) system with risk analysis is realized within a multi-objective approach . A GA has
been applied to optimize three objective functions including the exergetic efficiency, total levelized cost
rate of the system product and the cost rate of environmental impact. In this context only the design is
optimized with regard to the different objectives which makes a MDM. Furthermore, risk analysis is used
to make a decision based on the final optimal solution.

In [19] an operational and topological optimization of multi-carrier energy systems i proposed based on
their concept of energy hubs which includes multiple energy carriers such as electricity, natural gas, and
district heat. While previous studies focused on sole operational optimization of such systems [83] within
this paper the couplings between different systems are optimized. This combined optimization of energy
systems allows to determine optimal interfaces between different energy infrastructures and is illustrated
by means of three exemplary case studies.

Another study proposes a multi-objective optimization approach for the selection and dimensioning of
energy storage systems [86]. Within different case studies storage systems are analyzed for different
applications such as grid-scale applications in centralized energy systems and services within DER are
analyzed. The model is implemented as a MIP problem whereas and adapted form of the 𝜀-constraint
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method is applied to regard multiple objectives such as the storages’ discharge duration, levelized costs
of storage and environmental impact.

A combination of a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm and a descriptive analytical model has been
proposed in the field of energy scenario design [51]. As scenarios are typically based on a mix of different
energy sources and at the same time different competing objectives exist it is possible to automatically
identify a set of Pareto-optimal configurations. Within a case study for the disctrict heating of Aalborg in
northern Denmark the proposed method is applied for the contrasting goals of cost and carbon emissions.
Results indicate that the method delivers additional insights compared to a previous single optimization
investigation as it yields additional optimal solutions with regard to the defined objectives.

The optimal design of multi-energy systems with seasonal storage is analyzed in [21]. For this, novel
MILP methodologies which allow for a consideration of an annual time horizon at hourly resolution are
appliedwhich are able to significantly reduce the problem complexity. It could be shown that the proposed
approaches deliver similar results as an optimization at full scale. Finally, a multi-energy system which
is based on a neighborhood in Zurich, Switzerland, is optimized with regard to total annual costs and
emissions in order to perform a sensitivity analysis on different features of the system designby applying
the well known 𝜀-constraint method.

An optimal sizing of a combined cooling, heating and power microgrid using multi-objective optimiza-
tion has been studied within [77]. The CCHP is designed to satisfy the demand in power, heating and
cooling for a large office building located in Tehran. Costs, energy efficiency and emissions are optimized
within a multi-objective genetic algorithm which embeds a simulation-based operational model. Results
indicate that a solar-dominated system has a considerable advantages in energy saving and emissions over
a conventional based system.

Renewable energy penetration rates in power systems which are optimized regarding multiple objectives
are analyzed in [85]. Within a case study approach a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm is applied to
optimize both the annualized renewable energy cost and the system reliability simultaneously. Hereby,
conventional backup capacities are installed in the current system and the the rate of renewables is op-
timized with regard to both objectives. Obtained results for the case study demonstrate that the use of
various renewable resources namely PV and wind is able to satisfy both objectives to a large extent. Nev-
ertheless, the capacity expansion has not been extented to conventional capacities since this would require
an operational model.

A multi-objective model for operation and the design of future integrated multi-carrier energy networks
at a high spatial and temporal resolution has been proposed with [73] after applying the approach to
different research questions. The multi-objective optimization is realized by means of a weighted sum
approach and the energy system representation described by the concept of “value webs” [73] which
shows characteristics as energy hubs [19], MES [17] or other graph-based descriptions [9]. Within the
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proposed concept article [73] different scenarios involving different primary energy sources to satisfy
demands for heat, electricity and mobility across different sectors were examined for Great Britan.

The respective model has been used for the evaluation of biomass value chains within different bioenergy
system pathways within [91]. Moreover in [92] the model has been adapted to generically encompass
conversion, transport and storage infrastructures along with a decomposition approach which reduces the
complexity of the design optimization. Finally, in another paper the model is applied to the energy system
of Great Britain for a decabonization by means of an optimal design and operation of a potential future
integrated wind-hydrogen-electricity network [93].

Within Mashayakekh at al. (2017) a mixed integer linear programming approach for the sizing, and
placement of DER portfolio in multi-energy microgrids [65] is proposed. Within a multi-node modeling
approach that includes electrical power and heat flow equations, the model allows to perform an optimal
sitingwhile considering physical and operational constraints of different components. Within a case study,
the model is compared to a single-node version for an example microgrid. Results indicate that multi-
node approaches are superior within the process of sizing DER portfolios when compared to single-node
approaches as they tend to underestimate the overall investment costs.

Optimal operation of an integrated energy system including fossil fuel power generation, carbon capture
and wind is analyzed in [90]. Within a nonlinear hourly model for the system the operating profit is
maximized for a period of 24 hours by means of given energy prices and wind generation data. Moreover,
a carbon emission constraint is modelled to limit the amout of emissions to a maximal value. As a result,
it could be demonstrated that via optimal flexible operation the effective operating cost of respective
systems can be substantially reduced with an additional consideration of emission constraints.

In another study the authors have extended their model to simultaneously determine the optimal design
and and operation for a flexible coal–natural gas power station with carbon capture [80]. Hereby, a similar
coal-fired power station is undergoing a retrofit including a carbon capture unit powered by a specially
designed combined cycle gas turbine. Moreover, the focus lies on a detailed modelling and optimization
of the heat recovery steam generator contained within the CCGT within different electricity markets.
Within a bi-objective method a mixed-integer nonlinear programming formulation delivers the optimal
operation which is embeded within an external design optimization which is realized via a specific PSO
variant based in preliminary works from [242]. Finally, Pareto frontiers are obtained for the minimization
of capital requirement and the maximization of the net present value and offer more information for the
decision maker than a sole operational optimization as [90]. A similar investigation of the same authors
uses the same methods as in [80] with a stronger focus on the detailed modelling [81].

Multi-objective design and operational optimization of distributed and renewable energy systems in build-
ings has been proposed in [79]. The authors make use of a hybrid multi-objective optimization approach
for the sizing of thermal and electrical energy systems with regard to thermo-economic performance in-
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dicators. Within the approach the operation is optimized using a MILP and model-predictive control.
Additionally, design variables are optimized by an evolutionary algorithm which embeds the linear pro-
gram along with clustered data which reduces the complexity and resulting runtime. Within a case study
different sizes of the components are analyzed regarding two objectives which are investment costs and
self-consumption share.

Within [78] the authors proposed amulti-objective optimization approach for combined gas and electricity
network expansion planning. For this, within a hybrid method a hard mixed integer non-linear stochastic
problem is embedded within an evolutionary algorithm along with a preference-based decision making
approach to select the final solution from the set of optimal solutions with regard to both objectives. Both
investment cost and production cost are optimized simultaneously while regarding criteria which ensure
network security. In addition, wind power generation is addressed in the model in its stochastic nature.
Finally, the method is tested against different reference systems and found to be effective.

A soft-linking of a power systemsmodel to an energy systemsmodel is proposed in [82]. This soft-linking
is realized to gain insights from the power systems model strong points and transfer them into the energy
systems model. Obtained results hereby help to improve and develop a deeper understanding of results
from the energy systems model. The authors’ main motivation stems from the idea that there is not one
specific energy modeling tool which is able to address all aspects of the real energy system in detail. In
contrast, according to the authors insights and progress can rather be achievied by looking a the results
of different specialized modelling tools rather than trying to cover all aspects within one comprehensive
modelling tool.

Within another study [74] energy systems are modelled at urban level by for the municipality of Bres-
sanone (Brixen) in northern Italy. Various energy scenarios including PV on roof tops, heat pumps and
electrical and thermal energy storages are applied within a case study with the aim to improve the system
in terms of costs and emissions. Here, the EES and a TES attached to a heat pump are further evaluated
to utilize the generated excess electricity from PV. Within a hybrid approach two simulation models have
been embedded within a MOEA in order to optimize different system configurations with regard to costs
and emissions. Besides demonstrating the value which has been added by the approach results clearly
highlight the benefits of coupling the electricity and heat sector.

A generalization of the approach from [74] has been proposed by Prina et al. (2018a) [75] along with
another case study application [75]. Within the case study the coupling of aMOEA namely NSGAII to the
EnergyPLAN simulation software is described in detail using the same objectives as in [74] for the energy
system of South Tyrol. Hereby, special emphasis is put on the energy efficiency in buildings whereas
energy efficiency costs are be described for different building types having respective construction periods
and locations. Overall, the advantages of an optimization approach which covers economical, technical
and environmental aspects are demonstrated within the selected case study.
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Another study of the same authors [75] for the case study of Italy uses the same approach to incorporate
CCGT flexibility constraints and related additional costs into the model proposed in [76]. As the energy
system of Italy is dominated by high capacities of CCGT this modelling of costs which are related to
start-up and partial load conditions is needed to describe the system adequately. Results indicate that the
consideration of CCGT cycling costs within energy system modells is crucial in future because these are
strongly affected by increasing shares of intermittent renewable generation in future. Moreover, these
rising costs can open favorable business models for other technologies offering load modulation such as
EES. Finally, all studies are summarized and differentiated with regard to different criteria in Table 2.4.
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